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PREFACE

The purpose of this dissertation is to compare four novels of
the American hemisphere from vhat Pedro Henrlquez Urerla calls " los
principales centroB de edicion1' (1959» p» 132) of Latin America and the
United States:

Lob Premioa (i960) by Julio Cortfizar of Argentina,

Ship of Fools (1962) by Katherine Anne Porter of the U. S. A.,* Camblo
de Piel (1967) by the Mexican author, Carlos Fuentes, and Belong, Lati
tude Hoite (1968) by Moacir C. Lopes of Brazil.
These novels are based on the Journey metaphor which forms and
controls the inner structure of the novel.

The authors have included,

together with the Journey metaphor, the myth of the Heroic Quest in the
phase of the Challenge (or Call to Action) and the Response to that
challenge in the delineation of at least one of the characters in each
novel.

A contemporary meaning of the Journey and the Heroic Quest is

elaborated by means of the structure of the novels and of their rele
vance to the problems of contemporary society,
The four novels are comparable with respect to structure and
form, and also with respect to the intention (stated or not) of the au
thor in choosing to express his world view by means of the Journey met
aphor.

The primary focu3 of this dissertation is on the structural

aspects of the works that relate to the Journey-Heroic Quest metaphor.

*Page numbers refer to the New American Library edition of 19f>3.
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This focuo precludes any attempt to do a complcto literary analysis of
the novels.
Although each author's frame of reference may be regional, the
impact

of his work ia universal because it deals with problems that all

men have had to face oince thoy became aware that they were different
from animals.
The author wishes to express her appreciation to the following:
to Leo. L, Barrow for Introducing her to the workB of Moaclr C. Lopes;
to Moacir C. Lopes himself for his long, clear letters of explanation;
to Professor and Mrs, Charles N. Staubach for patient and thorough
proof-reading; and to Gilbert E. Evans for hie long-enduring patience
and sensitive direction.
ThiB paper was written with the help of an Arizona Pre-Doctoral
Fellowship Grant for 1960-1969*
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ABSTRACT

Julio Cortfiaar's Lou Promloo (Argentina, i960), Kathorino Anne
Porter's Ship of Fools (U.S.A., 1962), Carlos Fuenteo' Cambio tie Piol
(Mexico, 1967)» and Moacir C. Lopes' Belong, Latitude Noite (Brazil,
1968) use the metaphor of the Journey in an enclosed vehicle as a basis
for novelistic structure.

Tho Journey pattern determines theme, in this

case the Quest, which in its turn controls the dramatic structure of the
novel.

In each of the novels the protagonist is searching for meaning

and order in the chaos of life.

The subjectification of the contempo

rary novel influences the Journey pattern so that the search takes place
in the protagonist's mind:

a voyage into the interior.

The Journey pattern consists of movement through Bpace and time.
The tensions that lead to conflict result from the desire to leave the
place of embarkation and to arrive quickly at the destination (Ship of
Fools, passengers of Belona, Latitude Holte), or from a desire to find
meaning along the way (Los Promios, Cambio de Piel).
determines the shape of the thematic structure:

The trajectory

the slow but direct pas

sage from Mexico to Bremerhaven influences the string of unhappy encoun
ters between passengers in Ship of Fools; the interrupted trajectories
of Los Premios and Cambio de Piel form a circular plot with all except
the hero returning to the starting point, giving the sensation of a re
curring ritual; the open-ended trajectory of the Belona II precludes a
destination—the ship passes into eternity.

The tensions incurred by

the foregoing factors are complicated by those naturally evolving from
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personal encountero among otrangcro enclosed In a relatively omall space
for a period of time.
The Heroic Queot pattern forms the basis of dramatic structure
because of itB nuclear unit of Challenge and Response.

In each of these

novels, one man is challenged, either by a woman (Ship of Fools, Los
Premios), by his own inner need (Cambio de Piel), or by external forces
(Belona« Latitude Hoite) to prove his worth.

The hero either refuses

the Challenge (Dr. Schumann in Ship of Fools), or acccpts it, going on
to Apotheosis and Death (Medrano of Los Premios% Franz in Cambio de Piel)
or to eternal Exile (Lucio in Belong, Latitude Noite).

The heroes search

for meaning, and to find it they go through the process of the Heroic
Quest: maturation or individuation.
Space and time have both psychological and symbolic values and
functions in these novels.

Objective description of space and time, ei

ther by author or character, is minimal;
perception.

the emphasis is on subjective

The authors split time and space into many facets in order

to produce the sensation of chaos in modern society as they experience
it.

For purposes of discussion, space has been divided into the individ

ual microcosm (man as independent or alienated), the shared microcosm
(man as dependent on others for definition), the mesocosm (the known
group of family, friends, city, or vehicle), the macrocosm (the largest
amount of space that the individual can imagine).

Inner space of the

individual's imagination coincides with the macrocosm in the enlightened
hero, who moves from the micro- to the macrocosm as he progresses in the
Heroic Quest.

The multiple imagery of space is synchronistic with
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multiple oxporioncoo of timo:

momorion, dreamo, and fantaoioo intercala

ted vith present action.
Thooo novolo communioato on tvo lovalo at onco:

tho apparont

narrative of a oorieo of ovonto, and tho implicit motaphorical moaning
of tho pattorn in vhich thooo ovonto ooour—a pronont, fictional/histor
ical timo and opaco hlondod with a mythic timo and npaco in tho otornal
preBont.

INTRODUCTION

When Nietzsche stated that "All gods aro dead" (1961, p. 10l»),
he foretold the unrcBt and dissatisfaction of the twentieth

entury be

cause, with the gods no longer to be blamed for the world's ills nor to
be turned to as a source of energy and inspiration, man is forced to re
ly on his own strength and knowledge.

In his struggle to subdue nature,

this strength and this knowledge have been more than sufficient.

But,

once he had subdued nature sufficiently to live comfortably on his plan
et, man was left with the problem of himself, of the meaning of life.
And each man has to solve1 this particular problem for himself, for there
*

are no pat answers any more.

Joseph Campbell has related this turning

inward to the interiorization of the Heroic Quest (19*>1, P* 391).

Man,

in his quest for peace of mind and for meaning, goes through the stages
of the mythic Heroic Quest in his psychological development, and he con
quers or fails according to his strengths and weaknesses.
The Journey as metaphor is the ideal vehicle for relating the
Heroic Quest.

The novels discussed in this paper were chosen because

each uses the metaphor of the Journey within a closed vehicle (three are
ships and one a Volkswagen), because each presents the Heroic Quest but
with variations according to the world-view of the author, and finally
because they are all very recent and thus may represent a composite ex
pression of our times.
Space, time, movement, and a quest are the basic components of
the metaphorical pattern of the Journey.
1

Through this combination of
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elements, each author has expressed his own philosophy--a philosophy of
despair in the case of Miss Porter, of hope in that of the other three.
In the prototypes of the Journey/Quest—the Aeneid, the Odyssey,
the Quest of the Holy Grail or of the Holy Sepulchre in the Arthurian
and Carolingian cycles—the narrators were working under the necessity
of telling a tale to please an audience.

They had to go from beginning

to end in a fairly straight line or risk irritating or boring their lis
teners.

The contemporary quest novelist, being under no such compulsion,

has been able to expand the universe of the quest story to include both
inner and outer worlds.

Space and time are used in all their complexity.

And the Quest becomes a search for inner meaning in a world of chaos
rather than for outer glory in an ordered cosmos.

METAPHORICAL LANGUAGE

In a discussion of structure in the contemporary novel, one is
confronted with the problem that definition of the novel 1b practically
impossible.

The contemporary novel does not stand still for a defini

tion; it changes shape while one is looking at it.
pinned down.

Elizabeth Hardwick comments:

It refuses to be

"From the very beginning the

novel was loose and unmanageable, unpredictable, and inclined to be form
less a good deal of the time.

Indeed too strict a demand for form will

often lead to a loss of the rushing, raging sense of life that is the
special mystery of certain novelists such as Dostoevsky and Dickens"

(1969, p. 13).

Camilo Jose Cela goes even further:

"... Wo se, ni

creo que sepa nadie, lo que, de verdad, es la novela.

Es posible que la

(inica definici6n sensata que sobre este genero pudiera darse fuera la de
decir que 'la novela es todo aquello que, edltado en forma de libro, admite debajo del tftulo, y entre parentesis, la palabra novela'"

(1953,

p. 9).
One cannot even say with any great certainty that any of the
four works under consideration in this paper are "novels" because they
violate traditional attempts to define the novel.

For instance, many

critics complained that Ship of Fools is not a novel because it does not
have a proper plot, i.e. exposition of problem, crisis, and denouement.
For this reason M. M. Liberman maintains that it is an apologue, not a
novel (1969, p. 136).

Los Premios (perhaps the most conventional of the

3
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four in plot structure) includes a set of essay-like stream-of~consciousness monologues on metaphysical subjects.

Cambio de Piel combines fic

tions within fictions and a choice of endings.

The poetic narration of

Belona, Latitude Noite begins at the end, then twiBts round and round
until the passengers (dead or alive?) are left floating on an eternal
sea with the star Sirius as the only fixed point in the universe.

There

fore* ft minimal working definition of the contemporary novel seems to be:
an extended piece of prose fiction.
Given the looseness of plot of the best of contemporary fiction,
the choice of the Journey as a basic metaphor is not surprising for it
affords a sense of plot structure and at the same time a large measure
of flexibility.

(The addition of the Heroic Quest is almost inevitable,

but not necessary.)

The choice of a metaphor as the controlling struc

tural factor is indicative of the modern novelist's concern with some
kind of form even though he seems to destroy it through or by his dis
regard of formal tradition.
in chaos:

The choice also provides a basis of order

in the multiplicity of impressions, memories, dreams, visions,

metaphysical or literary discussions, and historical and sociological
reflections with which the author often constructs his novel,

(it is

interesting to note that Julio Cortazar, in Rayuela C19633, a novel that
many readers and critics consider to be extremely chaotic and formless,
chose another controlling metaphor, that of the hopscotch game—a mandala or labyrinth in which one seeks to get to a square labelled "Heaven.")
In the case of the four novels under consideration, the Journey
is also the metaphor which controls the thematic structure, while the
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Heroic Quest is the metaphor which influences (when it does not actually
control) dramatic structure by imposing a series of significant (or sym
bolic) actions to create and resolve conflicts in the dramatic structure.
The use of two metaphors gives more depth and meaning to the texture of
the novel, each lending symbolic strength to the other.
Mark Schorer says that "Metaphorical language, because it con
stantly strains toward symbolism, can be in novels as in poems the basis
of structure, and it can even be counterposed to dramatic structure"

(1968, p. UU). The choice of the Journey metaphor may be, then, indica
tive of an intent to develop multiple levels of meaning, depending on
how the authors use the metaphor as structure, and on what other eler
ments, metaphorical or symbolic, they include.

We cannot say that Kath-

erine Anne Porter's Ship of Fools is symbolic simply on the basis of the
choice of the Journey as the controlling structural metaphor.

But her

choice of "Ship of Fools" as a title forces us to consider her narration
of a voyage in the light of the medieval symbol of the "ship of fools"
or the "ship of life" sailing toward destruction (cf. Brant
As Schorer says:

1962, p. 15)*

"Metaphorical language expresses, defines, and evalu

ates theme" (1968, p. M).
Metaphor and symbol do not explain themselves.

A compound image

simply suggests a plus b, and leaves it to the reader to finish the equa
tion, i.e. a plus b equals c.
(Cassirer

"Poetic structure depends on fusion"

I9I+6, p. 91) and fusion depends upon the active participation

of the reader.

By " . . . taking the audience into the creative process

itself" (McLuhan i960, p. 299) the author forces his reader to partici
pate in the "act of language" (Ciardi 1969, p. 95)•

The "act of
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language" has "become, in the middle twentieth century, a most important
factor in literary creation.

Because the twentieth-century author de

pends largely on metaphor and symbol, presented in a constant flow of
"language"—conversations, monologues, narration of events—and does
very little exposition or interpretation, the language itself has become
the only means to meaning.

For the author, language is something that

he creates and which for him has autonomy.

Feidelson says that "to con

sider the literary work as a piece of language is to regard it as a sym
bol, autonomous in the sense that it is quite distinct both from the
personality of its author and from any world of pure objects, and crea
tive in the sense that it brings into existence its own meaning" (1959»
p. U9).

Or as Marshall McLuhan has said, "the medium is the message"

(I960, p. 289).
Metaphor presents a comparison between two different things
(images) in order to bring a third concept to the reader's mind.

The

third concept is the combined image of the two which in the process of
combination acquires meaning that neither image alone can have.

For in

stance, "government" as "the ship of state" gains more dignity because
an equation is made with the head of government as a captain at the till
er.

"My luv" as "a red, red rose" carries the image of the loved one

from the commonplace into the beautiful because of the analogy with a
flower.

Metaphor becomes symbol when it represents the following:

. . . a relatively stable and repeatable element of percep
tual experience, standing for some larger meaning or set of mean
ings which cannot be given, or not fully given, in perceptual
experience itself. ... It is necessary to mention the stable
and repeatable character of a symbol; for when an image is em
ployed as metaphor only once, in a unique flash of insight, it
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cannot "be said to function symbolically. It acquires a sym
bolic nature when, with whatever modifications, it undergoes
or is considered capable of undergoing recurrence (Wheelwright
1962, pp. 92, 93).
For instance, the "journey-as-life" metaphor is of ancient lineage.

It

was a useful part of the hero and initiation myths of many pre-literate
peoples.

It was used in the classical epic myths of the Aeneid and the

Odyssey.

It was adopted by Sebastian Brant in his Harrenschiff in the

fifteenth century, and became a commonplace in poetry from then on, cf.
Dryden's "The world's an inn, and death the journey's end" from Palamon
and Arcite

(1Q85, p. 327) and Cowper's "Wretch even then, life's Jour

ney just begun" (1893, p. 32l).

By repeated use, with increasing aware

ness of its secondary levels of meaning, poets and novelists have brought
the metaphor "journey" to the status of a symbol, "capable of undergoing
recurrence."
Novelistlc structure has meaning because it consists of a series
of images set in juxtaposition, a series of metaphors in action as it
were.

For example:

House plus Mother equals Home; Mother plus Children

equals Family; Open Door plus Road plus Wanderer equals Journey, and so
on.

These nouns are meaningful because they are archetypal symbols, i.e.

they

"carry the same or very similar meanings for a very large portion,

if not all, of mankind" (Wheelwright 19^2, p. 111).

A structure which

embodies these images therefore contains a wealth of meaning.
Louis MacNeice maintains that, where content is concerned, the
common factor that unites writers of parable (in the sense of nonrealistic fiction) isr the creation of special worlds (19&5, p. 5).

One

cannot create a special world out of mere words; a form and structure
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must first be imagined and then employed in the building of that world.
Even the most chaotic of literary worlds, Kafka's for instance, has an
underlying structure.

It may seem latent and Invisible to the casual

first-time reader, but it becomes manifest to the serious reader who
looks into this complex structure to find its meaning.

What is more,

this structure in itself has meaning or it would not have been utilized,
even though the choice of structure may have been entirely unpremedita
ted on the part of the author.
MacNeice has stated that all fiction is to some extent parabol
ical or symbolic:

~

t

. . . the extremely artificial nature of language which, from
the start, prevents a writer from becoming a camera . . . CandD
. . . the simple fact that, when a novelist invents a character
or situation or occurrence, these, if they are recognized at all
by the reader as having anything to do with his experience ...
will at once acquire a wider reference. They will stand for
something not themselves; in other words, they will be symbols
(1965, p. 130).
As Mark Schorer has pointed out (see p. 5 above), structure has
two levels:

thematic (i.e. the Journey, the Prodigal Son, Rebirth,

Coming to Manhood, the Search for Meaning, etc.), and dramatic structure
or the series of events (dynamic images) that take place within the the
matic structure and which illustrate and develop its theme (for example,
within the general theme of the Journey, the special events that occur
which make up the Heroic Quest).

When both levels of structure have

metaphorical value, the meaning of the whole novel is enriched propor
tionately,

Andrew Lytle states;

"Where symbols appear—and there will

be one to contain them in all their relationships—they represent the
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entire action by compressing into a sharp image or succession of images
the essence of meaning" (i960, p. I'>9).
Since language itself is a symbolic form, the contemporary nov
elist is primarily concerned with the function and meaning of language.
As Feidelson points out:
When the literary history of the twentieth century is ul
timately written, it is likely that the distinctive spirit of
the literature of our day, both in theory and in practice, will
be found to depend on two factors: the emphasis on literary
structure . . . and an unusual awareness of the linguistic me1 . dium itself. The preoccupation with the medium is actually
prior. Critical analysis of structure and creative experimen
tation with language are characteristic of our time because
critics and writers tend to conceive of the literary work—the
real poem or story or novel—as residing primarily in language
and as consisting primarily of word arrangements (Feidelson
1959, p. U5).
And as Octavio Paz, speaking of Carlos Fuentes* use of language, com
ments:

"El mundo no se presenta como realidad que hay que nombrar, sino

como palabra que debemos descifrar" (1968, p. UT).
Julio Cortazar refers to literature as "una eropresa de conquista
verbal de la realidad" (1950, p. 223) and gives thlB definition of style
"el producto total de la economla de una obra, de sus cualidades expresivas e idiomaticas.

En todo gran estilo el lenguaje cesa de ser un

vehlculo para 'la expresion de ideas y sentimientos' y accede a ese estado limite en que ya no cuenta como mero lenguaje porque todo el es
presencia de lo expresado11 (1967, p. 9M«

Carlos Fuentes says that "en

mi novela hay una lucha entre el lenguaje imposible de los personajes y
el lenguaje posible del narrador. ... El narrador lucha contra ellos
para establecer otra posibilidad:

la de la novela como creacion verbal,
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como crltica del lenguaje. ...

A un oacritor lo lnteresa ... la ex-

poriencia mioma del lenguaje" (1968, p. 23).
Concern vith language has led the novelist to the creation of a
completely fictivo world, rather than the re-creation of the so-called
"real" world.

Vargas Llooa says that this desire is part of the art

ist'b rebellion:

"Ese hombre, el escritor, es suficientemente loco o

ingenuo como para querer crear otro mundo.

Sf, hay en su origen una re-

bell6n total con el mundo y al mismo tlempo, fe en el oficio y en la voluntad de crear mundos" (Cortines 1969* p. lv).
Realism and Naturalism have been discarded by many contemporary
twentieth-century novelists (Gregory 1957* P« ^2).

Their fictional

worlds have their own internal logic and often shock the reader because
they leave him without any solid ground of reality to stand on.

Reality

in the novel has passed from the exterior, visible, physical world to
the inner world of man's psyche.

Jerome Bruner, in his perceptive ar

ticle "Myth and Identity," declares that the increasing importance and
subjectifloation of the novel symbolizes "the voyage into the interior
that comes with the failure of prevailing myths to provide external
modes toward which one may aspire. . . .

Perhaps the modern novel . . .

is the response to the internal anguish that can find no external re
straint in the form of myth, a form of internal map" (i960, p. 285). The
lack of external certainty has been expressed in the nightmare novels of
Franz Kafka, in the vague and searching novels of Hermann Hesse, in the
theory of the "absurd" of Camus, and more recently in the dark chaotic
writings of the Beat Generation, in such cynical re-creations of myth
as John Earth's Giles Goat-Boy (1966), or in the metaphysical wanderings
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of the hero of Cortfissar'n Rnyuola (1966),

One ofton flntlo exterior un-

certaintioo reflected as interior chaos, hut always there ia the impli
cit yearning for order.

The concern with structure and particularly

with the uao of myth and metaphor ao structure io expressive of this
yearning.

But, as Bruner saya, "whon tho myths no longer fit tho inter

nal plights of those who require them, the transition to newly croated
myths may take tho form of a chaotic voyage into the interior, the cer
titudes of externalization replaced by the anguish of the internal voyago" {i960, p. 206).
Tho "chaotic voyago into the interior" iB the modern form of the
Heroic Quest.

The following chapters will deal with its use in.the de

velopment of thematic and dramatic structure.

THE JOURNEY PATTERN

The Journoy is perhaps the moat frequently used metaphor of life
in the novel.

Because It Implies passage from one place to another

through Bpace and time, it more nearly resembles life in Its totality
than other metaphors ouch as the family as Family of Man, or War, Ill
ness, or the Dream, vhich are partial metaphors for various aspects of
man'B existence.
The Journey metaphor, like the other possible metaphors, forms
and controls the thematic structure of the novel.

In the Journey, the

traveler sets out at the Beginning, the Middle deals with the various ad
ventures through vhich he goes on the way, and the End takes the form of
•arrival, return home, death, or permanent exile.

Given these basic fac

tors, the novelist may concentrate on the character of the traveler (or
travelers) and the motive for his Journey, the types of experience that
he is to meet, and the choice of an ending.
Charles Walcutt says that movement through space is an analogue
to exploration of an idea (1966, p. 15*0.
to explore in order to discover something.

The purpose of a Journey is
The symbolic Journey takes

this idea of exploration and internalizes it, transforming the signifi
cance of movement through space into a spiritual movement, or change—
from lostness to being found, from alienation to a sense of purpose and
belonging.

Cirlot explains that "the Journey Cas symbol} is never a pas

sage through space, but rather an expression of the urgent desire for
discovery and change that underlies that actual movement and experience
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of travelling" (1962, p. 1!?7).

To tho paosongorn of tho Volkswagen go

ing to Veracruz in Caroblo do Plol, tho dooire for Uiocovory nnd change
la much moro important than tho faat of going to Veracruz,

Their nood

is not to arrive at a certain geographical point, but to explore thoir
paat and present relationships In order to diocover the roallty of thoir
peroonal situations and tho way to any possible change*

Tho inner fluest

is more important than tho outer quest.
Walcutt says further that, "in tho Journey pattern, form has
boon dictated by thoine rathar than by character or action" (1966, p. lji'»).
It io tho tolcological bias of the author, tho "mossago" that he wishes
to communlcato to tho reader, that determines form within the basic pat
tern,

An author who uses this metaphor has a cortain purpose in mind, a

world-view that he wishes to present und illustrate.

Instead of choos

ing to present his world-viow directly (which he may not be able to do
anyway), he uses metaphor; and by thus choosing the Indirect method, he
addB a whole field of connotations, insinuations, psychological effects,
numinous myths, and half-seen visions of the unconscious world.

This Is

a logical result of the use of metaphor, bccause, once an image is pre
sented to him, the roader's own world-view comes into ploy enriching the
meaning in a way over which the author has little control.

If he has

chosen his metaphor wisely, and if he has combined it with images (or
myths) that are basic to tho cultural canon in which he is writing, his
message will be received, although perhaps not in exactly the same terms
as he expressed it.

For the author-artist, according to Erich Neumann,

is able to see and to utilize the basic images of his society in such a
way a3 to enhance their meaning, to deepen it or to bring it closer to
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tho surface, thoreby enriching our own knowledge and perceptions of that
Docioty (19^6, p. 90).

Roppen and Sommor have stated that tho Journey is "the metaphor
of narration, of duration, oxtonoion and purposo.

Space and timo oper

ate in the metaphor under tho control of a singlo olemont, a purpose or
teleological focua.

The travoller in hia progress observes a sequence

of imagos arranged along the spatial and temporal course of that pro
gress" (19614, p, 11).

Movement through time and space, the trajectory

of tho Journoy, along with tho other elements, ia an evidence of the
controlling force of theme.

Trajectory is the graphic expression of the

theme of the Journey as a search for something better.

For example, in

Katherine Anne Porter's Ship of Fools, the ship Vera travels a leisurely
and rather roundabout course between Vcracrua, Mexico, and the homo port
of Bremerhaven in Germany.

The German passengers, who are the focal

group of the novel, are extremely anxious to arrive in Germany for they
have endured a kind of exile in a foreign land to which they have re
fused to adapt themselves.

In a sense, one could call the theme of Ship

of Fools the "Quest for the Promised Land."

The contrast between this

theme and the title constitutes a double irony because MISB Porter so
clearly describes her characters as "fools" and indicates that their
"promised land" is a delusion that will shortly explode into blackest
chaos and cruelty.
In The Days Before, Miss Porter reprinted the preface to the
Modern Library edition of Flowering Judas in which she expressed her
personal anguish:
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I was not ono of those who could flourish In the conditions
of the last tvo decades. They Cthe short stories!) are fragments
of a much larger plan which I am still engaged in carrying out,
and they are what I was then able to achieve in the way of order
and form and statement in a period of grotesque dislocations in
a whole society when the world was heaving in the sickncss of
millenial change , • .
For myself, and I was not alone, all the conscious and re
collected yearB of my life have been lived to this day under
the heavy threat of world catastrophe, and most of the energies
of my mind and spirit have been spent in the effort to grasp
the meaning of those threatB, to trace them to their sources
and to understand the logic of this majestic and terrible fail
ure of the life of man in the Western world (1952, p. 130).
Miss Porter's "larger plan" was Ship of Fools, which was twenty years in
the writing.

By confining her Journey to a straight, uneventful trajec

tory, she was able to explore the chaos of her fools1 lives and their
fooliBh Quest for an illusory Promised Land.
By contrast, Julio Cort&zar's Los Premlos has a circular trajec
tory because the voyage is interrupted by the death of Gabriel Medrano,
its central figure, and the ship Malcolm returns to BuenoB Aires.

This

circular Journey would seem to be a version of the Eternal Return (see
Eliade, Cosmos and History, 1959) except that the implication is not
that of rebirth but of aborted hopes and dreams, and return to the fu
tility and boredom of life in Buenos Aires.

Only Medrano, by his direct

confrontation of the mystery that affects them all, is able to act and
to achieve transcendence of self, even though it costs him his life.

He

alone has escaped his stultified existence in Buenos Aires.
Cambio de Piel by Carlos Fuentes expresses its theme in the ti
tle—the change of skin, or rebirth of the individual, which refers to
the ritual sacrifice of Xipe Totec:
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. . . the flayed god, god of spring . . . who in his ceremo
nial representations used to wear a human skin. Just as the
Beed breaking its husk and the earth's crust to emerge as a
tender shoot must inevitably go through a period of struggle
and of overcoming ... so Xipe Totec . . . was the god who
suffered hiB skin to be flayed in order that the active,
growing principle hidden within matter could be freed
(Nicholson 1967, p. 96).
The change of skin takes place in the novel when the trajectory is inter
rupted.

The Journey of the four main characters (plus the narrator in a

separate vehicle) from Mexico City to Veracruz is interrupted by the
death of Franz in the labyrinthine tunnels under the pyramid in Cholula,
t

a small city not far from Mexico City.

The interruption of the Journey

indicates an abrupt change in the situation, and the possible rebirth or
renewal of one of the characters, Elizabeth, who seems to come to a new
sense of her own strength and commitment to life (p.

Ml).

Franz, in

losing his life, pays for his sins of omission as an ex-Nazi and concen
tration camp architect, and "changes hiB akin":

he achieves (as implied

in the mock trial) atonement and salvation through death.

Fuentes' Jour

ney is also circular, since the others return to Mexico City.

As Cambio

de Piel is dedicated to Julio and Aurora Cortazar there is at least circurastancial evidence to indicate that Fuentes was influenced by Los
Premios in his choice of the interrupted, circular Journey and in the
aspects of this novel which define a search for meaning.
Belona, Latitude Noite by Moacir C. Lopes has a trajectory with
out end.

The reader first encounters the ship at sea, battling the

plague and a storm, and leaves it still out of sight of land, sailing
rudderless and

without direction towards an unknown destination.

The

novel belongs to the tradition of the Eternal Voyage or the Death Ship.
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This old motif often appears in sea literature; for example, legends of
the Plying Dutchman, or the Ship of Death.

Coleridge describes the fe

male "Life-in-death" on her "spectre bark" in The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner (lines 175-202).

The theme of man wandering forever at the whim

of fate determines the open-ended structure and points toward a concern
with the problem of man's place in the cosmos and his relation to time
and eternity.

Lopes deals with both of these in his theme of the inte

gration of man into nature and the cosmos, which integration suggests
immortality.

The crisis of the novel becomes the end of a cycle of one

life and the beginning of a new life.

Lopes describes his theme in a

letter:
A estoria e de uma viagem num navio mercante, de carga,
durante a Influenza Espanhola, de 1918, com um grupo de pessoas
fugidas de um povoado. A Influenza simboliza o caos absoluto,
a viagem simboliza a viagem do Homem atraves do Tempo, chegando
ao fim de um ciclo. A ferrugem que corroi o velho navio e o
mesmo elemento de desintegracao do homem. MaB o Homem renascerfi, de suas proprias cinzas (a Fehix) para um novo ciclo sem
a memoria do que foi, porque e triste essa memSria . . . Ao
atravessar o navio um grande temporal, apos ter vencido a peste
. . . o navio perde o leme e fica sem rumo, mas continuara navegando ate cheguem a algum lugar ou encontrem um novo rumo
(Letter to R. Kincey, 6 marzo 1966).
The theme of any Journey determines the trajectory which is the
shape of the plot.

Plot, that is, "the chain of events visibly and au

dibly enacted" (Murray i960, p. 326), as well as being suggested by the
Journey pattern, is also controlled by theme, thus reinforcing the mean
ing of movement through time and space (the trajectory).

Although Ship

of Fools lacks a definite crisis which could integrate the relationships
of all the passengers, each small episode adds a new facet to the gener
al theme of the individual's responsibility for the impending catastrophe
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in Europe, especially that of the Germans who "embody, each in some par
ticular way, at least one of the human conditions which, in Miss Porter's
view, made possible the rise of Fascism" (Mooney 1962, p. 56).

These

human conditions suppose either an active capacity for evil or an apathy
which allowb evil to function.

One could say that in Ship of Fools

theme overwhelms plot and leaves the reader with a curious sense of hav
ing looked at a singularly, unpleasant painting of a singularly unpleasant
group of people with which he did not and could not become involved.
Mooney comments that "the central limitation of the novel . . . is a mat
ter of viewpoint.

The distance, and sometimes even the contempt, with

which the author approached her characters affects . . . the reader, who
is likely to remain curiously unconcerned" (1962, p. 56).
This is not true of Los Premios, for Julio Cortazar, by employ
ing the device of a mysterious voyage with an unknown destination plus
the unexplained (to the passengers) denial of access to the stern of the
ship, actively involves the reader from the beginning by arousing his
curiosity.

Los Premios has a straightforward linear plot interrupted

only by the musings of the mystic Persio.

There is a rise in tension as

the extent of the mystery of the voyage is revealed, and the passengers
either refuse to face the challenge of the prohibited stern, or confront
it by forcing a way past the locked doors.

After the climax—Medrano's

death at the hands of an hysterical crew member—the tension begins to
diminish and the characters begin to become once more the selves that
they had left behind in Buenos Aires thus making the full circle.

The

theme of the search for self (Medrano), and of the need for change and
excitement becomes a statement regarding the radical action necessary to

achieve any real change in oneself.

Just as the City was a confining

entity, so the vessel is confining; and it traverses a circular path
that also encloses the travelers within it.

Ant6n Arrufat explores

this theme:
El 'Malcolm* se convierte en una carcel flotante, donde
los personajes, confinados en la proa del barco, sin poder
pasar a la popa, Juegan, beben, conversan, se bafian, y hacen
el amor, buscando torpemente o con lucidez, un sentido a sus
vidas, una definicion de si mismos, algo que los revele.
Hacia el final, la accion les otorga esa posibilldad que
algunos aceptan y otros ni siquiera comprenden , . . Los
personajes aceptan las apariencias, el orden y la seguridad,
menos aquellos que han decidido protestar; esa protesta,
sin embargo, se diluye en el inmenso Buenos Aires, en la
indiferencia argentina (196U, p. III4).
Only Medrano escapes "la indiferencia argentina"—through death.
Carlos Puentes1 "Interrupted Journey" plot, combined with the
"change of skin—rebirth" theme, expresses itself in a non-linear plot
line that jumps back and forth from present to past throughout the en
tire novel.

As Elizabeth and Javier explore the history of their

mar

riage and their personal pasts, one experiences first the dissolution
of their former relationship and then a gradual coming-to-terms vith the
reality of their present situation, which indicates a kind of reborn or
renewed relationship.

Fuentes says of this: "El sentido de la novela en

este nivel es simpleraente como se pierde y se rehace una relacion.

Como

se transfiguran, a traves de la relacion, los personajes. Salen purgados"

(1966, p. 10).
Fuentes has Franz reveal his past life as a Nazi and his uncon
scious need to confess a guilt which his conscious, rational mind does
not acknowledge.

Fuentes withholds all judgment until the mock trial

held by the Monks, a self-righteous rock-and-roll group who feel
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impelled to condemn the previous generation.

Through the mouths of the

Monks, Franz's uneasy conscience is made clear as is his need for ex
piation, a change of skin:
—Ningfin hombre tiene derecho a la eternidad. Pero cada
urio de sue actos la exige.
Movi6 furioso la cabeza hasta encontrar a Jakob: —£No
fui un hombre a pesar de todo? £No hice lo inhumano y sin
embargo hoy sigo siendo un hombre? £A quien le hago dafio
hoy? Mi alma ha cicatrizado. Es mas culpable un alma de
gelatina como la de Javier, Perdonen los grandes sueSos.
Castiguen las pequefxas siestas. Hermanos, hermanos, £no
han bastado veinte aflos de vida decente para hacerme perdonar
una culpa de abstencion, apenas una tentacion que nunca comprendf bien? (p. h2l).
Fuentes1 sets of doubles—Javier/Franz and Elizabeth/Isabel—
also reveal and explore the "change of skin" theme for one can see the
future possibilities for each pair mirrored in the other person of the
set.

Fuentes says:

"Elizabeth es lo que Isabel puede ser y lo que no

debe ser al mismo tiempo.

Isabel es una repeticion de Elizabeth a otro

tiempo, otro ritmo" (l966, p. 10).
In the plot of Belona, Latitude Noite, Moacir C. LopeB uses the
journey pattern as a vehicle for his theme of the desire for the inte
gration of man with nature.

By subjecting his passengers to the disas

ter of the plague and his ship to the stress of the storm, he achieves
this integration.

The sequence of events is simple enough, "but the nar

ration itself is seemingly chaotic—with its multiple angulos de visao.
its convoluted turning from present to past, and its highly charged po
etic language:

the use of alliteration, repetitions, unexpected meta

phors and similes.

For example, from the angulo de visao Vento:

Siar

o ventre da noite, zumba zumbar, zuidouro em zuarte, rasgar o tempo,
arrastando em zorra o passado, homens de onde vem e choram lembranja do
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primelro vagido? zurba zurbando em b&tegas o zupar das anteparas, ajoita
acoite o zumbo rumorando o zunido" (p. 259)*

The chaotic narration of

a simple plot echoes the chaos of sea and plague versus Lucio's simplic
ity.

The theme of rebirth here takes on a different meaning for it does

not indicate expiation or atonement through personal sacrifice as it
does in Cambio de Piel. but rather the transformation of man into a
whole new being in an entirely new realm of existence.

For example,

when Lucio experiences his re-awakening:
A vida sai do piso e da amurada e se infiltra em seu corpo,
gera sangue e tato e visao, e seu corpo e todo elemento semelhante ao elemento do navio, a mesma coisa, a mesma pessoa, a
mesma animajfao, entao eu sou este navio, o mastro, a chamine,
os paus-de-carga, sao membros meus, nascidos do mar e que me
compuseram, e e bom tocar a amurada, alisar o mastro, e encontrando as partes que sao eu (p. 275).
The Journey pattern with its theme of the quest also controls
the type of tensions and conflicts which constitute the dramatic struc
ture.

The major sources of conflicts are:

destination and motives for

travel, outside forces, and interpersonal relationships.

The dramatic

conflicts within the basic plot are controlled by the journey metaphor
because of what Roppen and Sommer call "the central problem which the
metaphor has posed throughout the history of its use:

the tension ex

isting between the experienced events of the Journey and its controlling
destination, the discrepancy between the concrete phenomenalistic and
the ideational aspects of the Journey" (196U, p. 12).

The anxiety gen

erated by an impatience to return to the homeland or to arrive at a new
life in a new world, or the anxiety caused by uncertainty regarding
one's destination must be taken into account in the choice of dramatic
conflicts by the author, depending on his theme.

In the journey pattern
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motives for undertaking a Journey and the choice of ardestination are
expressions of theme as well as the prime generators of conflict.

They

illustrate the tension between beginnings and endings inherent in Jour
neys as well as the theme of the Bearch with its many variations.
A traveler usually starts out on his Journey with the intention
of arriving at a specific destination.

He may intend to take his time

getting there, and the experience of traveling may be more important
than the place toward which he is going, but he keeps his destination in
mind as he travels.

A specific destination gives direction and purpose

to a Journey; that is, it controls, to a large extent, the form and con
tent of the Journey by forcing the traveler to choose to travel in a
certain direction and to forego a number of experiences that would di
vert him from his purpose.
a Journey.

The same is true of the author writing about

An apparent lack of final destination, as in the picaresque

novel, creates an entirely different situation for the traveler or au
thor because of the loss of that tension between goal and destination
which is inherent when a destination is held in mind.

Without such ten

sion the coherence of the novel must depend upon theme and character
rather than on dramatic structure.
Another aspect of the Journey which generates a kind of tension
in conjunction with the destination is that of the motives of the trav
eler in undertaking his Journey.

The destination chosen is supposed to

fulfill the hopes of the traveler, but tension is introduced if the au
thor lets the reader know that his character's wishes may be thwarted.
The reader then anticipates the struggles and disappointments of the
characters.
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Miss Porter does this in a very subtle way, for, while she is
very explicit about the destination of the Vera (Bremerhaven), by dwell
ing on the gross and unlovely character of the Germans on board, she
gives the reader to understand that they will carry this ugliness with
them into their beloved homeland.

In spite of their long exile, they

have retained those Gernianic values which were most important to them:
love of "clean," solid German food; the idea that the Germans are a su
perior race; love of order at the expense of feeling; and an inordinate
love of power.

Herr Hutten, a mild-looking professor muses:

"Oh, that

the whole world of men might be so orderly, so well arranged, so virtu
ous in its basic principles" (p. 86).

Miss Porter's heavy-handed irony

indicates that Herr Hutten's hope is a delusion.
Another aspect of Ship of Fools which causes tension is the
historical perspective.

The date of the voyage is given on the first

page of the novel—August, 1931.

Hitler was already developing his SS

troops and within a scant five years Germany would have taken over Aus
tria and Czechoslovakia as well as interfering decisively in the Span
ish Civil War.
remember it.

None of this is mentioned in the novel—the reader must

The "Promised Land" that Miss Porter's Germans are looking

forward to is not a land of sweetness, light, and order, but one where
order is at the service of the most chaotic and cruel of masters.

Miss

Porter has developed dramatic tension by this contrast between the de
lusions of her passengers and the reality which awaits them.
says:

As Hartley

"The most important group on board ship are the Germans return

ing in 1931 to their native land; and from Miss Porter's presentation
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of them, it is plain that she is dealing with a species of fools return
ing to a native land that is Just on the "brink of cataclysmic folly"
(1963, p. 86).
For Los Premios. Julio Cortfizar introduces the element of mys
tery surrounding both the motive for travel and the destination.

He has

arranged a special lottery with a cruise on the Malcolm as a prize.

Sup

posedly it is under the aegis of the Argentine government, but it is hin
ted that Fate or the gods had a hand in it.
of fateful events:

Medrano has a premonition

"Dos o tres veces he tenido como la impresiSn de que

va a termlnar de una manera, ..." (p. 23) and LSpez muses:

"M&s bien

algo que estfi en el aire, una especie de tomada de pelo pcro en un piano
por as! decirlo sublime" (p. 23).

The destination is not specified by

the lottery, merely that the voyage would last three or four months, and
the winners begin to speculate about it actively only once they are on
board and under way.

Many of them had been afraid to believe that they

were actually going on the Journey until the ship began to move.

This

curious lack of interest in destination illustrates the habit of citizens
of Buenos Aires of not questioning activities of the government (for it
is dangerous to do 00).

For example:

"Lopez se extrafio de que en algdn

momento la Loteria Turlstica se le hubiera antojado irrazonable.

Solo

una larga costumbre portefia—por no decir mas, por no ponerse metafisico
—podia aceptar como razonable el espectaculo que lo rodeaba y lo incluia" (p. 16).
the prize.

Their apathy is only partially dissipated by winning

They are afraid to question too much—for maybe the prize

will turn out to have been a mistake.

Only Medrano and L6pez venture
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the opinion that it may all bo a Joke—but even a Joke is something dif
ferent and will provide intercut to lives that are essentially boring.
The motive of escape from a narrow, boring life in "el siempre
Buenos Aires" (p. 326) is uniform among the passengers aboard the Mal
colm. but for the majority motivation stops there.

They are too slug

gish and apathetic to conceive any further meaning to the voyage.

Even

Claudia, wise and sophisticated, Is afraid to allow herself to hope for
something more than momentary escape*

She concentrates on caring for

her charming son Jorge and her old friend Peroio,

"Se iba porque habla

ganado el premio, porque a Jorge le sentiria blen el aire de mar, por
que a Perslo le oentirfa todavfa mejor" (p. 25).

It is only when Medrano

awakens her interest by his love, and because of hie own inner unrest
and search for meaning, that she begins to feel that life has not stopped
for her.

When Medrano is killed, she silently and bitterly reproaches

him for having abandoned her to a loveless and boring fate, while he has
escaped.
No podrfa perdonarlo Jamiis, mientras se acordara de 6l le
reprocharfa haberla privado de un posible tiempo nuevo, un
tiempo donde la duracion, el estar viva en el centro mismo de
la vida, renaciera en ella reseat&ndola, quemandola, reclam&ndola lo que el tiempo de todos los dfas no le reclamaba

(p.

39*0.

Claudia does not see a destination . . . she drifts, and therefore must
return to Buenos Aires and the repetitive life that awaits her there.
The more sophisticated of the Malcolm's

passengers are there

simply in search of adventure, something different.

As L6pez says:

"Supongo que siempre puede ser mSs divertido que quedarse en tierra"
(p. 22).

Some have private motives too, such as Rafil's and Paulafs
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aoarch for love, or Felipe's and Luclo's search for manhood and defini
tion of self.

In contrast to the avid deoire of the passengers of the

Vera to roach the Utopian "Homeland," CortHsiar's passengers are not
greatly conccrnod about their destination.

Two days after they embark,

there iB a rumor that they are going to Japan, and everyone seemB to bo
quite satisfied--but the rumor is never confirmed by the officials on
board.

Their disappointment at the announcement that they are turning

back on the third day is real and sharp, but they quickly adjust their
masks to their Buenos Aires selves and prepare to face their empty lives
in the city again*

As Paula expresses it, "la ciudad los esperaba para

c.ambiarlos, devolvorles todo lo que so hablan quitado Junto con la corbata o la libreta de teldfonos al subir a bordo" (p. 1422).
Medrano, the Malcolm's
and apathy.

Except for

passengers are victims of their own indifference

Their desire for change motivated the buying of a lottery

ticket, but when they actually come to embark, their habitual acceptance
of external events and prohibitions as inevitable precludes any real
change in their lives as a result of the experience.
tives for embarking

Neither their mo

nor their interest in the destination is strong

enough to generate the kind of tension which brings about change.
The ostensible motive for the four travelers in Cambio de Plel
is to get to Veracruz for Semana Santa.

They decide to visit interest

ing places along the way, for they are in no hurry, and the reader meets
them as they arrive in Cholula, the site of a large pyramid on top of
which a Catholic church has been built.

The action of the novel takes

place in the twenty-four hours spent in Cholula and ends with Franz's
death and the others' return to Mexico City.

Veracruz as destination
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lo thus only a pretext*—Cholula la tholr real destination—but only the
Narrator and Isabel know this, for, before leaving Mexico City, they had
planned the murder of Franz with the Monks.
The lack of any apparent Interest on the part of the four trav
elers in their final destination shifts the focus of dramatic conflict
to the relationships among the travelers theraselvos,

Until the appear

ance of the Monks, tension is generated exclusively by the four protag
onists in their complicated relationships, with the Narrator sounding an
enigmatic note now and then that arouses the reader's curiosity as to
who he really is and what his real relationships with the other charac
ters are.

At times he is the directing force of the novel, telling the

two women what their reminiscences are as if he were repeating their con
fidences to him; at times he secmB to be merely a taxi driver who is a
witness to events, but then it turns out that he is also Elizabeth's
lover.

This confusion is deliberate on Fuentes' part.

he asks:

In an interview

"Es realmente el Harrador un seflor que manejaba un taxi o es

una historia m&s que inventa Javier, como las historian repetidas de sus
encuentros con una mujer que podrla ser Elizabeth?
de una ficcionalizaci6n radical" (l966, p. ll).

Por eso es que hablo

At the beginning of the

last section of the novel, Fuentes states that the Narrator changes his
skin and becomes "Xipe Totec, Nuestro Senor el Desollado," (p. 36U) the
Aztec god of spring.

At the very end of the novel, he is in a "prisiSn-

hospital-manicomio-iglesia" and identifies himself as "Freddie Lambert"
(Ull&n 1967, p. 13).

In this way, Fuer.v >3 creates tension in the reader

by literally shifting the ground underneath him with each change of mask
of the Narrator.

This plus the casualness of motivation for travel and
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indifference as to destination contribute to an unreal atmosphere of
ennui which provides its own tensions.
In Belong* Latitude Noite, the ancient cargo vessel nover reach
es a final destination.

The voyage began at BolGm at tho mouth of the

Amazon river on the Brazilian coast north of Recife.

The ship made a

brief stop at a tiny village called Grapuassu to pick up some people
fleeing from the Spanish influenza, and the ship continued coasting to
ward the south, toward Salvador, their supposed destination.
the last voyage of the Belong II.

This is

Iter sides are so rusted that tho sail

ors do not dare knock the rust off for fear a hole will appear beneath
it.

The company that owns the Belong II is not willing to put any money

into her refurbishment.

However, Captain Lucio, whose whole life hgs

been devoted to the sea, is not conccrned about the final destination,
for his life is meaningful only when he is at sea.

"Land," which the

passengers from Grapuassu crave so desperately, means for him only a
place to discharge and take on cargo, to mail a letter to his daughter
(who never answers), and to drink and carouse a little.
stop-over for him.

Upon leaving BelSm, Lucio muses:

It 1b only a

"Outra vez ao mar,

seu elemento de existir, para mais uma viagem do Belona II" (p. 70)*
Except for Aleino, the first mate, who maintains a landlubber's person
ality, the rest of the crew share Captain Lucio's feelings for the sea.
The passengers picked up at Grapuassu—a land-owning "colonel,"
a wealthy widow, Consuelo, and her pretty daughter, Dalva, plus an as
sortment of poor people from the little village—do not, of course,
shore Captain Lucio's love of the sea.

Once they have escaped the

plague on land (their motive for travel), they begin to worry about
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returning to land again—only to find that all ports are closed bacausc
of the plague.

When the plague breaks out on board, they feel doubly

damned because not only have they not escaped the dreaded plague, "they
are

isolated from land, the only reality that they have over known, and

their destination.

Their anguiBh adds to Captain Lucio'B burden, for he

is responsible for them*
his daughter is there*

lie understands their relationship to land for
"Eu sci* Todos deixamos em terra a outra extre-

midade da corrente" (p. 126).

When Alcino reports that a storm is com

ing, Captain Lucio realizes that he must take upon his soul the entire
responsibility for the ship and its passengers.

The Btorm and the

plague act as reducing and binding elements on the passengers thus
changing the nature of the conflicts*

It is only when they realize that

death and dissolution will be the fate of them all that they begin to
live the life of the ship and to cooperate in the tasks necessary to
control the plague and to keep the ship running during the stormy days
ahead.

The Colonel helps in the engine room when the crew is diminished

by the effects of the plague, and Consuelo helps by washing the deck
with disinfectant.

They stop thinking, for the moment, about destina

tion, and concentrate on getting there, that Is, living each moment as
it comes.
Aside from the two basic elements of motive for travel and des
tination as tension-producing elements, "outside" forces are sometimes
introduced by an author—"outside" meaning outside the mesocosm of the
vehicle and passengers.

This can take the form of weather changes, ill

ness (plague) introduced from the outside, introduction of new passen
gers at a port of call, or interference by. others who have or Rain some
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control over the movement of the vehicle.
u&e

Lopes is the only author to

the weather as a means of generating dramatic conflict.

It fits

with his theme of man's integration into nature—for man must control
himself and his vessel in the face of the angry elements in order to es
cape being annihilated by them.

By understanding his relationship with

nature, Lucio is able to master his fears and to survive the storm, in
spite of a broken rudder'.

Lucio also related the corrosion of the rust

in his ship with the corrosion of the plague in his body and those of
his crew and passengers, but feels that the sea will not destroy him be
cause they are friends.

Here he speaks to the Belona lit

—Resistiremos.' Eu te conhego, somos uma alma no mesmo
corpo, cabega e membros de ferro, Deixe que o imediato Alcino fale, que outros se preocupein com a ferrugem corroendo
nossas entranhas, agora em mim, na forma desta peste, sim, a
peste e a tua ferrugem que me contaminou, e aos marinheiros
e passageiros. Mas a nos ela nao desintegrara. 0 mar nSo
pode querer nos destruir, fomos amigos dele, a ele entregamos nossas vidas, sempre o vencemos (p. 2U).
Both Lopes and Cortazar use the threat of the "plague" as a
means of creating tension.

In Los Fremios, sickness—a rare form of ty

phus—is supposed to have occurred among the crew members and therefore
the passengers are not allowed to go to the stern section of the ship.
This is never confirmed by any official other than the one who gave the
notice, and Medrano wonders why they, were ever allowed to leave port if
there was such an illness aboard {p. 151).

When little Jorge falls ill

with a fever and the ship's doctor refuses to attend him, this gives Me
drano and his friends a reason to force their way into the stern section
to the radio shack to wire for help, and thus penetrate the mysterious
region of the forbidden area.
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Cort&zar also adds the interference of the "authorities" as an
element of conflict.

While at times "the authorities" appear to "be the

officials on board (who are quite literally "outside" the central group
of the novel} the passengers), it becomes apparent that the ultimate
"authority" emanates from Buenos Aires,

The government official who had

seen them off at the dock is the one who comes on board by helicopter to
inform them that the voyage has been terminated because of the "unfortu
nate events" which have taken place, thus confirming Medrano's earlier
suspicion that events were being controlled from the shore.

The myste

rious, enigmatic quality of this authority and its arbitrary interfer
ence in the voyage produce considerable tension among those passengers
sensitive enough to feel it.

L6pez comes to the point of anger and in

sults one of the officers; Ra&L, although more of an intellectual than
a man of action, feels that his integrity has been abused and he follows
Medrano into the forbidden zone.

The others continue to question the

ambiguous statements of the officials, trying to make sense out of them,
to find order in what to them is chaos.
as a rhetorical device:

Kenneth Burke says of Mystery

"Mystery is a major resource of persuasion.

En

dow a person, an institution, a thing with the glow or resonance of the
Mystical, and you have set up a motivational appeal to which people
spontaneously {'instinctively,' 'intuitively') respond.
an

Tn this respect,

ounce of 'Mystery' is worth a ton of 'argument'" (1957» p. 105).

Cortazar himself claims that he had no idea of why the stern was closed
to the passengers.

"'I was in the same position as Lopez or Medrano or

Ratal,' he says. 'I didn't know what was happening astern either.
a mystery to me to this day'" (Harss and Dohmann 196?» p. 225).

It's
By
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refusing to be the "omniscient author" in this single aspect of the nov
el, by insisting on the unknowable, he was able to revel in the mystery
as much as his characters, to participate in their curiosity and bewil
derment, and thus to create a vivid sense of the frustration that a mys
tery produces in man.
In Cambio de Piel, outside interference comes in the form of
the Monks, a weird group of young people (supposedly a rock-and-roll
group) who hold a mock trial of Franz, incited by the deBire for revenge
of Hanna Werner's son, Jakob, who is a member of the group.

With the

collusion of Isabel, who wrecks the engine of the Volkswagen thus for
cing the two couples to stay overnight in Cholula, and who invites them
to go on a midnight exploration of the pyramid, the execution is consum
mated with great dramatic effect.

Fuentes adds to the effect by pre

senting three different versions of what actually happened, leaving the
reader in confusion.

We do not know whether Franz was buried alone in

the collapse of the tunnel, or whether Elizabeth was with him,.or wheth
er everyone else fled and Elizabeth and Javier picked up Franz's body
and stowed it in the trunk of the Monks' car.

The only fact that is

certain is that Franz was killed in the tunnel of the pyramid.

Fuentes

has been playing with the fictionality of the novel from the very begin
ning so that the splintered ending confirms the effect that he has been
building up:

that the whole structure is too incredible to believe and

is therefore a total fiction.

This is the effect that Fuentes intended

to create, as he states in an interview with Emir Rodriguez Monegal:
"La (inica manera de entender esa novela es si se acepta su ficcionalidad absoluta.

Absoluta, £verdad?

Es una ficcion total.

No pretende
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nunca al reflejo de la realidad.

Pretende ser una ficcion radical, has-

ta sus Ultimas consecuencias" (1966, p. 10),

By introducing the Monks

into the novel, Fuentes creates another level of reality/fictionality.
Their mock trial is a parody of the novel itself but it allows Fuentes
to express the hidden motives of his characters who were incapable of
expressing them themselves because they were hidden in the unconscious
mind.

The "radical fictionality" that Fuentes builds up is another -

method of creating tension for the reader because he is never sure of
what is "true."

The "dltimas consecuencias" are the disbelief even in

the whole novel, or as Fuentes* father expressed it:

"Entonces resulta

que nada era cierto" (1966, p. 13).
Miss Porter, who concentrates solely on the conflicts between
her passengers and eschews other factors of interference, does, however,
add a new group of passengers to her group—-a load of Spanish agricul
tural workers returning to Spain because of the failure of the Cuban
sugar crop.

She uses this miserable group of people huddled in the hold

as a catalyst to provoke reactions in her first class passengers:

re

actions of distaste and disgust, feelings of moral and social superior
ity, and, only in Dr. Schumann, pity for their wretched condition and
admiration for the strength and vitality with which they endure their
suffering.

The addition of the Condesa, too, interferes in a more in

timate way in the calm life of Dr. Schumann, as will be seen later.
In Belona, Latitude Noitet too, the passengers from Grapuassu
act as a catalyst among the already established group, in this case the
crew members.

Captain Lucio feels pity and responsibility for these
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creatures; Leone, the purser, takes over the physical care of those
stricken with the plague; and the crew members all evidence interest and
concern for the welfare of the new passengers.

Only Alcino, the first

mate, resents their presence because it brings danger of contracting the
plague and because they will deplete the provisions if the voyage cannot
be shortened instead of prolonged as it may well be.

His insecurity and

class consciousness are echoed in Colonel Romero and Dona Consuelo who
resent the fact that Captain Lucio allowed the poorer refugees to come
aboard too.

Eventually the Colonel and the Lady become integrated into

the life of the ship when survival has become the only value of impor
tance.

Alcino continues to worry.
While the interference of outside factors has a major influence

in the dramatic structure of each novel, it is the conflicts produced by
interpersonal relationships within the vehicle that establish the emo
tional tone of each work.

Lack of compatibility between personalities

thrown together in a confined space, class distinctions, love relation
ships, and aberrational or antisocial behavior are some of the ways in
which relationships affect "the emotional tone of the narrative and intro
duce conflict.
In Ship of Fools, all of the major characters, with the single
exception of Dr. Schumann, have negative personality traits that make
them disagreeable to the reader and to the others.

The constant quar

reling, slanderous talk and power struggles among the passengers become
monotonous to the reader.

Typical of this type of behavior is the Jour

nal kept by Frau Rittersdorf in which she constantly records such com
ments as:
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There 1b some light scandal about Herr Reiber having been
put in the same cabin with this Jew, and now he must stay there,
because there is no other place to put him, imagine. 1 cannot
much care what happens to Herr Reiber, hopelessly coarse and
common as he is—it is a mystery why he is at the Captain's ta
ble, except that he is a publisher of some kind, and I suppose
merits consideration in this respect—yet I cannot be cruel
enough to say that he deserves this ... I blame no one; but
merely allow myself to be amused at this small diversion which
provides a tiny respite from this voyage, which must undoubt
edly be described as somewhat on the dull side (p. S6l).
The calm, concerned personality of Dr. Schumann is a relief, but we dis
cover that he has feet of clay when he finds himself strangely attracted
to the half-mad Condesa and yet cannot allow himself to admit this to
her or to himself.
That classic example of personal relationships on a journey, the
shipboard romance, is an inevitable element in any voyage, it seems, and
serves as a conflict-producing factor also.

Dr. Schumann's love, which

will be discussed in the following chapter, is the major factor in his
Heroic Quest.

The "love" between Jenny and David, two young American

artists who cannot agree on whether they are going to Paris or Spain, is
of another type.

They are mutually dependent in a sick way, for they

cannot live without each other but when together they treat each other
cruelly.

David, who deeply mistrusts women, needs Jenny as a foil for

his sadistic impulses and to prove to himself over and over again that
women are inferior and not to be trusted.
chistic need to suffer for love's sake.

Jenny seems to have a maso

She is too insecure to extri

cate herself from the relationship, and too independent to accept it
entirely.

Lizzie Spockenkieker and Herr Reiber are a grotesque pair

whose lust is masked by childish teasing and innuendos.

The incongruity

of this pair is exacerbated by the disparity in their physical make-up;
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Bhe is tall and skinny, whereas he is short and fat.

Although not more

loving for the fact, the relationship between the Spanish dancer, Amparo,
and her husband is at least honest.

They are held together by bonds of

lust and greed, but they both accept this and do not look for anything
else.

The several other "love" relationships on board the Vera are just

cis defective and depressing, thus adding to the general effect of a sick
society which is unaware of its illness.
Love plays an important part in personal relationships in Los
Premios.
fem"

Medrano, who had thought of himself as a "love-'em-and-leave-

type, finds that he is strongly attracted to Claudia, the attrac

tive divorcee.

This love, the first real love that he has experienced,

gives meaning to hiB life and allows him to act responsibly, taking a
serious risk for the first time in his life.

For Claudia, meeting Me

drano has given her the possibility of a meaningful life rather than the
shallow, empty one she had been leading.

CortSzar portrays this love

as gentle and delicate; not the grand passion, but love for the long
stretch.

Rail and Paula, who love each other like brother and sister,

are both promiscuous in their relationships with others.

Paula tends

to go to bed with any man who attracts her physically and intrigues her
mentally, but she is unable to give herself truly to anyone.

Rafil is

a homosexual, a fine and sensitive person with a quick, perceptive mind,
who degrades himself in his lust for the adolescent and not very attrac
tive Felipe, who is still unsure of his own sexual identity.

L6pez,

who has fallen in love with Paula, is a victim of his own insecurity
and loneliness.

He is jealous of her close relationship with Rafil
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and finds it hard to "believe that she does not sleep with him.

The

attractions and conflicts "between these central characters of the novel
illustrate Cortfizar's view of the moral bankruptcy of Buenos Aires soci
ety.

Medrano's love for Claudia, however, shows that one need not "be

bound by the effect of the imprint of Buenos Aires on one's personality
--that transcendence is possible with courage and effort.
Love is a complex affair among the four passengers of the Volks
wagen in Combio de Piel.

Elizabeth and Javier are married but their

relationship no longer haa the ardor of honeymoon days and both have be
come disillusioned with it.

Javier is having a desultory affair with

young Isabel, the Mexican hippie, while Elizabeth has been sleeping with
both Franz and the Narrator.
the Narrator.

Isabel also has a close relationship with

The novel concentrates on the relationship between Jav

ier and Elizabeth and by means of long passages of flashbacks which are
told by the Narrator (in the second person) or to him, or written in
Javier's journal, we explore the development of their marriage to its
present state.

Franz, who apparently does not love either Isabel or

Elizabeth, reveals his first and only love (of Hanna Werner in Prague)
in long monologues told to Isabel or Elizabeth after lovemaking.

The

weakness of Javier in his relations with women is brought out in his
relationship with Isabel.

She makes fun of her profe, taunting him

with his ineffectually and his inability to relate to her or to Eliza
beth as real women because he is always looking for his "'ideal" woman.
In Belona, Latitude Noite. love is treated on several levels.
The love that Captain Lucio feels for his ship, and for Leone, the
ship's purser, is that of the fellowship of comrades united in a
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common purpose and mutual respect.

The affection that he shows for Ja-

ru, his cabin "boy, is that of the protective father who also depends on
the younger man to serve him with complete loyalty.

The love between

Teresa and Leone Beems to be based on a spiritual affinity, but it is
incomplete for she loves him more than he loves her.

Leone is an enig

matic, closed personality ("£ um clrculo fechado" Cp. 633) but she loves
him anyway although their love is never consummated.

The other rela

tionships between men and women on board the Belona II are in the major
ity based only on sex.

They celebrate the goodness of sex as the normal

means of communication between men and women.

Through the thoughts of

Graziela, a young prostitute who was smuggled on board by Cfcero-Boga
at Belim, Lopes expresses this caring:
Voces estSo mesmo precisados, ela disse. Cicero-Boga
deve entender, ele e amigo, vai ate gostar de eu ser agradUvel com voces, deitar na cama, ate no chao com amigos dele,
ser carinhosa e mudar esse ar de preocupagao e medo de voces,
que ficam pensando em bobagens de peste, se vamos passar muitos
dias no mar, melhor e cuidar de alegrar esses dias {p. 139).
Sex is the normal thing, to abstain is abnormal.

It is the mode of be

havior most akin to the integration of man and nature, for it is in the
sexual act that man is being true to his "natural" self.
Another factor that contributes to the dramatic conflicts in a
novel is the inner unrest of one or more characters.

One of the major

characteristics of the twentieth-century novel is the interiorization
of much of the conflict.

In the typical Journey of romance, the hero

begins his wandering, "y le salen al paso sus aventuras" (Borges I960,
p. 193).

In the contemporary Journey the major encounters or conflicts

occur within his own psyche.

Jerome Bruner-says of this:
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The subjectification of the novel since the middle of the
nineteenth century . . » CsymbolizesU the voyage into the in
terior that cornea with the failure of prevailing myths to pro
vide external models toward which one may aspire. For when
the prevailing myths fail to fit the varieties of man's plight,
frustration expresses itself first in mythoclasm and then in
the lonely search for internal identity. Perhaps the modern
novel, in contrast to the myth, is the response to the inter
nal anguish that can find no external constraint in the form
of myth, a form of internal map .. , The alternative to externalization in myth appears to be the Internalization of
the personal novel, the first a communal effort, the second
the lone search for identity (i960, p. 285).
The dissatisfaction and frustration caused by loneliness and lack of any
real identity, and by the meanlnglessness of life, leads the individual
to examine his past and present lives to find some clue as to who he is.
This kind of examination is extremely difficult because of the nature
of the psyche which reveals its secrets very reluctantly and then often
only in ambiguous images which are then censored by the anxiouB and in
secure ego.

The truth may be hidden or, worse, only suspected, thus

leaving the individual in an agony of doubt.

A man who is suspicious

and doubtful and frustrated in his search, may find himself difficult
to live with, which will affect his relations with others and lead to
conflict.
In Los Premios. Medrano's need for self-affirmation leads RaGl,
L6pez, and Presuttl into the disastrous attack on the stern.
splits the passengers into opposing camps:

It also

el partido de la paz (the

conservatives who want peace at any price), and el partido de la Ruerra
who are determined to get to the bottom of the mystery of what they con
sider to be the unreasonable and ignominious ban on entering the stern
section.

no
In Camblo do Piol. Elizabeth's nood to affirm horaolf ao an in
dividual and ao a woman drivoo her into an affair with Franz, and aloo
forces her and Javier to examine their individual paoto and their mar
riage to find out what went wrong with it*

Franz'o inner preoccupation

with hiB unfulfilled love for Kanna Werner, and his unacknowledged guilt
for having participated in war crimes as a Nazi, drive him to tell his
story to both Elizabeth and loabel qd if he wore looking for expiation
through confession.

He does not really communicate with the two women,

he merely uses them ao mother confessors.

The communication is incom

plete for, even though they accept hiB need to talk It all out, they do
not understand what he is unconsciously trying to communicate.

Javier's

quest for the ideal woman is what Fuentes terms "el tema del hombre que
est& siempre buscando a otra mujer fuera de la suya s6lo para encontrar
nuevomente un reflejo de esa mujer.

Javier tiene el gran suefto rom&iti-,

co de La Mujer con L y M moyfisculas.

Estfi. encontrando mujeres particu-

lares a las que no acepta, pero al mismo tiempo encuentra a la Mujer que,
en realidad, ya ha encontrado" (1966, p. 10).

Javier has alienated hiB

wife because he will not accept her as she really is, but like Don QuiJote continues to try to force an identity upon her which is both more
and less than what she really is*
In Belona, Latitude Noite, attention is focused on Captain Lucio's
Inner quest for affirmation of his potency as a man, confronted with the
violent forces of nature, and for personal definition by identification
with his ship, his crew, with the whole cadeia humana (to borrow a term
from Professor Leo Barrow's seminar on Brazilian literature) and with
those very forces of nature that seem to be trying to destroy him.

As

u
he lo dying| brought down by the plague, ho criaa out In hio agony, "Mao
estamoo vencendo o mar.

Venccmoo, JaruJ

Bolona II ntlo morror&J" (p»265).

By thla Identification with hlo ship he foelo ho will tranoccnd himself.
For this reason he admires and loveo Leono who oocma to havo achieved
this transcendcnce and to have bocome immortal,

Lucio tries to explain

Leone to Tereoa:
Imagine uma pessoa que tenta oe dilulr nos elementoo do ar,
do mar e do fogo, a cada objeto em que toca assume a naturoza
desso objeto, € vibragilo, luz e som dcsse objoto e poderfi a
qualquer momento dissolvor-se, entEto o veremoa e o aentlremoo
no repicar do sino de bordo, no grasno deosaa gaivotaa, no
barulho dao m&quinas do navio, nos cabos e correntes. Mo oei
se voce Buportaria toda a carga de amor que Leone traz conslgo,
Penoo as vSzes que ele soria capaz de movlmentar este navlo
apenas com ocu olhar (p. 119)*
Yet, for Leone, the possibility that he may be immortal becomes anguish
as he envisions having to live alone and suffering throughout eternity.
"0 comiss&rio Leone, esse 6 que sofre main, n&o adoece, nSo se allmenta,
ver a repeticSo de tudo e n&o poder morrer" (p. 253).

Immortality is

hell in a cyclic universe because of the loneliness and the boredom.
The inner unrest of the characters of Ship of Fools illustrates
the need for some kind of order in a world which they are experiencing
as chaotic.

Almost every time that an individual or a group feels that

a certain order as been established (a vital fiction), an event occurs
which destroys that order.

Herr Lowenthal, the only known Jew on board,

haB been, quite properly (according to the Germans) seated at a table by
himself.

The passengers at the Captain's table are quite satisfied—

until it is discovered that Herr Freytag has a Jewish wife—whereupon he
is promptly banished from the Captain's table to sit with Herr Lowenthal.
This is the only way that order can be re-established.

Jenny needs to

Us
find oomo kind of order and understanding in hor relationship with David,
but Just when things Doom to bo going well, an Irrational impulse moveo
one or the other to destroy the mood with a cruel word.

Dr. Schumann's

comfortable world is disturbed by his inexplicable fooling of tenderness
for the clearly, impossible Condesa.

But he puts his love away from him

because ho fools that it is base desire rather than "true" love, and ho

*0.

is married (seo p. 23

When the need for love comes into conflict

with the need for ordor, it is the latter which is maintained in Miss
Porter'b world.

Poor homely Elsa, the daughter of autocratic and uncom

prehending parents, daros not defy them in her need for love and appro*k

elation.

Jenny, who is her cabin mate, tries to help her but is frus

trated by Elsa's complete hopelessness and inability to help herself.
Her need for order is more pressing and immediate than her need for love.
By a careful building of a sense of order, only to destroy it and repeat
the process, Miss Porter makes the form of her novel echo the chaos so
feared by her passengers.

This chaos lurks in the violence contained

within every Individual, but it is personified in Ric and Rac, the devil
ish Spanish children who plague the first class passengers with their
malevolent tricks, and also in the huddle of crop workers in the hold.
In her introduction to Ship of Fools. Miss Porter makes quite
clear her intention to use the image of the passengers on a ship as a
symbol of "the ship of this world on its voyage to eternity" (p. vi).
She was inspired by Sebastian Brant's Warrenschiff or Ship of Fools of
the 15th century wherein "a fool's aimless life is comparable to a fool's
sea voyage, undertaken without rudder and compass" (Brant 1962, p. 15).
The Vera and its passengers are a kind of "mesocosm" which stands for

'•3
tho macrocosm of oooioty,

Man, who contains within hin poyaha all tho

possibilities of tho world around him. In tho microcosm*

By focusing

on a small group of pooplo, and by declaring that they are representa
tive, the author makoa the mooocosm into a aymbol of life.

Tho Journey

as meaoooom is a metaphor of lifo and aa ouoh symbolizes a particular
aspect of human existence which io important to tho author who uses it.
The Journey io often a symbol of the quest for tranocondonco of
self, i.e. "to transcend existcnco—to travel through space to other
worlds1' (Cirlot 1962, p, 202).
voyage*

This is particularly rolated to the oea

Cirlot soys that "existence is oplit up into two fundamental

structures:

living which « . * CioD living for or in onesolf, and sail

ing or navigating Cwhich ioD living in order to transcend or what
Nietzsche from his pessimistic angle callod 'living in order to disap
pear*" (1962, p. 280),

The passengers aboard the Malcolm want to get

away from their Buenos Aires selves, to escape into a new existence for
a while.

They do not really want to change, Just to escape.

The voyage

for them is a symbol of the possibility of escape and transcendence of
their ordinary selves.

For Medrano, however, the Journey presents an

opportunity to search for a way out, to find his real self.
to escape becomes an inner trip to self-confrontation.

The deBire

Transcendence in

this case refers to "man's need for liberation from any state of being
that is too immature, too fixed or final.

In other words, Cit concernsD

man'B release from—or transcendence of—any confining patterns of exist
ence, as he moves toward a superior or more mature stage in his develop
ment" (Henderson 1968, p. 1^9).

M
In contrast to tho idea of transcendenco, the Ship of Fools
"expresses tho idoa of 'flailing* aa an ond in itsolf, ao opponod to tho
truo aanoa of 'willing,' which is transition, evolution and salvation,
or safo arrival at the haven" (Cirlot 1962, p. 282)*

While Miss Porter's

ship of "fools" in soareh of the Promiaed Land arrivos at tho haven,
they are not safe because they have carried their world with them.
M. M. Liberman aayoi

As

"Mica Portor's Germans, fancying their homeland

to be 'promised,' carry with them from Moxico fantasies of violence"

(1969, p. 137).

They have not changed, evolved or achieved salvation.

(The original title of the novel was "No Safe Harbor" [Hartley 1963,
p. 03U)

The Ship of Fools Bymbol is a negation of the possibility of

transcendonce.
Tho symbolism of "navigation" which denies even tho hero "his
triumphant return to the homeland and would make of him a perpetual ex
plorer of oceans, under heedless skies" (Cirlot 1962, p. 282), is the
symbolic basis of Belong, Latitude Noite.

The theme la similar to the

Ship of Death theme or to the legend of the Flying Dutchman where, be
cause of the blasphemy of the captain, he and his crew are condemned to
sail the sea forever.

But Lopes has transformed hiB voyage from a rep

resentation of divine castlgation of man's presumption and pride to a
symbol of transcendence and rebirth.
entitled "A Fenix."

The last section of the novel is

In it Captain Lucio explains to Alcino that navi

gation is its own virtue:
—Navegar, Alcino, navegarl
——0 que adianta? Para morrermos da mesma maneira, de
fome e sedc? Ou sojobrarmos no pr6ximo temporal?

li?
—-H3o se desespere, Alcino. Sobrevlveremos, chegaremos
a algum lugar. N3o importa aonde. Cumpre a n6s tragarmos
o nosso rumo (p. 282).
The novel ends vith Captain Lucio musing, "Daqui a pouco.

Encontrar um

rumo e navegar, infinltamente pequenos, neste vale desconhecido, entre
Sirius e o mar ...
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(p. 282).

And he hears Dalva practicing her "Eu

te amo" on the telegraph keys and realizes that those signals vill reach
Bomeone somewhere "e saberSo que de algum lugar um grupo de pessoas,

nascidas nesta manhS Ja possui uma linguagem" (p. 282).

Man has tri

umphed over death and has been reborn, and, like any nevborn child is
lost and without direction, drifting between order (Sirius) and chaos
(the sea).
The Journey, then, as symbol is most often a Quest—a looking
ahead into the unknown—and the traveler is the Hero of the Quest.

The

hero of a modern novel is not equipped vith arms, but rather with his
own spiritual resources; and his companions may be more his enemies than
his helpers.

The search may be for order in chaos, for meaning in mys

tery, for companionship, identity, or salvation.

Very often the modern

hero does not know (cannot articulate) what he is looking for, which
adds to his alienation from society.

His Journey cannot be explained

to his friends in terms that they will understand because it is an inte
rior Journey, completely individual even though it vill follow the
essential pattern of the Heroic Quest.

THE HEROIC QUEST AS SUB-METAPHOR

In the previous chapter ve saw that a large part of the tradi
tional symbolic meaning of the Journey is that of a search or a quest.
Roppen and Sommer state that this quest is basically "an impulse after
unity of knowledge, or understanding . • . the product of man's desire
to moke sense out of his world, to make the disparate elements of spirit
and experience cohere" (I96I4, p. 18).

The current phrase, so common as

to be a clichS, is "search for meaning."

In our increasingly urbanized

t

society where great numbers of people are crowded into multileveled liv
ing and working units, and where men are no longer closely connected to
Mother Earth—concrete under their feet and plastics and metals in their
hands—life becomes increasingly mechanical, "other-directed," and empty
of personal meaning.

How a man can easily be replaced by another to do

the same tasks, or he may be replaced by a machine.
indispensable in many areas of the working world.

Man is no longer

Furthermore, the pos

sibility of total obliteration by atomic holocaust hangs over the head
of every person in today's world, producing the disaffected youth who
riot in our universities, and millions of disaffected adults who "do not
want to be bothered" with the social and political problems that affect
them, thereby isolating themselves into solitary units.
is merely a million lesser individuals writ large:

"This individual

people today are

wrapped in complexities that make for moral anonymity" (Walcutt 1966,
p. 9).

Alone, useless, and alienated, man feels that his existence is

meaningless.
li6
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Our contemporary literature reflects this feeling of the meaninglessness of today's vorld.

Camus called it the absurdity of life, and

when he wanted an example of the "absurd hero" he chose the myth of
Sisyphus who was condemned by the gods to push a great rock up a hill,
only to see it roll down and have to start the task all over again—"ce
supplice indicible oil tout l'etre s'emploie a ne rien achever" (Camus
19l*2, p. 162).

Lezama Lima, in a discussion of the novels of Julio Cor-

tazar, comments, "'Solo viviendo absurdamente se podra romper alguna vez
este absurdo infinito', nos dice Cortfi.zar,

Ha seflolado con patStica lu-

cidez que la absurdidad ha comenzado pero que la otredad subsiste" (1968,
p. 60). Man, even living absurdly, has not yet been able to diminish his
sense of alienation.
When such a man as Sisyphus becomes conscious of the meaningless«
ness of his activity, he becomes the absurd hero, the modern hero. For
the latter there are no dragons to fight, no princesses to rescue, and
no awards of gold or a kingdom. . If he is to survive, that is, maintain
his sanity and his humanity, he must find meaning within himself.

Given

the slave-like status of Sisyphus, bound to a continuing impossibility,
this kind of search for interior meaning can reveal itself in severaJL
ways:

in the scorn of the slave for his master even as he serves him

skillfully, or in a willing submission to fate coupled with a determina
tion not to die (i.e., not to submit to the temptation to evade fate
through death), or in doing a Job well, however stupid or menial, and
taking pride in being able to repeat a task perfectly without allowing
tiredness or ennui to corrupt his craft.

Given his free status, a modern

hero must become entirely conscious of himself and his environment.
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That means living in the present and being able to "acknowledge that he
Btands before a void out of vhich all things may grow . • • it means
tearing oneself loose from that all-embracing pristine unconsciousness
which claims the bulk of mankind almost entirely" (Jung 19^5* p* 197)*
The act of self-awareness is, in essence, the achievement of maturity—
for the hero transcends the limitations of his own ego.

He has looked

into the abyss of his unconscious mind and seen all the possibilities,
all of his negative and positive potentialities, that are open to him.
Finally, he has torn himself away from the fascination of the abyss and
chosen to live fully and consciously to the utmost of his powers. Joseph
L. Henderson, in a study entitled "Ancient Myths and Modern Man," saysj
The essential function of the heroic myth is the develop
ment of the individual's ego-consciousness—his awareness of
his own strengths and weaknesses—in a manner that will equip
him for the arduous tasks with which life confronts him. Once
the individual has passed his initial test and can enter the
mature phase of life, the hero myth loses its relevance. The
• hero's symbolic death becomes, as it were, the achievement of
that maturity (1968, p. 112).
The self-awareness, that the hero seeks, once found, ends his quest.
In literature, the modern hero in search of meaning is exempli
fied by Camus' Meursault in L'Etranger trying to make sense of a meaning
less life and an absurd trial for his life; in Conrad's Lord Jim caught
between good and evil; in Nick Adams' search for his father and his past
in Hemingway's short stories; in Garcia Marquez' lonely colonel waiting
for a pension that never arrives (El Coronel No Tiene Quien le Escriba);
in Oliveira's metaphysical search in Rayuela by CortSzar; in the oppor
tunistic Larsen trying to become rich in a non-existent business firm in

Onetti's El Astillero; and in the anguished self-examination of a man
dying of cancer in Gustavo Corc3ofs LigSes de Abismo.
Along with the search for meaning, other factors enter into the
modern heroic quest:

the need for atonement (in the theological sense)

with a concept of unity (perhaps God or a supra-personal entity) and the
need for salvation, i.e. the transcending of personal.ego limitations.
These two desires bespeak the need for a sense of unity which modern man
is losing in our fractionalized society.

Man is required by the values

of society to give bits and pieces of himself—to his family, to his pro
fession, to his friends, to his civic duties, to his church—regardless
of his personal needs or inclinations.

Each group demands a certain be

havior from him and cares little about the total man.
The upshot is that the values and goals which provided a
unifying center for previous centuries in the modern period
no longer are cogent. We have not yet found the new center
which will enable us to choose-our goals constructively, and
thus to overcome the painful bewilderment and anxiety of not
knowing which way to move (Rollo May.1953, p. 1+9).
Eventually a man comes to.feel completely fragmented and frustrated and
begins to search for some way to pull all the areas of his life into a
unity that will make sense and give him satisfaction.

"The problem is

nothing if not that of rendering the modern world spiritually signifi
cant" (Campbell 1961, p. 388).

This is the case of Medrano (Los Premios)

who, when he had finally faced himself honestly, was able to "pull him
self together" and to act in a unified fashion with a definite goal in
mind.

The Germans of the Vera, however, have mistaken order for unity.

Their concern is to maintain order and balance in society so that they
will not be threatened by disturbances.

Even Dr. Schumann feels this.
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The Condesa has forced herself into his peaceful life, but he cannot al
low this because it is too disturbing.

She demands a personal commitment

and responsibility that he is unwilling to assume. Franz (Cambio de piel).
on the other hand, seems to be moving towards his doom with eyes wide
open, like those of a sleep-walker.

His repeated mention of the fact

that his friend Ulrich said "no" to the Nazis and that Hanna Werner said
"yes" when asked in the concentration camp if she were a Jew, gives us
an indication of his inner turmoil.

He cannot reconcile his peaceful,

well-ordered life with the anguish of his soul.

Campbell's description

of the consequences of the refusal of the Call or Challenge fits Franz's
case exactly:
One is harassed, both day and night ... by the divine
being that is the image of the living self within the locked
labyrinth of one's own disoriented psyche. The ways to the
gates have all been lost: there is no exit. One can only
cling, like Satan, furiously, to oneself and be in hell; or
else break, and be annihilate at last, in God (1961, p. 60).
Franz seems to run toward death as if welcoming it with relief.

Life

has no meaning for him, so he can risk losing it'—for instance by playing
torero to lure a bunch of cattle out of a ford across a stream.

He does

not even reproach Javier for blowing the car horn at a dangerous moment,
because life does not have enough meaning to prohibit thinking in terms
of risking it.

In contrast to Franz, Captain Lucio (Belona, Latitude

Noite) risks his life and his ship to rescue some poor wretches from the
plague-stricken hamlet of Grapuassu.

His ultimate goal is integration

into nature and part of his feeling about this is expressed by his em
pathy and compassion for his fellow creatures.

By being totally and

responsibly human, he transcends his own humanity.
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The Heroic Quest Is not archaic and therefore useless (as some
would have it), but rather it is a living myth which still has vital
significance for us today.

Men still seek, and some of them are heroes.

As a man moves through life he is presented with one challenge after
another, and according as he accepts or refuses each challenge, aware of
his potential, he becomes a mature, creative individual.

The brave ones,

and the most creative, are those who have not only accepted but have
understood the cosmic meaning of the challenges and have faced not only
their own inner abyss but also the void of the future with courage and
a vision of hope that counterbalances the despair induced by the black
ness of the void and the abyss.

Jung Bays that modern man is "unhistor-

ical Eand3 solitary . « . ; he is so of necessity and at all times, for
every step towards a fuller consciousness of the present removes him
from his original participation mystique with the mass of men—from sub
mersion in a common unconsciousness" (1965, pp. 197, 198).

The modern

hero is one who, while riding on the crest of the wave which is all of
the historical past, can bear to look into the trough, the void ahead
of him, which is the future.

He lives in the present without being

shackled to the past—and he feels himself to be alone because few human
beings have the courage to allow themselves to accept either present or
future without feeling threatened.
and ever-present threat.

Change is perhaps man's most feared

Medrano and Captain Lucio are the true modern

heroes of the four novels; the others are defective heroes in that they
either recognize and refuse the challenge (Dr. Schumann) or do not re
cognize it and simply go on living their tormented lives (Franz, most of
Miss Porter's characters, and secondary figures of the other novels).
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While the contemporary novelist does not usually intend to use
the Heroic Quest as a means of dramatic conflict, by choosing the Jour*

'

ney as his controlling metaphor, he almost naturally falls into it*

The

dramatic exigencies of the Journey pattern lead him to expose hla trav
elers to a series of peripeties which will precipitate a crisis, a con
frontation with some force, whether it he within the traveler or outside
him, which he must face up to or admit that he is a failure as a human
being.

In doing this the author has, willy-nilly, used part of the

traditional pattern of the Heroic Quest.

He presents his characters

with a Challenge or Call, and follows through with a Response

or a Re

fusal of the Call, and finally either brings them back—the Return—or
arranges their deaths, or simply leaves them still traveling in perma
nent exile.

The UBe of this particular portion of the Heroic Quest

pattern as part of the novelistic structure need not be, and probably
rarely is, a deliberate choice on the part of the author.

He may feel

that the dynamics of this particular pattern naturally suit the demands
of his narrative and will help keep the action moving and maintain the
interest of the reader.

In a journey in an enclosed vehicle, he is

dealing with too many characters in too limited a space and runs the
risk of concentrating on detailed physical descriptions and character
analysis, thus boring the reader.

There must be a conflict, and the ar

chetypal pattern of the Challenge and Response is a common one.

He may

choose it deliberately, but even if he does not, the Heroic Quest pat
tern would emerge.
But the Heroic Quest contains a unique factor:

that the person

or persons chosen for the Challenge either recognizes it as something
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of vital importance to the meaning of his life and accepts it, or re
fuses, through fear or indifference, to respond to the Challenge*

In

the first case he is made greater, even if he loses his life, for he
has achieved transcendence; in the second place he is diminished and de
feated by his own doing.
Joseph Campbell describes the basic pattern of the Heroic Quest
in this way:
The mythological hero, setting forth from his commonday
hut or castle, is lured, carried away, or else voluntarily
proceeds, to the threshold of adventure. There he encounters
a shadow presence that guards the passage. The hero may de
feat or conciliate this power and go alive into the kingdom
of the dark (brother-battle, dragon-battlej offering, charm),
or be slain by the opponent and descend in death (dismember
ment or crucifixion). Beyond the threshold, then, the hero
Journeys through a world of unfamiliar yet strangely intimate
forces, some of which severely threaten him (tests), some of
which give magical aid (helpers). When he arrives at the
nadir of the mythological round, he undergoes a supreme or
deal and gains his reward. The triumph may be represented
as the hero's sexual union with the goddess-mother of the
world (sacred Marriage), hiB recognition by the father-creator
(father atonement), his own divinization (apotheosis), or
again—if the powers have remained unfriendly to him~his
theft of the boon he came to gain (bride-theft, fire-theft);
intrinsically it is an expansion of consciousness and there
with of being (illumination, transfiguration, freedom). The
final work is that of the return. If the powers have blessed
the hero, he now sets forth under their protection (emissary);
if not, he flees and is pursued (transformation flight, ob
stacle flight). At the return threshold the transcendental
powers must remain behind; the hero re-emerges from the king
dom of dread (return, resurrection). The boon that he brings
restores the world (elixir) (1961, p. 2u5).
This is the basic myth as it appears in mythologies and literature the
world over.

The variations on this theme are many and continue to be

developed through modern use of the hero myth.

The nuclear unit of the

monomyth is stated by Campbell to be "separation from the world, a pene
tration to some source of power, and a life-enhancing return" (1961; p

&
To tranoXato in terms of tho Journey:

l) tho departure, 2) the chal

lenge and response or refusal, and 3) tho return or exile or death. Tho
hero acta out in oearch of new experience, he io preoentcd with tho
challenge which io to be himnelf, in total commitment and with total
responsibility for himself (sometimes embodied in tho Meeting with the
Goddess); ho either accepts the challenge and stops over the threshold
into maturity or he refuses it, thus converting himself into a victim
to be saved.

The end of tho hero may be death, but It is a triumphal

death for ho has transcended himnelf in his acceptance of the challenge;
or it may bo a return to society with knowledge or

power that io needed

by society (Prometheus bringing back the fire, or Jason and the Golden
Fleece); or it may mean permanent exile, perhaps in Heaven, because the
hero refuses to return or Is not allowed to return (the Wandering Jew,
Frodo in Tolkien's Lord of the Rinfls).
Of the four novels under consideration, Los Frcmlos is the one
that follows most closely the pattern of the Heroic Quest.

As Harss

and Dohmann point out, "in' Los Premios, the oearch for a 'way out' . . .
has taken on an added dimension:

now It is not only part of the subject

matter but a procedural element" (19<j7» P* 22U).

The search for a way

out of the passenger zone into the forbidden area of the stern is the
nexus of the dramatic structure, while at the same time it carries a
symbolic meaning, variously interpreted as the search for the center
(L6pez Chuhurra 1967, p. 9), search for meaning (McMahon I960, p. 6l),
"la recherche d'une raison d'etre argentine" (Micha 196'*, p. 319), and
Jlarso and Dohmann's "inner trip to self-confrontation" (196?, p. 225).
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Using tho aynopoln provided by Campbell we can re-toll tho essential ovento of tho action on board tho Malcolm and thuo make cloar
tho parallel between the two.

Tho hero, Medrano, sotting forth from hie

(commonday) apartment in Buenos Aires, is lured to the threshold of ad
venture by the device of winning a prize—a three month ocean cruise.
There ho encounters a shadow presence that guards the passage (the au
thorities).
harm.

But Medrano has hiB tickct and therefore may pass without

Beyond the threshold, on board ship, Medrano Journeys through a

world of unfamiliar yet strangely intimate forces (his fellow passengers,
all portefios) some of whom severely challenge him:

Claudia, in her gen

uine womanhood who will not let him be other than honest with her (Meet
ing with the Goddess), some of whom give aid (Radl, L6pez, and Atilio
Presutti).

Challenged by the unexplained refusal of access to the stern

and the illness of Jorge, he arrives at the nadir of the mythological
round (forces his way into the stern section by descending into the lab
yrinthine passages that lead through the crew's quarters).

He undergoes

a supreme ordeal (undergoes a change in his way of thinking and defies
the officials).

In this case the powers have remained unfriendly to him,

and he must steal the boon he came to gain (knowledge of what was beyond
the barrier and the sending of the message for help to the mainland).
The powers have not blessed the hero:
official who shoots him in the back.

he flees and is pursued by a young
In this case the hero does not re

turn, and the boon, the knowledge that he obtained, was passed on only
to Atilio, who, in some dimly conscious way has intuited the metaphysical
meaning of Medrano's search.

"Solo es cierta e infrtil la gloria coierica

de Atilio, &ngel de torpes manos pecosas, que no sabe lo que ha sido pero
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quo no yergue ya, marcado para siempro, distinto on au hora porfoeta,
hasta quo la conJuraal6n inevitable do In Zola Maoiel lo dovuolva a la
ignorancia aatisfactoria" (p. '(02).

Through hio participation in tho

adventure, Atilio had a chance to become a conscious person and will
nover he the same again.
of this experience,

Tho others, Kadi and L6pez, show less effect

They prefer to return to Buonon Aires and tako up

their lives where they had left off living thorn,
Medrano's victory 1B awareness—of self and of meaning.

While

he did not think of himself as a hero (p. 23^), he became one for the
sake of Claudia (his Goddess) and her son Jorge.

In hio case (and that

of Dr. Schumann and Javior) tho Mooting with the Ooddono is his greatest
challenge.

Just before Medrano is shot, he muses:

C6mo ordenar por fin todo aquello que habla creldo tan
ordenado antes de embarcarse, crear una peropectlva donde la
cara enmaraflada de lfigrimas de Bettlna no fuera ya posible,
alcanzar de alguna manera el punto central desde donde cada
elemento discordante pudiera llegnr a ser visto como un rtiyo
de la rueda. Verso a s£ mismo andando, y saber que eso tenia
un sentido; huir, y saber que la fuga no serfa una traiciSn
mfis (p. 379).
Medrano's betrayal of his mistress, Bcttina, the most recent of a series
of betrayals, had not bothered his conscience unduly until he met Claudia.
She disturbed his peace, the rationale he had carefully constructed so
as to leave his conscience untouched.

"La mayor de sua culpas podia

haber sido una libertad fundada en una falsa higiene de vlda, un deseo
egoista de disponer de

si

mismo en cada instante de un d£a reiteradamente

tinico, sin lastres de oyer y de mafiana" (p. 322).

Medrano recognizes

that Claudia has opened "de golpe las puertas del tiempo, lo expulsara
desnudo en el tiempo que empezaba a azotarlo obligandolo a fumar
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clgarrlllo troo clgarrillo » .

(p. 323).

Claudia's womanly wisdom

challongen Medrano to leave hlo narrow, irresponsible lifo.

Sho thrown

down tho gauntlet by means of ouch phraaoa no "mo pareco quo toda cobardia prosente no o6lo no lo va a librar do un futuro daoagradable sino
quo oorvirll para croarlo a peaar ouyo" (p. 2X3).

Modrano admlto that

sho la right and adda, "ampiczo a proguntarme oi amor y rooponoabilidad
no puodan llegar a sor la rnlarna cosa on algdn momento do la vida, on algfin punto muy especial del camlno . .

(p. 21'*).

And ho finds hlo

anawor in the grey dawn Just before his death,
Campbell soya of tho Meeting with tho Goddosn:
The ultimate adventure, when all barriers and ogres have
been ovorcoine, is commonly represented as a mystical marriage
of the triumphant hero-soul with tho Queen Goddess of the
World. Tliis Is the crisis at the nadir, the zenith, or at
the uttermost edge of tho earth, at the central point of the
cosmos, in tho tabernacle of the temple, or within the dark
ness of the deepest chamber of the hoart (1961, p. 109),
For Medrano this mystical marriage takes place in his heart as he sits
in the dark corridor of tho stern section waiting for the dawn and what
ever may come after.

He ponders on the reasons for his being there and

comes to this conclusion:

"Eso lo sabia, de eso por lo menos se sentia

seguro, la reBpuesta estaba en Claudia aunque ella lo ignorara, aunque
tambiSn se creyera condenada a preguntar.

Asit alguien manchado por una

vida incompleta podia, sin embargo, dar plenitud en su hora, marcar un
camlno" (p. 379).

Thus Claudia, in spite of her outwardly empty life,

represents for Medrano a magnetic center of power that can bring order
out of the chaos of his life.
Woman, in the picture language of mythology, represents
the totality of what can be known. The hero is the one who
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comes to know. A D ho progreooen in tho olow initiation which
is life, tho form of tho goddooa undergoes for him a series
of transfigurations: nho can never bo creator than himoolf,
though oho can alwayo promise more than ho is yet capable of
comprehending* Sho lures, she guidon, aho bids him burst hio
fotters. And if ho can match her import, tho two, the knower
and tho known, will bo released from ovary limitation (Camp
bell 1961, p. 116).
Thio Claudia could do and Mcdrano wao ablo to free hlmoolf from hio for
mer self-image.
Harss and Dohmann say that Modrano*o scorch led him into "what
tho Zen Buddhists call Satorii

a sort of explosive fall-in toward him

self , . . a headlong plunge which in tho ond ho pays for dearlyt
his skin" (1967* p. 228).

with

They add, "which is only as it should be«

Be

cause Medrano, like Johnny Carter Cof 'El porsoguidor'3 is a member of
Cort&zar's fondly of starstruck searchers who know that tho true road is
a difficult one, often to be purchased at a high price, with life—or
sanity" (1967, p. 229).

In his "implosion" Medrano realizes that reality

is utterly different from what he had either imagined or experienced be
fore.

This is the boon, tho knowledge that he as hero wao searching for.

Pero hombre, la popa enteramente vacla, era un hecho;
en fin qu6 importaba. Las palabras del muchachito pecoso
oe mezclaban con una sensaci6n seca y cortante, una caei
dolorosa plenitud en ese comprender instant&neo de que al
fin y al cabo la popa estaba enteramente vacla pero que no
importaba, no tenia la mds minima importancia porque lo que
importaba era otra cosa, algo inapresable que buscaba mostrarse y definirse on la sensaciSn que lo exaltaba cada vez
mds. De eBpaldas a la puerta, cada bocanada de humo era
como una tibia aquiescencia, un comienzo de reconciliacicsn
que se llevaba los restos de ese largo malestar de dos dlas
... El resto—pero que podia importar el resto ahora que
empezaba a hacer las paces consigo mismo, a sentir que ese
resto no se ordenarla ya nunca mas con la antigua ordenacion
egolsta. 'A lo mejor la felicidad existe y es otra cosa* (p. 30l).
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Here, Gabriel Medrano has completed the hero's tasks by atonement, or
reconciliation, with himself, and by overcoming the defenses of his ego.
He has achieved maturity and Justified his own existence to himself, and
whatever else may happen does not matter.

Medrano's death, which at

first glance seems so meaningless, has significance as the ultimate stage
of the Heroic Quest.

In a sense it is his reward, for, having learned

his karmic lesson, he achieved rest and surcease from the anguish and
pain of life.

Death represents release—and triumph.

In contrast to Medrano'B triumph, Claudia's extreme bitterness
at what she considers "una traici6n y una cobardfa marcharse as£, aban
donarse a s£ raismo a la hora del encuentro" (p. 393), demonstrates the
defeat and resultant frustration of woman who, knowing that "love alone
can give her full stature" (Jung 196Ut p. 130), finds that a man who has
awakened her loving instinct, has suddenly opted out, leaving her with
an unfulfilled promise.
Era as£: acaban de matar a Gabriel. Gabriel estaba ahl
muerto, ese desconocido, ese hombre con quien habia hablado
unas pocas veces en un breve viaje por mar. No hab£a ni distancia ni cercanla, nada se dejaba medir ni contar; la muerte
entraba en esa torpe escena mucho antes que la vida, echando
a perder el juego, quitandole el poco sentido que hab£a podido
tener en esas horas de alta mar (p. 392).
Claudia, challenged once by her divorce to take the reins of her life
in her own hands, has been challenged again by Medrano's death.

She

refuses the Call, preferring to drift:
Ahora sere yo la que huya, la que pierda muy pronto lo
poco que ten£a de tu cara y de tu voz y de tu confianza. Me
has traicionado de golpe, eternamentej pobre de ml, que perfeccionare mi traicion todos los d£as, perdi&ndote de a poco,
cada vez mas, hasta que ya no sea3 ni siquiera una fotografxa,
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hasta que Jorge no se acuerde de nombrarte, hasta que otra
vez Le6n cntre en mi alma como un torbellino de hojas secas,
y yo dance con su fantasma y no me importe (p. 295).
She prefers to blame others for her emptiness and to drift through life
hoping for someone else to awaken her Bpirit with his love.
With Medrano, Rafil answered the Call and descended into the hold
and arrived at the stern section—but at the end he is incapable of un
derstanding what happened.

"De golpe se le ocurriS pensar que habfan

estado en la popa, la famosa popa«
la popa?

£Pero que habla al fin y al cabo en

'Y a ml que mas me da', pens6 encogiendose de hombros11 (p. 385).

After it is known that the child Jorge has recovered from his fever,
RaCil tries to come to terms with the state of things:
Se sent6 en el primer peldaflo y mir6 el mar y el cielo,
parpadeando. Llevaba tantas horas sin dormir, bebiendo y
fumando demasiado, que el brillo del mar y el viento en la
cara le dolieron; resistifi hasta acostumbrarse, pensando que
ya era tiempo de volver a la realidad, si eso era volver a
la realidad . . . Quiza cuando se despertara, despues del
bafio, despues de un vaso entero de whisky, y un dla de suefio,
ser£a capaz de aceptar o rechazar; ahora le daba lo mismo un
vomito en el suelo, Jorge que se despertaba curado, tres aguJeros en un rorapevientos. Era como tener la baraja de pcSker
en la mano, en una neutralizacion total de fuerzas; s6lo cuando
se decidiera, si se decidiera, a sacar uno por uno el comodln,
el as, la reina y el rey . . . (p. 391).
Raftl, defeated in his attempt at the seduction of Felipe, unable to have
a heterosexual relationship with Paula whomjhe loves, reactb with apathy,
an inertia tending toward depression.

His support of Medrano indicates

Rafil's awareness that there has been a challenge, but he is unable to
relate this challenge to his own life.
Dr. Schumann, of Ship of Fools, is a more conscious hero than
either RaCil or Atilio, but he lacks the courage of Medrano.

Ilis Chal

lenge is also the Meeting with the Goddess, the last test of the hero.
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Still handsome at sixty, with a grave and gentle disposition, he is re
garded with respect and admiration "by the passengers.

Because of a seri

ous heart condition he had given up his private practice and has shipped
aboard the Vera as ship*s physician.

He is acutely aware that the most

ordinary kind of excitement may induce a fatal heart attack; and there
fore he keeps himself apart from the passengers as much as possible (a
self-induced alienation similar to that of Medrano).
His heroic challenge is thrust upon him by the arrival on board
of the Spanish condesa, exiled from Cuba, a drug addict who needs medical
attention.

The good Doctor (who has considered himself happily married,

and completely faithful, for years) feels a sudden and inexplicable (to
him) interest in this woman.

The Condesa is a beautiful, sensual woman

in her fifties whose lack of moral sense stands in sharp contrast to Dr,
Schumann's puritanical brand of Roman Catholicism.

At first the Doctor

is merely curious about her extraordinary behavior toward the young crew
members, but the grief-stricken look in her eyes awakens his pity (p. 119).
She has lost home, husband, and sons in a revolution and is being sent
into lonely exile on Tenerife in the Canary Islands.

In their first

interview in her cabin, she teases him sexually and laughs at his shocked
reaction.

As she leaves she says, "I adore you . . . you are such a pre

posterous good moral dull ridiculous man, but charming, charmingi" (p.
12U).

Safe in his own cabin, the Doctor "put out of mind, with deliber

ate intention to forget forever, the last words of that abandoned lost
creature; nettles, poisoned barbs, fishhooks, her words clawed at his
mind with the terrible malignance of the devil-possessed, the soul
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estranged from its kind" (p. 125).

This is the first indication of the

demonic effect that the Condesa has on the Doctor,

She represents Woman

as the Temptress, the goddess incarnate, the feminine principle, the
mother-materia.
Woman is the guide to the sublime acme of sensuous adven
ture. By deficient eyes she is reduced to inferior status;
by the evil eye of ignorance she is spellbound to banality
and ugliness. But she is redeemed by the eyes of understand
ing. The hero who can take her as she is, without undue com
motion but with the kindness and assurance that she requires,
is potentially the king, the incarnate god, of her created
world (Campbell 1961, p. Il6).
Dr. Schumann has "the kindness and assurance" that the Condesa requires
but he has been conditioned by his Judeo-Christian heritage to adopt what
Flugel calls "an attitude of distrust, contempt, disgust or hostility
towards the human body, the Earth, and the whole material universe, with
a corresponding tendency to exalt and overemphasize the spiritual ele
ments, whether in man or in the general scheme of things" (in Campbell
1961, p. 113).

He cannot "take her as she is" because he has never ac

cepted the sensuality of his own nature; he has suppressed it, driving
it into his unconscious mind.

The sensuality of the Condesa appeals to

this hidden aspect, and because his conscious mind is weakened by pity
for her, he is quite literally at the mercy of his own unconscious im
pulses as they direct his reactions to her.

The Condesa has great power

over him because she appeals directly to that energy-packed unconscious
area of his psyche.

Over and over she forces him to be honest with her,

to admit his inmost feelings—except to tell her that he loves her (p.
199).

And in this reticence lies his betrayal.

She angers him with her

outrageous declaration of love for him, and by her demands for drugs, a
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piqure.

He gives in to the latter demand, against his medical Judgment,

because it quiets her and prevents her from making scenes which upset
him so.
As he was selecting and arranging the ampules for the
piqure, the Doctor "began to think fairly clearly and in a
more or less straight line, with the reasonable, cooler part
of his mind. He had not failed, he thought, in his responsi
bility to her as her physician. Yet he could not deny that
his peronsal feeling3 for her had intervened and helped to
create a situation very unbecoming to him—to her also, he
admitted with reluctance. But all these shocks and upsets
—her constant turning of every meeting between them into
scenes which left them both prostrated: the constant danger
of his having another heart attack; her reckless disregard
of appearances, which could so easily make the kind of scan
dal that the Doctor shuddered even to think about—ah, well,
it all must end. He called upon not only the reserves of his
authority as ship's physician, but, if she resisted, upon the
Captain's final word, and resolved that this unruly relation
ship should be put in order at once. She must be treated like
a hysterical woman with no control over her own acts (p. 202).
Gradually, as their relationship develops, the Doctor begins to realize
the depths of his feeling for her.

He is shocked at the equally positive

and negative aspects of this love.

After an episode in which she smashed

two wine-bottles in the hand basin, he reflects:
His nerves were shaken again, and he permitted himself a
brief vengeful meditation on the crockery-smashing sex, the
outraged sculleryraaid, the exasperated housewife of the lower
classes, the jealous mistress—the sex that brought confusion
into everything, religion, law, marriage; all its duplicities,
its love of secret bypaths, its instinct for darkness and all
mischiefs done in darkness . . .
Quietly, as if he were thinking about someone else's mis
fortunes, he faced his own: this malice had tinged his sinful
love from the first, for he had loved her from the first before
he admitted it was love; as his guilt deepened, his wish to
ease her suffering was changing slowly into a wish to cause her
suffering of another kind, in which she would be made to feel
his hand and his will . . . why did his love wish to degrade
her? (p. 233).

'6k
The hero, to be a true hero, must be conscious of his acts and
motives.

It is this quality that distinguishes Dr. Schumann from all

the other passengers on board the Vera;

he comeB to the conscious real

ization of the negative forces within himself that are directed toward
the Condesa, and he does them battle in the only way that he knows how—
by calling upon his moral principles and his religious faith to aid and
guide him.

But they fail, and leave him stranded in bitterness.

In the last interview with the Condesa, he finally admits his
love to her.

"'I have not loved you innocently,* said Dr. Schumann, 'but

guiltily and I have done you great wrong and I have ruined my life . . .,u
(p. 335).

But it is too late for love, and they part forever.

A few

minutes later an idle exchange with a suffering passenger compels him to
the truth, into the abyss:

the awareness that he had not accepted the

Challenge:
. . . at this moment his own suffering in his own guilt drew
him slowly into a vast teeming shapeless wallow of compassion
for every suffering thing, a confusion so dark he could no
longer tell the difference between the invader and the invaded,
the violator and the violated, the betrayer and the betrayed,
the one who loved and the one who hated or who Jeered or who
was indifferent. The whole great structure built upon the twin
pillars of Justice and love, which reached from earth into eter
nity, by which the human soul rose step by step from the most
rudimentary concepts of good and evil, of simple daily conduct
between fellow men, to the most exquisite hairline discrimina
tions and choices between one or another shade of faith and
feeling, of doctrinal and mystical perceptions—this tower was
now crumbling and falling around him . . . (p. 358).
. . . and he faced his truth, nearly intolerable but the kind
of pain he could deal with, something he recognized and accep
ted unconditionally. His lapse into the dire, the criminal
sentimental, cruelty of the past days was merely the symptom of
his moral collapse: he had refused to acknowledge the wrong
he had done la Condesa his patient, he had taken advantage of
her situation as prisoner, he had tormented her with his guilty
love and yet had refused her—and himself—any human Joy in it.
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He had let her go in hopelessness without even the faintest
promise of future help or deliverance (p. 359).
As an act of contrition and in hope of expiation he writes a letter to
the Condesa giving his office address in his home city, his telephone,
and the address of the International Red Cross headquarters in Geneva,
"with an earnest request that Madame write to him at once and let him
know where a letter might find her at all times" (p. 359).

He asks for

a reply to the letter before the ship sails at four o'clock.
is no reply.

But there

The hope of easing his conscience by taking care of her

at a distance is destroyed by her silence.
"The meeting with the goddess (who is incarnate in every woman)
is the final test of the talent of the hero to win the boon of love . . .
which is life itself enjoyed as the encasement of eternity" (Campbell
1961, p. 118).

Dr. Schumann failed that test because, although he evoked

love (won the boon), the discipline cultivated over a long life preven
ted him from responding to love wisely and compassionately.

The passion

that he felt for the Condesa caused him only disgust and pain, and pro
voked him to an unaccustomed cruelty in his relationship with her.

Like

an un-tried adolescent, he was overcome and ruled by his emotions, hith
erto unsuspected by his conscious mind.

The challenge came too late in

life for him to respond fully and generously.
Carlos Fuentes avoids direct confrontation of the problem of
Franz becoming conscious of the Challenge, and approaches it obliquely.
We see into Franz's mind only as he thinks about the past, not as he
lives in time present.
more directly from him.

Once his reminiscences are ended we hear nothing
He dies without protest, in silence.

We witness
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the mock trial with the Monks' exploration of his feelings and their
judgment of him as guilty~but this leaveB us with a second-hand exper
ience, very unlike the first-hand, first-person experience of Elizabeth's
exploration of her past and present feelings.

While Elizabeth, in some

ways, is the center of the novel (see Ortega 1968, p. 75), the latter
part of the action focuses on Franz,
each other.

Franz and Javier are doubles for

It is Franz who goes through the Heroic Quest in action

just as Javier goes through the anguished torment of facing his inner
self.

"Franz es doble de Javier por oposicion" (Ortega 1968, p. 83).

They both remain equally unconscious of what is actually happening to
them—and in this they are failed men.
In Cambio de Piel, Carlos Fuentes has created a complex set of
doubles where the two members of a pair act as mirror-image opposites,
or future projections of each other.

In the case of the men, Franz, the

Sudetan German, represents the active aspect of Javier, who is the pas
sive element.

"En la novela, Javier y Franz representan esta fraternidad

de los alslados.
por omision.

En Alemania, Javier hubiese sido Franz:

En Mexico, Franz hubiese sido Javier:

un fascista

un intelectual-

burocrata demasiado consciente de si mismo y de su aislamiento para trans
former sus suenos en otra cosa" (Fuentes 1968, p. 20).
active he more nearly appears to be a hero.

Because Franz is

But again we have a hero

manque, for he refuses the Challenge, or rather, he is unaware of the
Call at the moment of decision.

The Call came when he and his close

friend Ulrich were drafted into the German Army.

Ulrlch refused to go:

"Ulrich se nego.

Ulrich desaparecio una

Dijo que esto no era su deber.
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noche" (p. 3^2).

Franz vent along with the tide and was assigned as

architect to Theresienstadt (Terezin), a concentration camp in Czecho
slovakia*

His first Job, the very first commission he had ever hod, was

to build a crematorium for the camp.

"... , Hepitiendo, es mi primera

obra, es mi primera obra. Si, Franz, me llevaron all! porque era suficiente, ellos tomaron la decisi6n, no yo . . . " (p. 3^0).

The last

statement by Franz indicates that, while he may now experience a twinge
of conscience, it was easy enough to explain then that he was merely do
ing his duty.

It waB his first Job, something for which he alone was

responsible, and like a good middle-class young man, he found fulfillment
in the work ethic.

Later, when the Jewish musicians arrived, he was

present to hear his beloved Hanna say "yes" when asked if she was a Jew,
and this "yes" became equated in his mind with Ulrich's "no," but he did
not allow his conscious mind to develop this thought any further.

He

does not now explain (to Isabel or to himself) why these two answers
haunt him.

His conscious mind does not want to know.

tempt to save Hanna because he felt it was useless.

Franz did not at

But he kept track of

her until she and her son (by another prisoner) were shipped to Auschwitz,
then he castrated the helpless prisoner-father.
The first Challenge (an individualizing "no" to army service and
building the crematorium) refused, Franz is confronted with a rather lit
eral Hell (the concentration camp).
Often in actual life, and not infrequently in the myths
and popular tales, we encounter the dull case of the call un
answered; for it is always possible to turn the ear to other
Interests. Refusal of the summons converts the adventure into
its negative. Walled in boredom, hard work, or "culture," the
subject loses the power of significant affirmative action and
becomes a victim to be saved, llis flowering world becomes a
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waotoland of dry otonoa and hio lifo foolo moaninglooa---ovon
though, liko King Mlnoo, ho may through titanic effort ouccood
in building an empiro of roknown. Whatcvor houao ho buildo,
it will bo a houne of death: a labyrinth of cyclopoan wallo
to hide from hio minotaur. All ho can do la creato now problomo for himoolf and await tho gradual approach of hio diolntogratlon (Campboll 1961, p. 59).
Franz'o "houao of doath" la tho cromatorlum.

Hio refuoal of tho Call lod

to hla involvement with tho doath mechaniomo of tho Nazlo; the defeat of
the Germans and hio eventual escape to Mexico permit him to llvo a con
ventional lifo ao a Volknwagon aalooman.

Ho wao unablo to cave Hanna

from death, or tho young boy Ulrlch who caine into hio lifo at tho end of
the war ao if giving him a chance to face tho challenge again.
Onco in Mexico, with all (oave himoolf) that would remind him of
hio past behind him, Franz devotee himoolf to ploanure-nooklng, without
real dosiro, but in order to have come reaoon for living.

Yot he oeemo

to know that doath by unnatural meano is waiting for him and ho loto him
self drift toward it.

In a kind of preview of how he will face the

death that awaits him under the pyramid at Cholula, he faces the bull at
the ford on the way to Cholula.

He lo afraid but determined:

. . . con la quljada oalionte, los labioo entreabiertos y
rfgldoo y loo candorros blen afilados. Los dos tenian mas
mledo que un nagual fichado. La camisa de Franz se le pegaba a la espalda, el polvo habla blanqueado los zapatos de
cuero y, bajo la ropa, se adivinaba un cuerpo de trazoo violentos y r£pidos, una pura ormaz6n de nervios y mfioculos que
habla quemado todo lo que no era ese diagrama rauy croopi (p. 191).
When the bull runs away, frightened by the car horn blowing, Franz hangs
his head (p. 192).

By blowing the horn, Javier has taken away Franz's

chance to achieve some kind of otature by besting the bull.

Later, when

they are descending into the labyrinth of tunnelo at the witching hour
of midnight (as Isabel observes Cp. 3633), Franz goeB in first.

"T(i
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CEllzaboth] abrazaoto au eopalda, recootaoto In cabeza oobre ou hombro,
oontioto ol sudor lntonso do tu umnnto" (p. 367)—ho In sweating but It
lo not hot.

Franz Is afraid, but ho koopo on going oven after a myote-

rloua voice aaks:

-£ISn d6ndo ootuvioto, Franz? • . • (p. 367) , • .

—dPor qu6 to vengaoto do las vlotimaa y no do loo vordugoo?" (p, 360).
Franz continuoo "avanzando como un aonfimbulo por Xqb galerlao ontrotejldao" (p. 360), and when ho reaches tho centert tho coro of the pyramid,
the narrator says:

"Franz no encuchaba; habla quedado do espaldas a to-

dos, con la frente apoyada contra ol friso" (p. 369).

In this gesture

ho repeats tho attitude of llanna ao ho had soen hor at Thoresianotadt,
for he has reached tho same point—ho lo trapped and knows that ho will
bo destroyed*
In a strange reversal of roles, it is Javier who has been tho
guide who directs Franz into the center of tho pyramid.

While Franz is

resting his head against the frieze, Javier delivers what turns out to be
a funeral oration, a lecture on tho moaning of the figures of the frieze.
—Son los dloscs del monte, loo grillos, plaga y defcnoa
de las cooechas—dijo Javier— ... El rojo co el color do
la muerte, el amarillo de la vida ... 131 chapulln trala
vlda y muerte. Como todoo los dioBes mexlcanoo, amblguoo,
pensados a partir de un centro cosmogfinico en el que la muerte
es condici6n de la vlda y la vida anteoala de la muerte . . •
(p. 369).
At the end of it, Franz bursts out, "—Boa no fue tu voz, Javier.
no fue tu voz ...

11

(p. 370), and Javier agrees that it, was not,

Boa
Franz

turns to face him, and for tho first time tho two men confront each other.
Y Franz se acercfi a Javier con los brazos ca£dos y los
pufios cerradoo y Javier empezo a temblar, a requerirte con
la mirada, dragona, mientrao Franz se acercaba como al toro
esta mafiana, con la camisa arremangada, sudando, con loo ojos
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grioco convocando a tu marido, con toda ooa cruoldad y ooa
tornura caoi infantiloo quo td amuuto on 6l, ooa cruoldad y
ooa tornura quo oon condici6n la una do la otra, ooe oncuontro do opuootoo, do la vida intorna y la vida violonta,
ooa pSrdida, ooa Juatificaci6n, ooo caminar din gracla, de
finitive, impulsado por las firdenoo dadas, ooa companion
final por si miomo, ooe nueflo horoico, cncorrado aqul, on
la tumba temporal do una pirlunido indigena coronada por
vlrgoneis do porcolana, ooa patStica grandeza y oumioi6n
gemelao, ooo aialamionto voluntario dc la poroona que aof
croo ganar la indopendencia, eoa locura, eaa nogutiva do
aceptar el hocho individual como algo relacionado con ol
hocho socialf eoa sdbita auooncia do toda restriccifin, eso
acto oiloncioso, ooa complicidad cioga, avanzaron, con el
cuorpo y la tnirada do Franz hacia la imnovilidad do Javier,
hacia ese contrario paoivo, anaiooo dc liberaroo por la
mentira y la fiobre antes do que llcgue el ataqua final, la
rcndici6n de cucntas, incapaz de convertir la compasi6n en
respcto, finalmente inadocuado a todo el dolor y toda la
alegrfa del mundo: Franz abraz6 a Javior para luchar;
Javier abraz6 a Franz para acercarse a Si; loo cuerpoo oe
trenzaron y la lucha y el acercamiento, la tenoi6n entre la
fuerza y la dcbilidad se dloolvi6, leo digo que oe dioolvio,
en la mirada, en los brazos, por fin entro los muslos y los
vientres unidos, apretados, mlentras IOB dos hombreo se mantenian abrazadoo en ese terrible contacto que negaba su intenci6n, en ese abrazo de violencia que oe convertla en
renuncia, de odio que oe transfiguraba en deseo, ajeno a las
miradas ciegas de ustedes, do las doo mujeres que no entendlan, que priraero crelan comprender y prever todo el curso
de ese encuentro y ahora, como yo, asietlan a su negacl6n y
su reverso, a un abrazo sensual, excitado, de los dos hombres
que al cabo empezaron a separarse pero s6lo con las manos y
el tfirax y I03 pies, no en ese centro, no en esas piernao
abiertas y unidas mientras arrojaban hacia atras las cabezas,
cada uno rendido por s£ mismo y por el contacto, cada uno
separado y unido por el contacto imprevisto del racimo de
pijas, dragona, cada uno un son&mbulo en eBta galerla sofocada y hdmeda , . « (p. 370).
Franz, the active masculine principle is Joined or fused with Javier,
the passive feminine principle—together they equal the bisexual mascu
line figure, the hermaphrodite, Hermes or Mercury, the archetypal figure
of creativity and union of opposites. Javier, the querulous hypochon
driac who contains the possibility of creation but is unable to create
(write his poems or his novel) is typical of a man whose feminine side
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has boon more dovolopod than hlo true masculine nature.
line force.

Ho lacks mascu

Because he Is an introvert ao well as being passive by na

ture, he is Bterile, a failure in hiB own and his wife's eyes*

Franz,

on the other hand, is an example of the exclusive development of tho
masculine side of his nature BO that he is active and forceful, but not
receptive.

Tho undor-developmont of his unconscious fominine aide limits

his ability to love because he cannot truly receivo and experience tho
reality of another person.
of llanna.

Tills is evident in his idealized conception

In the fusion of active and passive, the union of opposites

takcB place, entirely within tho masculine sphere in this case.
atonement with each other, and salvation for Franz.

This is

The mirror-image is

shattered; the two have become one, and each is now whole in this final
and total confrontation.

After the tunnel collapses, it is Javier who

takes action by dragging Franz's body out and putting it in the trunk of
the Monks' car.

It is Javier who in one of the versions of what follows,

strangles Isabel for trying to be another Elizabeth to him.

Julio Ortega

comments on this:
La muerte de Franz es doble: implica parab6licamente la
muerte de Javier (o sea su posible resurrecclSn) y tambien
la muerte de su propia representaci6n heroica y fatal: los
Jfivenes beatniks y Jakob son el otro tiempo liquidando el
tiempo de Franz. Esta muerte del doble requiere tambien la
muerte del otro doble Isabel. Javier la matara ahorcandola
con el chal que Elizabeth le regalo a su doble joven. Y
tambien este exorcismo final, esta resurreccion on las tinieblas, convoca la muerte de la inocencia, que perslgue a Javier
haciendolo culpable y victima: la desaforada parodia del fi
nal acontece, parabolicamente, en un burdel y este burdel es
la antigua casa de sus padres (1968, p. 8b).
Several times throughout the novel, Fuentes refers to his title:
Cambio de Piel and to the Aztec god of spring, Xipe Totec, who gives
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himoolf In oacrifico ovory spring to tho ritual of being flayed alivo oo
that by this oacrifico tho earth and mankind will onco more bo fortilo
and fruitful.

The entire sequence of Franz'o death ia related in the

otatoly and aolemn tempo of a ritual.

Tho death of Franz io the death

of the old time, "eo un tiempo dlatinto el que reemplaza la vlda do un
tiompo culpable" (Ortega 1966, p. 07).

In an interview on "La oituaciSn

del escritor en America Latina," Fuentos says that "MGxico oo un pals
del instahte" and further on, "la verdadera vonganza do Moctezuma no es
la dioenteria:

es el sentido permanontc del sacrlflcio, del oacrlflclo

para mantoner el ordon del cosmos" (1966, p. 7)» and "no hay progroso
histSrico, eso es lo quo estfi, dicicndo un poco la novela:
tologia, hoy puro prosontc porpotuo.

no hay eoca-

Hay la repetici6n do una serle de

actos ceremonlales" (1966, p. 11).
In his unconscious Heroic Quest, Franz crossed the Threshold
when he vent to Germany to study architecture.

He refused the Call, en

countered the Goddess (Hanna) but vas unable to achieve union with her,
experienced the descent into Hell of World War II, and a second descent,
into the labyrinth under the pyramid, where, through grace and an inner
knowledge of what was necessary, he achieved atonement with his double,
Javier, and gave up his life.
Because Javier is so passive, his Heroic Quest is interior, more
cerebral.

He crosses the Threshold when he wins a poetry prize and goes

to the U. S. A. to study.

There he meets the Goddess, Elizabeth, but

because of his weakness he is overwhelmed by her.

When Franz arrives,

Javier sees what he might have been if he had been able to take action.
He both resents and admires Franz, as a child resents and admires his
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father.

Campbell, in hio diecuooion of Atoncmont with the Father* says:

"that protecting father is

ovory

man wo moot.

And ao it must be known

that, though thio ignorant, limited, self-dofending, ouffering body may
regard itself as threatened by oomothing other—the enemy—that one too
is Clod" (1961, p. l6l).

Javier realizoo thio ao he embraced Franz in

the labyrinth, and it enables him to break hio ties with Ioabel.
Fuentoa uses tho myth and ritual of Xipe Totcc'a change of skin
to add another dimension of meaning to what would bo the meaningless
death of Franz (the result of pure vengeance, if we are to believe the
Monks).

By not resisting Isabel's invitation to explore the pyramid at

midnight he acquiesces in his fate.
up to whatever may come.

He is afraid but he gives himself

In this way, Fuentes illustrates the mytholog

ical (i.e. religious) significance of the Heroic Quest.
The Individual, through prolonged psychological disci
plines, gives up completely all attachment to hio personal
limitations, idiosyncrasies, hopes and fears, no longer re
sists the self-annihilation that is prerequisite to rebirth
in the realization of truth, and so becomes ripe, at last,
for the great at-one-ment. His personal ambitions being
totally dissolved, ho no longer tries to live but willingly
relaxes to whatever may come to pass in him; he becomes,
that is to say, an anonymity (Campbell 1961, p. 236).
While Franz does not arrive at this state through specifically defined
"psychological disciplines," it is his guilt and his moral passivity that
bring him to the point of non-resistance to fate.
ment on the resultant anonymity.
except as a den<i body.

Fuentes does not com

He simply does not refer to Franz again

The others do not lament his loss, he is Just

not there.
Since Fuentes expects the reader to participate actively in his
novel, he leaves the question of the efficacy of Franz's sacrifice to

V*
the Judgment of the reader.

Javier's fear now exhibits itself in action,

and Elizabeth's love is now more accepting, even of the mysterious bun
dle containing whimpering live things in the trunk of the Monks' car:
"Y td

lo miraste acept&ndolo todo, sabiendo que ese bulto era tuyo y no

tuyo, que el mundo est! lleno de enigmas que no deben interrogarse a menos que se desee la catfistrofe" (p. Mo),

Fear and horror exist along

with hope and love, Just as the insane asylum in which the Narrator finds
himself at the end stands next to the pyramid and the church.

The three

edifices symbolize man's movement from belief and communion with the
chthonic deities of the Aztecs (that Fuentes maintains are still present
and potent), through the change to the Christian religion which is por
trayed as a formal shell empty of meaning, to the ultimate failure of
religion represented by the insane asylum where priests care for those
whom religion has not aided.
The victory of Captain Lucio in Belona, Latitude Nolte seems less
equivocal than that of the characters in Cambio de Piel, depending upon
the reader's reaction to the idea of eternally navigating a starlit sea.
Captain Lucio also seeks victory over self, and achieves it through sac
rifice and rebirth, but the reader is permitted to see him through to
"the other side," a new dawn with new life.
Lucio crosses the Threshold of the Heroic Quest when he sets sail
on the Belona IIfs

last voyage.

The ship is aged, ill-equipped, and un

safe, but he will not abandon her.

"Lucio acenda o cachimbo, aspira fu-

maga e conclui que nSo sabera plsar o conves de outro navio.

Entao acom-

panhara o Belona II, terS baixa com ele, morara em suas cavernas, mas
continuara comandando-o" (p. ^5).

Of all the "heroes," Lucio is the
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most aware of the challenges and of the stakes involved.

He is also the

most childlike--but because of his simplicity and enjoyment of simple
pleasures, he is able to.face the challenges directly, without a mask of
pride or insecurity.

Like many old mariners who have loved the sea all

their lives, he is an elemental being, and feels himself to be a part of
the elements.

"Temos que enfrentar o mar, corao guerreiros, meu navio e

eu, uma s6 pessoa" (p. l6).
The first challenge is the arrival on board of the poor people
of Grapuassu, trying to escape the plague.

Leone has allowed them to

return to the ship with him even though he was supposed to pick up only
three wealthy passengers.

Alcino, the first mate, presents all the rea

sons of an anxious mind for not receiving these extra passengers—and
Lucio himself is well aware of the dangers involved and of his responsi
bility as captain.
a correta.

"Qualquer decisao que eu tome esperam todos que seja

£ o instante de isolamento de un comandante.

serao debitadas as consequencias.

Ao seu erro

Seria necessario ter poderes sobre-

naturais para tomar decisoes acertadas" (p. 115).

After hearing the ob

jections of Alcino and Colonel Romero, Captain Lucio weighs their fear
and self-interest against his pity and feeling of identification with all
those now on board, and decides to allow them to remain.

Alcino contin

ues remonstrating, but Lucio cuts him short with, "—Levante ferros,
ImediatoJ
se.

0 Belona II sabera comportar-se.

Os homens saberao comportar

Respeitaremos o mar e exigiremos respeito da parte dele" (p. 12U).

Alcino presses him:
—Temo.

"—Mas, Comandante, o senhor nao teme a epidemia?

Mas e nosso dever o de socorrer um navio no meio do mar, em caso

de naufragio ou de incendio, a perigo de nossas vidas.

A raesma nogSo se
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estende a outras pessoas em perigo.
dariedade do mar" (p. 131).

£1 mais que a lei do mar, e a soli-

Lucio as an elemental toeing "reasons" from

the heart rather than from the mind.
The second challenge is a great storm.

The ancient vessel is

leaking oil, her rudder is very loose, and her sides are mined with rust.
Lucio "becomes aware of the approach of the Btorm Just after they leave
Grapuassu.

Colonel Romero and all the officials (except Leone) are meet

ing together to protest his decision to carry the poor people.

But Lucio

is not daunted.
Eu aceito o desafio. £ a minha responsabilidade, alem da
forga que me da a simples fungao de comando. Talvez seja a
prlmeira vez que sou forgado a tomar uma decisao realmente
importante, £ preciso coragem para decidir. £ preciso rauita
coragem ate para afirmar. Olha para a ampulheta e tenta contar os pequenino3 graos de areia caindo no compartimento de
baixo. Como podem querer decidir o destino de cinqiienta
pessoas? Sao graos de areia caindo no tempo (p. 129).
Then the testB and trials begin.

It is only a few watches later

that Leone finds Bernardo ill with the plague and locks himself in a ca
bin to care for the stricken sailor.

The passengers are in a panic, and

Colonel Romero even asks Lucio to lock the two men in and let them die
rather than run the risk of exposing the rest of the ship.

Lucio stead

fastly refuses to sacrifice any one individual's life for the sake of
the majority.

Lucio himself falls ill but has Leone tie him to the bin

nacle so that he can continue in command.

And the two of them, Lucio

and Leone, continue to care for the stricken ship and its human cargo,
maintaining themselves through sheer will power and sense of responsi
bility.
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Another test is the temptation to refuse the responsibility for
the Grapuassu people in favor of the more distant responsibility to loved
ones on shore, or to the shipping company.

Alcino presents all the argu

ments for this vay of seeing things, aided by Colonel Romero—until the
colonel becomes too busy working in the engine room vhen the plague has
reduced the crew.

Alcino never understands Lucio, although Lucio under

stands and pities him for his weakness.

During the storm, Lucio finds

Alcino sending out an SOS signal on the wireless: "—SOS por que, Alcino?
Estamos sopobrando?

—Ainda nao.

porque voce J Hi comegou a morrer.
mSos, nao importa o leme.

—Desca para seu camarote, Alcino,
VaJ

Pegarei o Belona II nas minhas

Segurarei o mar com meus bragos" (p. 36).

Another test is the voice of Migangueiro Isalas, the itinerant
peddler, who takes on the role of prophet of doom, thus lending weight
to Alcino's arguments.

It is he who labels Leone "o Juiz das Almas"

(p. 18) and predicts the total destruction of man:
—Somente o pranto dos homens ficara gravado no espago
e nem restara ouvidos para escuta-lo. Eu contemplei a destruigao do mundo e carrego nos olhos a desgraga. Vento e
poeira varrendo a terra e os homens caindo um a vun. Fomos
traldos por Deus. Minha gente nao teve o tempo de viver,
nem a vez prometida. Ja nascemos mortos, agora para sempre.
Vi a oitava cor do arco-iris, a cor da raorte, aquela espada
de fogo atravessando a terra de extremo a extremo. Desde
a planta dos pes at€ a cabega nao havera nos homens coisa
inteira senao feridas invisiveis, a ferida da peste grande
que devora tudo. Vein vom o vento, sai das entranhas da
terra e do mar como lavas de vulcao, queiraando a gente por
dentro, e o fogo com que Deus prometeu acabar o mundo, e
nem toda a agua do mar e capaz de apaga-lo. Deus demonioI
(p. 19).
The Migangueiro's voice carries its awful message throughout the entire
ship and almost weakens the will of Lucio:

"Chego as vezes a pensar

como Isalas, que morreremos todos e somente Leone permanecera vivo a

re
bordo, arrastando o Belona II,

Tenho que passar-lhe o comando, antes e

preciso que eu venca o mar" (p. 18).
The image of Leone "arrastando o Belona II" indicates the super
human qualities that are attributed to him.

Belona, Latitude Noite is

the only instance in which the hero has a superhuman guide and companion,
a frequent motif in tales of heroic quests.

Leone, who is the ship's

purser, is considered by captain and crew alike to be the heart and soul
of the ship.

"0 senhor e a alma deste navio, esta em todas as partes,

sei que me escuta," cries one of the dying crewmen (p. 108).

Lucio

thinks of Leone as the third member of a trinity with himself and the
ship.

"Belona II, Leone e eu somoB uma so pessoa" (p. 17).

As the

plague progresses, Leone is seen as a Charon, the conductor of the dead.
"S6 ele conduz os doentes.

J3 a visao que todos ja formaram dele:

arrastar doentes pelo conves, a de conduzir pessoas ao ombro.
entra no porao-dos-mortos" (p. 183).

a de

S6 Leone

Leone has found that he has the

power to see death in a person's eyes, before the person even begins to
feel ill.

As soon as he sees this, he isolates that person in the "porao'

dos-mortos" where he cares for the ill.

But he does not become ill him

self in spite of his contact with the sick.
—Porque ele nao se contagia, Comandante? Sera que o
Migangueiro esta certo, que ele tem poderes especiais, que
ele controla a vida dos outros, controla sua propia vida?
—Tolices.' Por que os outros nao experimentam? Voce
nao experimenta. Talvez constatasse um poder semelhante.
Nada prova que sejamos diferentes dele. Apenas enfrentam
a peste (p. 183).
Leone himself is not sure of whether he has somehow become immortal.
grows more haggard and worn as the plague-ridden days drag on, but he

He
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never sees the death sign in his own eyes in the mirror.

It is he who

descends into the hell of the "porao-dos-mortos" and who faces the hell
ish possibility of becoming the only person left alive on the Belona II.
While Lucio is ill, he keeps the ship moving, sometimes seeming to be in
several places at once.

Leone speakB very little, but he seems to be

omnipresent.
When the extent of the plague is such that there are as many ill
in the cabins as down below, Leone lets everyone out of the "porSo-dosmortos."

He finds Captain Lucio still tied to the binnacle and brings

him good news and bad in one breath.
peste esta recrudescendo" (p. 273).
(p. 273).

"Sua febre passou, Comandante.

A

Lucio comments, "Nos merecemos isto?"

But morning has come, a new day is born, and with it hope,

NSo se desespere, Alcino.

Sobreviveremos, chegaremos a algum lugar"

(p. 280).
The reward or boon that Lucio receives is the knowledge that man
can start again in a new cycle of life:

"o saldo de um mundo que se de-

sintegrou para dar surgimento a outro, onde ha luz" (p. 278), and that
life consists of manfs integration with his environment.

Lucio's state

ment quoted on page 21 above thus takes on another meaning, more than
just rebirth:

"A vida sai do piso e da araurada e se infiltra em seu

corpo, gera sangue e tato e visao, e seu corpo e todo elemento semelhante
ao elemento do navio, a raesma coisa, a mesma pessoa, a mesma animagao,
entao eu sou este navio ..." (p. 275).
The saga of Captain Lucio ends with exile, not return.

The

Belona II has no radioman left on board, only Dalva tapping out her "eu
te amo" (p. 233).

Messages are being sent from land, but they are not
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received because no one knows the code.

The Bhip is totally isolated

from land, with no means of steering toward it.
but it is at the mercy of sea and winds.

Her prow faces east,

Captain Lucio hopes to "criar-

mos von rurao e conduzir estas pessoas . . . encontrar um rumo e navegar"
(p. 283).

He can face the mystery of an unknown fate with courage and

equanimity.
In the Quest of Captain Lucio, the Meeting with the Goddess took
place before the novel began.

He was married, but his wife left him,

"Se a enganei ou tral foi pelo mar.
mas o mar 6 a fonte" (p. 26).

Antes tentara trair o mar por ela,

The Sea is his goddess and he follows her

faithfully even when he feels that She might destroy him.

"Entao o mar,

a quem entregou toda sua BUbBtancia, quer agora destruir-lo?" (p. 27).
The "mystical marriage of the triumphant hero-soul with the Queen-Goddess
of the World" (Campbell 196l» p« 109)» becomes, in the end, Lucio's ulti
mate integration into (Mother) Nature in the aspect of the Sea.
In terms of the Heroic Quest, Lucio's fate turns out to be Atone
ment (integration into nature) but also Exile, perhaps eternal exile.
The hero remains aware of himself but is separated from his homeland. In
contrast, Medrano and Franz achieve Atonement but pass into the eternal
exile called Death.

Javier is saved from succumbing to apathy by Franz's

death, is re-united with Elizabeth and goes on with the Quest.

Of all

the heroes, only Dr. Schumann fails utterly by his refusal to face the
challenge of love and to accept its consequences.

Each of the heroes

has reached a psychological turning-point, or threshold, in his life;
his heroism depended on whether he crossed the threshold or turned back.
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The pattern of the Heroic Quest, although interior!zed and somewhat distorted in the saga of the "absurd" modern hero, continues to be
a vital and necessary metaphor of the process of becoming mature.

The

transcendent symbolic function of the Journey metaphor combined vith the
search for niaturity of the Heroic Quest produces a metaphorical pattern
rich in meaning.

SPACE AND TIME

The journey has been defined as movement through space and time,
and, as Roppen and Sommer have pointed out (196b, p. 11)» these three
elements--movement, space, and time—constitute the basic dynamics of
the Journey structure.

Regardless of what else the protagonist may do

or be, his main function is to move through time and space, across land
or sea or through the air toward a distant goal.

The meaning of the

Journey structure is founded upon these elements rather than upon de
tailed analysis of character, past history, or family relationships and
friendships.
Erich Kahler, in a discussion of the dimensions in art, relates
them to multiple levels:
Any work of art has more than one dimension. Its artistic
quality makes itself felt in the spatial dimensions of breadth,
length, and depth, and indeed even in the dimension of time—
whereby I do not mean "time" merely as an internal, structural
element, that is, the rhythmical proportions of the work, but
"time" as the medium of the work's evolutional effect, its
pioneering capacity.
The structure, the inner coherence of a work of art extends,
with its ramifications and correspondences of motifs, first of
all, on its more manifest level, in the dimensions of breadth
and length. The dimension of depth takes it to other levels,
and that implies additional fields of correlation, and a no
less essential attribute of the work of art: its symbolic
quality, its moving simultaneously on different levels (1967,
p. 167).
Time as a structural and symbolic element is a distinctive fea
ture of the modern novel since Proust and Joyce.

The modern novelist

has been released by these adventurous predecessors from strict adherence
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to a rectilinear plot line:

one that starts with the beginning of a

journey and follows the chain of events straight through to the end with
out pause.

He has also been released from a rectilinear concept of the

passage of time, that is, measured time.

He is free to leap back and

forth from present to paBt (through flashbacks, memories) and to expand
the sense of the present time to include not only future and past but
also eternity.

Einstein's theory of relativity has given scientific

support to variable concepts of time and space, as has psychology.
Priestley explains Einstein's theory in Bimple termB:

"Time is not ab

solute but relative to the position of the observer" (196*1» p. 88).

That

is, time as experienced subjectively by the "observer" may be felt to
contract, to repeat itself in cycles, or to displace itself into the fu
ture or the past.
Time is often called the fourth dimension of space.

In the nov

els under consideration, it is not the objective dimensions of time and
space that are important, but rather the observer's perception of them.
What is in science referred to as the "space-time continuum" becomes in
the Journey novel a polydimensionol collection of several varieties of
time grouped together in a spatial metaphor, or of several varieties of
time being perceived at the same time (in the same instant).

Kahler

comments:
CThere is3 a profound feeling of contraction not only of
Bpace but of time—a gathering of all times and their contents,
of our entire existence in one sublime moment, a concentration
which is almost equivalent to the abolition of time . . .
CThese new concepts of time haveD cracked the supposedly solid
foundations of chronological time. A new time begins to germi
nate within time, the time of inner experiences within the time
of outer happenings. This new kind of time has no definite

fl»*
limitB-'-the deptho into which it oxpando are practically
infinite. It cannot be measured by moans of chronological
time (1957. PP. 132, 167).
In the contemporary novel, timo and spatial concepts blend; they vary
from the micro- to the macrocosm, from the intarlor of a man's mind to
the Infinity of the heavens or at least as far as a man's imagination
will carry him.

An inotant is worth a lifetime, a ship becomes a world,

infinity becomes eternity.
What makes the use of space and time so specifically different
in the modern novel is the break-up of rectilinear time-concepts in nar
ration; the added metaphor of spatial dimensions (e.g. Persia's mental
flights to the captain's bridge to look down on the Malcolm', the Vera's
German passengers' constant thought of Germany, the Promised Land of the
future, as a living entity in the present, and the various perspectives
of narration in Belong, Latitude Noite); and the fact that space often
functions as a quality or expression of time:

sunrise, seasonal changes

of the Earth and Moon, clocks and watches that function as measures of
time.

For example, in the discussion of the Heroic Quest, Fuentes1

pyramid-church-asylum functioned as a symbol of chthonic eternal time,
historical time and present time all at once.

This grouping produces

what Kahler terms "supratemporal space ... in which time itself has be
come an element of artistic interplay, in which different relative modes
of time mingle and intertwine, so as to convey a sense of transcending
simultaneity" (1967, p. 165).

In the unsophisticated reader this "sense

of transcending simultaneity" may produce a feeling of the wildest chaos
because it is so different from his usual perception of time.
effect of chaos is deliberate on the part of the artist.

But the
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Erich Neumann haa pointed out In hlo essay on "Art and Time"
that the diointegration of form in modern art and llteraturo la a reflec
tion of tho oenoe of surrounding chaos and of personal alienation on the
part of the artist (1966, pp. 110, 12?).

Tho act of creutlon lo, in a

certain sense, a paradoxical attempt to impose form on chaos in the hope
of extracting some order from it,

Recall that Kathorine Anne Porter, In

speaking of a collection of her stories, said: "They are what I was then
able to achieve in tho way of order and form and statement in a period
of grotesque dislocations In a whole society when tho world was heaving
in tho sicknesB of millenial change . . " (1952, p. 130),

In literature,

the mere process of putting words down in orderly procession on paper
constitutes a croative ordering of chaos, whether the significance of
tho word-sequence lo immediately understandable to the reader or not.
The larger structure of a poem, or a novel, may seem chaotic or may be
invisible to the reader as he reads, but a scheme or order will appear
upon re-examination.

Literary structure is experienced temporally, ao

is that of music, because one cannot read more than a phrase at a time
(see Frank 19^8, P« 380),

Storage in the memory of what he reads allows

the reader to perceive tho larger structure and thus to participate In
the author's attempt at order.

"The symbolist novel depends less upon

sequence of events than upon reflexive relationships among its elements"
(Tindall 1955» p. 263).

Thus the ex-post-facto examination of the re

flexive relationships in the novel is necessary for understanding the
totality of the work.
In re-arranging time and space within a framework of reflexive
relationships, an author injects the element of fictlonality into the
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reader'n cxperionco.

Ho oreateo a new world, similar enough to the one

ve know oo that we identify with it, but aluo different enough to Jolt
ua into a new perception of roality.

Tindall cayo:

god, hio works are worlds ..." (1955% p. Zh2),

"If tho artint is a

Through tho creation

of those new worlds, the nrtiot presents reality on nnothor plane, and
from a different perspective, thus enriching our ordinarily circumscribed
experience of life.

Because wo cannot apply rational thought basod on

empirical experience of our familiar world to our experience of the
created world, we must have recourse to our intuition which tho American
Collego Dictionary (1966) defines as "direct perception of truths, facts,
etc., independently of any reasoning process,"

Julio Cortfizar explains

why we must use our intuition in dealing with the contemporary novel:
La novela da sofialos do inquiotud, rechaza c indaga, inicla
tlmldos ensayos de apropiaci6n, y entra en nuestro slglo con evldentes manifestaciones de inquletud formal, de ansiedad que habrfi.
do llevarla a dar por fin un paoo de incalculable lmportancla:
la incorporacl6n del lenguaje de raiz poetlea, el lenguaje do
exprcsifin inmediata de las intuicionoa. Pero osto s6lo podfa
ocurrir cuando el novelista, alej&ndoso del estudio del mundo
y el hombre, de la obnorvacifin voluntaria do las cosaa y los
hechos, se sintiera oometido por otro mundo que cspcraba aer
dicho y aprehendldo; el de la visi6n pura, el contacto inmcdiato
y nunca analitico . . . (1950, p. 231).
As the novelist experiences this other Inner world, ho writes it down
Just as he feels it, without analyzing.

The new world that he creates

is not regulated by tho rules of the outer, material world, but by its
own inner necessities.

An example of this is Cortazar's explanation of

Persio's monologues in the "Nota" at the end of Los Premios:
Los soliloquios de Persio han perturbado a algunos amigos
a quienes le3 gusta divertirse en llnea recta* A su escandolo
solo puedo contestar que me fueron impuestos a lo largo del
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llbro y en el orden en que aparecen, corao una ouerte de supervision dc lo que se iba urdiendo o desatando a bordo. Su lan
guage inoinfia otra dlmensl6n o, menos pedantescamente, apunta
a otros blancos (p. '(27)*
Because the dynamics of the created vorld often cause a seeming
break-up of the usual time and space concepts, the reader must partici
pate event by event in the created vorld and is unable to evaluate it
fully until his new experience ceases on the last page.

Thus, in order

to perceive fictional reality, he must have recourse to the same intui
tive mode of perception as the artist:

that mode which is not based on

rational thought but rather on an instinctive synthesizing process of
the mind.

In other words, the artist intuits the structure of his crea

tion without analyzing consciously but rather sensing the whole uncon
sciously.

He includes what is imposed upon him by his intuition as the

right thing to do whether it follows a traditional, rational mode of
creation or the very opposite.

If the reader is to apprehend the created

world of the artist at all, he too must allow his intuitive function to
be the instrument or mode of apprehension.

Kahler speaks of the "synop

tical faculties of art, whose function has always been to concentrate,
to lift the essence out of phenomenality, to seek Integration through
intuitive vistas, to see things in perspectives, and as wholes" (1967*
p. 199).

Through the intuitive process the reader can conceive a tenta

tive idea of the whole of the created world as the whole is being presen
ted to him, being un-reeled before his eyes so to speak.

Once the novel

has ended, he can use the rational mode of thought to gather together
the various elements and analyze their relationships and. thus achieve a
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fuller understanding of the entire novel, for in a sense he re-creates
the context of the novel in retrospect, thus making it his own.
I

The contemporary Journey novel compounds the out-of-context as
pect, because not only the reader but the protagonist also is out of his
usual familiar context.

Anyone who has traveled has experienced the

disturbing sensation of being out of context, of being a stranger.

The

Journey as process removes him from his familiar space-time context and
forces him into motion through a strange land and time.

If, as often

happens in science fiction and recent contemporary novels, the protago
nist is set down on a world where everything is totally different from
"home," he suffers a loss of identity because he has nothing familiar to
refer to outside himself and he feels alone.

The passengers of Ship of

Fools experience this and find their own pathetic remedy:
The passengers . , . read the names on the door plates—
most of them German—eyed with suspicion and quick distaste
strange luggage piled beside their own in their cabins, and
each discovered again what it was he believed lost for a while
though he could not name it—his identity. Bit by bit it
emerged, travel-worn, halfhearted but still breathing, from
a piece of luggage or some familiar possession in which he
had once invested his pride, of ownership, and which, seen
again in strange, perhaps unfriendly surroundings, assured
the owner that he had not always been a harassed stranger,
a number, an unknown name and a caricature on a passport (p. 32).
Octavio Paz refers to solitude as "nostalgia de espacio" (1959* p« 187)•
loss of identity because of spatial displacement may endure throughout
the Journey in the insecure individual such as Felipe in Los Premios,
or it may be temporary in those who are able to switch to the intuitive
mode of perception, a mode which is spontaneous and not based on a prior
collection of empirical data stored in memory (cf. Medrano in Los Premios).
Moacir C. Lopes says that his passengers must re-invent their world
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(p. 157)•

That is, since they have been separated from their old famil

iar context, they must now make familiar (re-create) and accept the new
context.

Since the facts of the new context are unfamiliar, the passen

gers must accept them "on faith," discerning their relative values by
the intuitive process.
Any Journey takes the traveler out of his familiar spatial con
text.

A Journey in an enclosed vehicle such as a ship or an automobile

confines him in two even smaller contexts:

the vehicle (spatial context)

and the other passengers (social context).

The author thus limits the

number of elements he must deal with (things he must mention) in order
to delineate the physical context as briefly as possible.

Because the

traveler moves through the landscape and yet is separated from it by the
vehicle, landscape is of less immediate importance as physical context
(in contrast to its importance on a hiking trip where there is close con
tact between the traveler and his environment).

This fact leaves the au

thor free to use the wider landscape to indicate a symbolic or spiritual
environment (e.g. the dryness of Fuentes1 landscape), and to concentrate
on the restricted physical and social context of ship or car.

In the

smaller context the author also reduces the number and type of conflicts
with which he can confront his characters.

He can choose to deal super

ficially with a number of characters, as Miss Porter has done by focusing
on the group of Germans on the Vera, or he can concentrate on a small
group as the other authors chose to do (Cortazar's focusing on Medrano
and the small group around him, and Lopes' concentration upon Lucio and
Leone in Belong, Latitude Noite).
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Although the vehicle itself is a restricted context, it is trav
eling in an enormously vider context vhich the author can ignore and thus
limit his context even more as does Miss Porter by confining most of the
action between the-deck and the steerage; or he can use the vider context
as a contrasting element to confinement—the active macrocosm in Lopes
and Fuentes—or as a cosmic point from which his microcosm appears in
new perspective—Fersio's metaphysical captain's bridge in Los premios
and Lopes• various angulos de visao which present multiple perspectives
of the ship.
Because they are traveling on land, Fuentes' characters are able
to leave the vehicle and confront the wider context directly.

However,

he introduces a mysterious element in the person of the Narrator who
seems at times to be omnipresent or omniscient.

He seems to participate

in the other characters' mental musings, he wanders alongside the events,
but it is not until the third dramatic section of the novel that we real
ize how important he is and how much he actually figures in the time and
space of the characters themselves.

Julio Ortega says that the Narrator

is:
. . . evidencia y opacidad del propio Fuentes*-Juega a ser mar
ginal siendo central, juega a viajar por'otra carretera, a no
haber perdido la direcci6n, a llegar voluntariamente a Cholula
. . . Pero el Narrador es consciente de su Juego, de su espacio
determinado por esa vecindad de la catastrofe improbable y ese
dia siguiente de la fiesta imposible—coordenadas de todos modos insertas en un espacio impregnado por el mundo a exorcisar
(1968, p. 82).
It is only at the end of the novel that Fuentes tells us that the Narra
tor was involved in the plot against Franz.

The Narrator is present in

the past, present, and future of the other characters.

He tells them
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what they are doing, and what they have done in direct speech in the
second person familiar:

"Td no los vlste" (p. 11).

But at the same

time he pretends to "be traveling by bus on the highway to Fuebla reading
travel folders that describe Theresienstadt, the Nazi concentration camp.
Thus, through his hop-skip-and-jump narration, he represents the polydimensional aspects of the space-time context of the novel.
The varied concepts of space and time, those of the author or of
the characters, add complexities to these polydimensional aspects.

The

author has chosen to present a certain time and to encompass a certain
space; his characters likewise experience a certain time and space.

Some

of them experience vital time and space—the subjective perception of
these dimensions.

Others manage to step outside of the normal linear

concept of time passing and envisage time as the eternal round and man's
life as but an instant of time.

Again, Fuentes1 Narrator may serve as

the example:
Yo quiero ser un hombre que siga nombrando a los que me
precedieron y a los que habran de venir. Jason. Argonauta.
Medea. Quiero esto para no tener que aprenderlo todo de nuevo,
vivirlo otra vez. iOrden y progreso? El lema es inhumano y
mentiroso. El hombre no progresa. Cada hombre que nace es la
creacion original. Debe repetir para si y para el mundo todos
los actos antiguos, como si nada hubiese sucedido antes de el
(p. 1*30).
Or they can project themselves into the cosmos and see our conception of
normal living space and life time as being very limited.

Persio in Los

Premios comments on the reduction of variety to essence:
Esta seguro de que un orden apenas aprehensible por la
analogla rige el caos de bolsillo donde un cantor despide a su
hermano y una silla de ruedas remata en un manubrio cromado;
como la oscura certidumbre de que existe un punto central donde
cada elemento discordante puede llegar a ser visto como un rayo
de la rueda (p. 100).

*
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The characters of the four novels perceive time in various ways
according to their character or context.

All of them experience the

present moment, vital time, hut each according to his needs and wishes
at that moment.

To some, the voyage seems interminable, a stretch of

empty time to be endured until the desired destination is reached. Katherine Anne Porter describes Mrs. Treadwell in Ship of Fools;
She turned back to the dull little thing across from her,
accepting this voyage and this society as a long boredom like
any other, not to be denied, opposed or ignored, but to be
fled from, lightly from point to point; moment by moment she
would find a split second of relief from boredom in the very
act of flight which gave her the fleeting illusion of invis
ibility (p. Ul).
Others are so absorbed in living in the moment that they are not concerned
with the future (Herr Beiber flirting with his companion, Dr. Schumann
involved with the Condesa; Javier and Elizabeth examining their failing
marriage).

Captain Lucio lives in the moment so intensely that he loses

track of the passage of time and cannot remember if he has eaten or
brushed his teeth and must depend upon Jaru, his cabin boy, to tell him.
Medrano experiences the most intense vital moment of all as he waits for
dawn in the dark corridor of the stern and realizes that for the first
time his life has true meaning, because the moment has expanded into cos
mic time and therefore his present actions have a cosmic, eternal meaning.
No sabia por que, pero esta ahl, con la popa a la vista
(y enteramente vacla) le daba una seguridad, algo como un punto de partida . . .
Todo lo anterior contaba tan poco, lo
finico por fin verdadero habla sido esa hora de ausencia, ese
balance en la sombra mientras esperaba con RaCil y Atilio, un
saldo de cuentas del que salla por primera vez tranquilo, sin
razones muy claras, sin meritos ni demeritos, simplemente re' conciliandose consigo mismo ... en una hora que no esta en
los relojes (p. 382).
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For Medrano and Lucio, living in the present moment is a positive thing;
for the others it is either anguish (Dr. Schumann and Leone), anxiety
(Javier and Elizabeth), or a vaiting for "something" to happen (Paula,
Franz).

They are uncomfortable living the "hora que no estfi en los re-

lojes."
For other characters the only really meaningful life is in the
past, and therefore they have constant recourse to memory as escape from
the present.

This is particularly true of Fuentes* main characters.

Elizabeth remembers her past life, characters from old films, and old
songs, as she builds up a mythology of the past to stand as a background
or foundation for what she considers her empty and loveless life of the
present.
Elizabeth estS. tratando de construir una mitologla a partir
de estas evidencias inmediatas que son objetos, que son pellculas, que son calles, que son trajes, que son cosas. Hay todo
un mundo de cosas, muy pesadas, muy graves, muy opacas, y que
est&n alll, a partir de las cuales trata de construir su realidad una Jud£a norteamericana, o que pretende pasar por una judia norteamericana (Fuentes 1966, p. 12).
Franz and Javier too live in memory, each re-living past experiences as
if by the ritual of telling them they will extract the essence of mean
ing from them in order to lend meaning to their present situation.

The

Narrator comments regarding this:
Se me hace que todos queremos cerrar nuestras vidas, saber
que el clrculo ha concluido y que la lfnea ha vuelto a encontrar la llnea, el inicio: queremos completar.tantas vidas dentro de nuestra vida, queremos, asl sea nuestro sustento la
raz6n, la voluntad o el sueno, creer que nuestro pasado significa algo en si .. . (p. 65).
But there is little attempt to analyze the past, it is simply relived.
Only Isabel, too young to have much of a past, lives in the present.

&
Captain Lucio'B mind wanders in the past also, but this is less
of an escape and more of an attempt to find the meaning of the past as
it exists in the present, as when he reflects on past world-wide epi
demics and realizes the panic that will resttlt from the knowledge that
there is plague on board (p. 89).

The Germans on board the Vera remember

their immediate past in Mexico with distaste, but their memories of Ger
many are rich with sentiment, bathed in the golden light of myth, and
they Judge the present moment according to that memory.

They rest their

minds on the thought of beloved Germany as a respite from the disorder
of the present.

For them, the present is suspended between an idealized

past and a glorious future; therefore the present loses meaning and be
comes boredom, apathy, indifference.
The past as tradition (something that will not change) functions
as a comforting conceptual framework for the more conservative passengers
of all three ships.

They take refuge in it, and stand upon its values

whenever the present moment becomes too threatening.

The Partido de la

paz of Los Premios makes a stand for not opposing the Authorities overtly
because it might cause them to terminate the cruise.

The self-satisfied

Germans seated at the Captain's table drive out Freytag, who is married
to a Jewess,

The Colonel and the Lady on the Belona II try to maintain

traditional class distinctions in the face of storm and plague.
clings

Each

to the known (the familiar context) for fear of the future (un

known, unfamiliar context).
Dreams of the future are not a frequent feature of any of the
four novels, which would indicate that the future is conceived of as
too threatening to contemplate, as a possible apocalypse.

For the
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Germans, the future is really an idealized past.

They live in expecta-

tion of their utopi m future in Germany, partly because conditions on
board are so crowde 1 and their companions so antipathetic that the future
seemB "better.

They try to ignore the meaning of the present, and their

visions of the futujre are vague and ephemeral, unreal.
Hutten reveals a hidden doubt of the future:

The good Frau

"Her thoughts were disturbed

with looking backward and looking forward, for nothing in the past seemed
properly related to the future.

She was almost afraid to hope, for things

in the old country must be very much changed, and in ways she could not
be prepared for" (p. 87).
The passengjers of the Malcolm scarcely allow themselves to wonder
where the cruise will take them, and then they settle down to enjoy the
present comforts while they last, trying to ignore future disappointments
or Joys.

Claudia end Medrano, however, find a different quality in the

present because of the vagueness of the future:
—Lo curio£o es que hasta ahora no hemos hablado del viaje
por el Pacfficc—le dijo—. Me he fljado que nadle menciona
el Japon. Ni liquiera el modesto estrecho de Magallanes o las
posibles escalt.s.
—Futuro romoto—*dijo Medrano, volvlendo con una sonrisa de
su malhumor de un minuto--. Demasiado remoto para la imaginaci6n de algunon, y demasiado improbable para usted y para ml
(p. 30^).
Medrano's "improbable future" is further proof of the vital quality of
his present moment, whereas the "too remote future" of the others indi
cates lack of enough imagination to live fully in the present moment and
a defensive attitude toward the current course of events.
The crew and passengers of the Belona II are too concerned with
survival to worry about the future—except for Alcino who allows his
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anxieties about a future that he cannot control to impair his function
ing in the present:

"fi porque tenho fomllia em terra e quero voltar a

ve-la, saber se ainda estfi, viva, protega-la" (p. 188).

And Migangueiro

K

leafas constantly predicts apocalyptic doom:
Venho do alto do sert&o e sou o testemunho da morte. Eu
vi no c£u aquela espada de fogo apontada para n6s, vi a oitava
cor do arco-fris atravessando a terra. Os parentes carrcgaram
seus mortos ao ombro .. .
£le destrulu o homem uma vez com
o dildvio. Depois prometeu matar de novo com o fogo . . .
file s6 criou a gente para essa vontade de matar quando bem der
na veneta. Fois e esse mesmo o fim do mundo (p. 93).
But Lucio foresees the integration of man into nature no matter what hap
pens.

This is the belief that sustains him throughout the voyage.
Only those who are searching for something—the questers—look

ahead, but it is with the uncertain eyes of one who does not know exactly
what it is he is looking for.
to the lives of the heroes.

There is a complex existential quality

It affects their attitudes toward future

time, for they understand that the future is formed in the present moment
by the present decision taken.

They recognize the instant of decision
t

and understand that at that instant a crossroads has been reached.

Their

concern with time is not so much time as measured by clocks, seasons and
lifetimes, but the time measured by the stages of individual growth (the
crossroads decisions) in the process of maturation which is the cosmic
meaning of man's life.

The vital present moment is expanded to the eter

nal present.
Individually, the questers react differently to this "present"
moment and its future consequences.

Dr. Schumann is reluctant to think

of the future—partly because of his weak heart, partly because of the
fact that although he has maintained strict control over his life in
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the past, the present moment with the Condesa Is more than he can handle,
and the future, now that she has interfered, contains too many chaotic
possibilities for him to contemplate with equanimity*

By his formal

letter to the Condesa he tries to shut off or at least curb some of the
unpleasant consequences of his illicit love, thus achieving order (he
hopes) through application of will power.

But through this action he

falls the heroic test and becomes a hero manque, without achieving even
peace of mind.
Medrano, the true hero, once he has made the choice at the cross
roads (the decision to force a way into the stern section to get the
doctor) advances firmly into the unknown (symbolized by the stern), will
ing to take whatever consequences may come of his action.

He has over

come fear itself and does not waste energy on worrying about the innumer
able possibilities of the future as does Dr. Schumann.

The latter sets

limits, Medrano tests them.
Lucio also advances steadily through the present into the future
and is willing to take the consequences of decisions made.
acts within a teleological framework of faith;

However, he

he hopes for his integra

tion into nature whereas Medrano has no specific hopes and simply does
what he has to do for the immediate practical goal of saving Jorge*s
life (with need for self-affirmation as the inner motive).

"Saving"

lives is not Lucio's concern in the sense of "bringing them back alive"
to land.

Lucio will do his best to keep the Belona II afloat and moving,

but the destination—the future—is not his concern.

In a sense, he is

more concerned with saving souls than lives, for he wants his crew and
passengers to be alive and real, not socialized puppets.

Their
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integration into nature io more important! and this involves living in
tho eternal present, not living for an unknowable future,

Luclo con

gratulates Colonel Romero for taking the place of a sailor, and comments:
"Coronel Romero, com oeu uniforme arregagado, sua rclutuncia diminulda,
sua presungflo alquebrada, igualado a qualquer marinheiro, aliraentando a
caldeira, sim, o homcm 6 o futuro do homem, o tempo o futuro do tempo"
(p. 30).

The eternal present contains the future in the present moment.

For Franz, on the other hand, there seems to be no future.

He

drifts through life as if his motive forces were so deeply hidden that
they are not visible on the surface.

These unconscious forces ultimately

propel him into the labyrinth beneath the pyramid, toward the death which
is also his salvation.

But his unconscious mind lives half in the pres

ent and half in memory, not in hope of a better future.

He behaves as

if each decision were based on a sudden, inexplicable impulse; as if he
were wandering in a story that was not his own.

Ortega says of Franz:

"Su frustracifin es su culpa pero tambien su manera de asumirse, su manera
de reclomar otra inocencia como objeto de una historia en la que se extraviS" (19c8, p. 83).

Because he does not question his training, his

decisions based upon it arc as unconscious as a sudden whim.

Yet he

feels guilty about the past and is not sure that he really did not com
mit a crime.

With the uncertainty of his guilty past haunting him, Franz

ceases to think about the future; there is only now.

The character of

Franz is the least well developed of the novel—partially because of his
function as Javier*s double.

"Doble en el misterio de ser objeto del

tiempo, culpable en esa inocencia del azar, Franz deberfi sucumbir como
espejo de Javier:

su muerte es tambien la muerte de su epoca oscura,
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la do Javier" (Ortega 1968, p. 83).

Within the structure of the doubles,

Franz's future is Javier, and Javier has a future only because of the
death of Franz which frees him to act even though still afraid.

In ex

istential terms, Javier achieves existence (is able to act) at the mo
ment when Franz achieves essence (atonement vith himself)*
We have seen that the true hero's "present" moment is really the
eternal present*

Its significance has expanded from the merely human

existential moment to the cosmic eternal present*
time concept that not everyone can face.

But eternity is a

Medrano and Lucio are the only

two who consciously confront eternity without flinching.
The American College Dictionary (1966) defines eternity as "in
finite times; duration without beginning or end."
Lucio understands eternity.

This is how Captain

His perception is symbolized by his vision

of the Belona lit rudderless, without fuel, sailing forever at the whim
of wind and sea with only Slrlus aB a fixed point of orientation in time
or space,

Lucio says that they will sail until they reach a port "some

where" but for him this is not important, only sailing is important. He
is able, as few men are, to face eternity with equanimity because the
sustaining life force in the eternal present is his supreme value.
Carlos Fuentes conceives of eternity as the St6rnel retour, the
chthonic round wherein events are repeated in cycles Just as the seasons
are repeated each year.

The sacrifice of Franz repeats the ritual sacri

fice of the god of spring, Xipe Totec, necessary for the continuing fer
tility of the earth and constituting a new beginning that abolishes past
time.

Fuentes comments that "No hay progreso historico; esoes lo que

est& diciendo un poco la novela:

no hay escatologia, hay puro presente
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perpetuo,
p. 11).

Hoy la repctici6n do una oorio do actoo coremonialoo" (1966,

Fuenten oeemo to be saying that the vengeance of the Monka io

a necessary function of tho younger generation and necessary for Franz'e
salvation.

Although Fuontea insists on the utter fictionality of his

novelistic world, he has built it around the unalterable ritual of the
myth of sacrifice and renewal.

Kermode makes the distinction between

myths as tho "agents of stability1' and fictions which "are for finding
things out, and they change as the needs of sense-making change" (1968,
p, 39).

Combio do Piel is an apocalyptic fiction and in thiB sense tho

lives of Fuentes* characters follow the fixed apocalyptic pattern of
''empire Cfullness of lifeD, decadence, and renovation, progress and ca
tastrophe" (Kermode 1968, p. 29), thus revealing the order buried within
the chaotic presentation of the novel.

The sacrifice of Franz brings an

apocalyptic end to that epoch of the lives of the group and allows them
to begin a new era, a new life, a new cycle; thus the fiction of the
apocalypse transforms itself into the myth of sacrifice and renewal.
The Apocalypse and the Eternal Return are symbolized in Lopes'
image of the Phoenix (Part V), referring to the death and rebirth of the
humans on board the Belona II.

But, rather than emphasizing the concept

of death as the End, Lucio feels that they have simply begun another
cycle of existence.

In contrast to the apocalyptic doom prophesied by

Migangueiro Isalas, Lucio stresses the novo ciclo do homem (p. 32).
While these authors have their characters perceive time in var
ious ways, they also reveal their own perception of time and "the times"
(kairos or aevum, to use Kermode^ terms CI968, p. ^93) through the ori
entation of the novel in cosmic or in historical time.

According to
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the American College Dictionary (1966), "cosmic" rofora to tho "orderly
or harmoniouo cosmos:

vorld or universe ao an embodiment of order and

harmony (as distinguished from chaos)."

"Cosmic time" may bo defined

as time as it signifies the eternal values of cosmic order and harmony,
in contrast to tho chaos and disordor of erratic change and transition.
An event perceived in present, or historical, time may seem to be lack
ing any affirmative meaning*

Franz's assassination by tho Monks for

pure vengeance takes on a greater significance (Franz's atonement and
solvation) when seen from the larger perspective of cosmic timo, that
is, time in its eternal, mythic significance.

To quote Fuentes again:

"La verdadera venganza de Moctozuma no es la disenteria:

es el sentido

permanente del sacrificio, del sacrificio para mantener el orden del
Eso ha sido la victoria final del mundo indfgena en Mexico"

cosmos.

(1966, p. 7).

And Octavio Paz says:

"Por virtud del rito, que realiza

y reproduce el rclato mftico, de la poesfa y del cuento de hadas, el
hombre accede a un mundo en donde los contrarios se funden" (1959, p.
190),

Through the ritual of sacrifice, Javier and Franz become recon

ciled, the tvo become one, the past is cleansed and cleared away, and
Javier is now free to act, to live in the present.

The Apocalypse has

come and a new order is established.
Katherine Anne Porter's Ship of Fools is seen in this light to
be a kind of allegory of apathy aiding and abetting evil by the sin of
omission.

As Paul Miller says:

"Ostracizing a Jew aboard ship and as

phyxiating him in a gas chamber are alike in principle—and consequently
the dear, sweet, unprotesting Mrs. Treadwells of this world become midwives to the birth of a terror they might once have helped abort" (19&5,
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p. 155)•

Lodwick Hartley states that "the thesis of the novel . • •

Miss Porter has been quoted as saying, is 'the responsibility people
must share for evil**

And she continues, 'X do not want to be unchar

itable, but the good and virtuous people of tho world are often in col
lusion with ovil,u (1963, p. 90),

Even if the reader were not aware of

the historical context of Ship of Fools, tho total effect of the novel
would still be one of approaching doom for all, because of the evil
which each character carries within him.

Thus Ship of Fools io also

apocalyptic.
Los Premios illustrates the eternal struggle between apathy and
meaning, and the Promethean challenge to blind acceptance of arbitrary
authority—man1 s rebellion against the gods—which is always severely
punished.

Medranofs rebellion and death are meaningless to those who

submit to all Authority without thinking about it.
comes meaningful only on the cosmic plane.

His sacrifice be

Because Medrano would not

allow himself to be forced by the Authorities into the anonymous limbo
of the mute oppressed, he risked being though a fool and took the only
means of action open to him:
den zone.

direct and violent invasion of the forbid

He committed the sin of hubris (not against the gods but

against mysterious human authorities) and paid with his life—but In so
doing he achieved full self-hood.

Medrano refused to accept the arbi

trary order of the Authorities and in risking the possibility of bring
ing about chaos, he actually entered the cosmic order.

He passed through

chaos into cosmic order.
In Belona, Latitude Woite« the image of the Phoenix, rising to
new life from its ashes (Part V), signifies the unquenchable desire of
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man for life and immortality, and the solidarity of the individual as a
link in a cadela humana versus isolating self-interest.

Lopes has trans

formed the Flying Dutchman motif of the accursed ship without helmsman
by transmuting death into another cycle of existence.
Each of the four novels Is placed in a historical period:

Ship

of Fools in 1931, Belona, Latitude Noite in 1918, Los Premios in the
early 1950'a, and Cambio de Piel in 19^5* and part of each novel1s mean
ing comes from this placement.

As ve see the Vera heading for pre-war

Germany and realize that the passengers are unaware as yet of the im
pending holocaust, their vicious self-righteousness and complacency be
come all the more horrible, for we foresee that they will be willing
participants in the Nazi regime because of their very natures.
The Spanish influenza of 1918 was a world-wide epidemic that
killed hundreds of thousands of people, thus the fear of the passengers
of the Belona II of being the only survivors can be seen in retrospect
(the historical point of view) as quite reasonable.

Lopes has used the

fact of the Spanish influenza but added to it the symptoms and dread of
bubonic plague, which is endemic In Brazil.

Although,Lopes does not

mention an exact year in the novel itself, the clrcumstancial evidence
of the elementary medical techniques (cupping for treatment of buboes),
and hygienic procedures, as well as technical details of the 3hip are
enough to identify the period.

Lopes has said in a letter:

"A estoria

6 de uma viagem num navio mercante, de carga, durante a Influenza Espanhola, de 1918, com urn grupo de pessoas fugidas de urn povoado.

A Influ

enza simboliza o caos absoluto, a viagem simboliza a viagem do Homem
atraves do tempo, chegando ao fim de um ciclo" (Letter to R. Kincey,
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March 6, i966).

ThuB he chose the year 1918 because it vas a time of

total chaos, and by "el rito mfigico de inventar otro mundo" (Ortega I960,
p. 87) he brought about the creation and birth of a new order.
Cortazar's Argentina of the early fifties is dreary, repressed,
apathetic.

The dictatorship of Peron is not specifically mentioned, but

"The Authorities" are in Kafkaesque command and are mutely resented but
obeyed by the passengers, even though they suspect that their destiny is
in the hands of others:
—iQue le pareci6 el discurso del inspector?—pregunt6
Medrano.
—-Bueno, pas6 algo que me pasa muchas veces—dijo Lopez.
—Mientras el tipo daba las explicaciones me parecieron inobjetables, y llegue a sentirme perfectamente c6modo en esta
situaci6n. Ahora ya no me parecen tan convincentes.
—Hay una especie de lujo de detailes que me divierte—
dijo Medrano--. Hubiera sido mucho mtis sencillo citarnos en
la aduana o en el muelle, £no le parece? Pero se dirla que
eso priva de un secreto placer a alguien que a lo mejor est&
mirfmdonos desde una de esas oficinas de la Municipalidad.
Como ciertas partidas de ajedrez, en las que por puro lujo
se complican los movimientos (p. 55)*
Their situation on board makes the rebellion of Medrano even more signi
ficant for it takes on the meaning of heroic revolt against arbitrary
political authority with all the risks that it entails.

The lack of in

formation and contact with the Authorities gives the idea of mysterious
chaos which Medrano alone is able to confront in search of a more mean
ingful order.
Fuentes has set Cambio de Piel in post-World War II Mexico,
twenty years after the war and some forty years after the Mexican Revo
lution.

Mexico has been developing a larger middle class with all the

problems of any middle class (conservatism, alienation, boredom, and
perversion) complicated by the Mexican uncertainty of identity.

"Mexico
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oe devora a s£ misno en un sentimiento de inexistencia.

Decimos 'Como

Mexico no hay dos' porque no estaraos seguros de que siquiera haya un
Mexico" (Fuentes I960, p. 20).

ThiB accounts for Elizabeth's and Javier's

characters and problems which in some ways are not unlike those of the
passengers of the Vera,

Remember that Fuentes made the comment that "En

Alemania, Javier hubiese sido Franz:
Franz hubiese sido Javier:

un fascista por omisi6n.

En Mexico,

un intelectual-burocrata demasiado consciente

de sf misrao y de su aislamiento para transformar sus suefios en otra cosa"
(1968, p. 20).

Many Nazis had gone into exile in South America after

the Nurnberg trials, and were being hunted down by various groups or in
dividuals, which explains Franz's presence in Mexico as well as the ac
tivities of the Monks.

Apathetic Mexican or guilty German, Javier and

Franz represent mankind in its struggle to maintain order in the face
of overwhelming chaos.
Even though an author places his novel in a certain historical
period, we must assume that he is not being completely "historical" or
faithful to the facts of history as revealed by historians; nor realis
tic:

revealing exactly a reality which the reader can identify.

To

write a novel is to create another "world" with its own laws and dynam
ics of being.

An author will manipulate time and space as he wishes and

needs to in order to create this world.

The reader must not confuse the

"reality" established within the novel with "reality" as he knows it be
yond the novel.

For, as Cort&zar has Fersio say:

"Cuando los malos

lectores de novelas insinfian la conveniencia de la verosimilitud, asumen
sin remedio la actitud del idiota que despues de veinte dlas de viaje
a bordo de la motonave 'Claude Bernard', pregunta, sefialando la proa:
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'C'est-par-la-qu'on-va-en-avant?'" (p. 53).

The reader must make intel

ligent use of a willing suspension of belief; he must allow the author to
*

activate his imagination so that he can accept the new "world."
In the treatment of space of his created world, the novelist has
carte-blanche to expand or contract space as seen or felt by his charac
ters.

Because he may now include the space experienced in dreams, vi

sions, and memories as vital and significant elements of the novel, the
scope of space is limited only by his own imagination.

Since the tradi

tional "setting" is not usually given at the beginning of the contempo
rary novel, the reader's idea of the spaces involved comes largely from
the description of the characters' subjective reaction to space, cr what
may be termed "vital" space.

For example, Perslo, feeling confined on

board the Malcolm, allows his imagination to carry him, and the reader,
aloft, while Felipe and his sister simply continue to feel confined and
bored.
The author represents his characters acting and reacting within
spaces of varying dimensions:
space.

vital space or subjective perception of

The individual character seen in the largest spatial context

suggests the terms microcosm and macrocosm.

However, the complexity of

spatial dimension in these novels requires at least two intermediate
terms:

shared microcosm and mesocosm.

The individual microcosm is con

tained entirely within the character's own selfj the shared microcosm
extends to his immediate living space and social relationships; the meso
cosm includes the community of family and friends contained within a
house, or a block, or a town (or a ship); and the macrocosm may be felt
as one's city, country, the earth or the universe.

The alienated or
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strongly individualistic hero usually sees himself as the smallest con
text of space.

The character who conceives the shared microcosm as the

smallest unit of space tends to identify the mesocosm as the largest unit
of space*

He avoids thinking of the extremes of the individual microcosm

and the macrocosm as too threatening.

Some characters try to limit the

macrocosm to the size of a city rather than expose themselves to the
terrors of infinite space; for example, most of the passengers on the
Malcolm perceive Buenos Aires as the macrocosm ("the world"), therefore
the Malcolm becomes the mesocosm, and their own particular group or fam
ily in a cabin on board is the microcosm.

This accounts for their dif

ficulty in envisaging their destination, for their universe is filled
with Buenos Aires (the typical provincial point of view}—it is all they
know as larger context.

Note the contrast between the first statement

by Paula of Los Premios. which is provincial, and the answer by Ratal,
which indicates a wider concept of the macrocosm:
—Y mas alia empieza Buenos Aires—dijo—. £No parece
increfble?
—Xncluso parece increible que digas "empieza". Muy
rapido te has situado en tu nueva circunstancia. Para mi
el puerto fue siempre donde la ciudad se acaba. Y ahora
mas que nunca, como cada vez que me he embarcado y ya van
algunas (p. 67).
The strong man who experiences himself as the microcosm is also
open to the idea of the universe as macrocosm because the infinite rich
ness of his inner world leads him to envision a wider context outside of
himself.

Since he sees himself as an isolated individual instead of as

a member of a nuclear family or a social group, his ideas of context are
necessarily more flexible and capable of expansion.
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For Medrano, the alienated hero, the microcosm is himself, and
Buenos Aires and the Malcolm are only mesocosms because he comes to ex
perience something beyond either which, since it represents the larger
context, can only be termed a macrocosm.
his challenge, Medrano thinks:
como al

Before he actually accepts

"Sentla una tibieza, una leve ansiedad

borde de un umbral que por alguna razon no se va a franquear, y

la ansiedad y la tibieza naclan de no poder franquearlo y que estuviera
bien as!" (p. 3^0).
rocosm.

The door to the unknown is the threshold of the mac

It may open also

to the microcosm, witness Persio, the Wise

Old Man of Medrano's Heroic Quest, who finds it somewhat easier to cross
the threshold into the unknown, for he can mentally project himself into
another world, or into the cosmos, by a simple act of the imagination.
Ahora Persio una vez mSs va a pensar, va a esgrlmir el
pensamiento como un gladio corto y seco, apuntSndolo contra
la sorda conmocion que llega hasta la cabina como una lucha
sobre incontables pedazos de fieltro, una cabalgata en un
bosque de alcornoques ...
Sin salir de la cabina Persio
ya sabe c6mo es el barco, se sitfia en ese momento azimutal en
que dos remolcadores sucios y empecinados van a atraer metro
a metro la gran madre de cobre y hierro, despegandola de su
tangente de piedra costanera, arranc£ndola a la imantaci6n
del dique (p. 63).
Even those characters who conceive of the smallest unit of space
as a shared microcosm do have a personal inner life with its own spaces.
Inner space consists of imaginary inner worlds, those private mental
spaces where we wander in thought, sheltered from the outer worlds—
either remembering what Forster calls the "hidden life" (195^* p. ^5)»
or dreaming of some other, better world in the present or of the future.
Some of the characters in these novels spend most of their time dwelling
in these inner spaces.

The Germans of the Vera remember their native

'

.
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country with longing and relish, employing their fantasy to embellish
memory.

"They were all going home, home at last, and in this ship they

had in common for the first time the feeling that they had already set
foot upon a mystic Fatherland" (p. 50).

Their memories of past spaces

have become dreams of the future.
Elizabeth, Javier, and Franz spend a great deal of time in inner
space remembering the "good old days" (in New York, Greece, or Prague)
and trying to seize the significance of what happened in the past in or
der to give meaning to their unhappy time-present.

They too embroider

their memories of those spaces, thus creating a "vital fiction"—but one
in which they desperately need to believe in order to establish some
sort of identity and to give meaning to their lives.

Fuentes says, "la

imaginaci6n es identica a sus deseos, y estas imagenes son s6lo la aspiraci6yrde mis personajes; es decir, su dnica libertad posible" (1966,
p. 13).

The limitations brought into existence by their personalities,

their ages, their past and present occupations and their psychological
"hang-ups" dissolve when they enter the world of the imagination—re
creating a past that gives them the illusion of having experienced free
dom, and converting the places of the past into some kind of Utopia.
For example, the Narrator reminds Elizabeth of her early married life
with Javier in Greece:
Despertaron y una cortina de flores venenosas del verano
los atraia para descubrir, detras del espesor de sus perfumes,
otro aroma, el del sol tendido aun en los lechos de piedra del
mar transparente, el de la frescura de la noche que se levanta,
frla, por filtiraa vez, con un gemido y aplaca las aguas para ensombrecerlas, por dltima vez. Javier apreto tu mano y los dos
miraron mas alia de las flores amarillas y encontraron la tierra
y el mar, el dla y la noche, las redes desplegadas y los peces
rojos, el olivo plantado y el viento sin raices y se sintieron
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el centro de las ondas y creyeron que a partir de sus mon6logos naclon los clrculos cada vez mas anchos de todo lo que
ee. Ah, (p. 25).
And Franz remembers walking through Prague during Holy Week where he
knew every twist and turn of the streets:
Y en la noche de Praga, al salir del palacio, tocan las
campanas de la Mala Strana. Uno, dos fuerte; tres suave;
cuatro, cinco, contestan grave y agudo. fil asciende por un
tdnel bianco a un patio superior al nivel de la calle: es
un palacio barroco abandonado, con estatuas decapitadas y
querubes negros diseminados sin orden contra los que se apoyan sacos de cal y montlculos de carb6n ...
sabe que hay
pasajes de patio a patio y de palacio a palacio y si escucha
otras pioadas detras de 6l, sobre la grava, no se asusta hoy,
como no se asustS a los siete afios, cuando empezo a descubrir
una ciudad que, como ninguna otra, parece construlda por la
mfis ligera y misteriosa de las fantasfas. Sabe que al final
de este enjambre de palacios y corredores esta la gran vista
de Praga y se aduena de los espacios comunes y libres ...
(p. 21*0.
In contrast to the freedom that Elizabeth and Franz find in in
ner space, for most of the Argentinians in Los Premios inner space is
limited to their concept of Duenos Aires and its stifling effect on their
lives.

This limitation affects their ability to imagine anything outside

the conceptual framework of Buenos Aires.

Only the young—Felipe, Beba,

and Jorge, and the young at heart, Persio—-really believe in their inner
spaces.

Jorge and Persio have created a mutual fantasy world which

touches and transforms the outer world.

Persio's musing on

f,la

realidad

c6smica" as a series of patterns or figures (p. 92) affect Medrano who
begins also to reflect on the meaning of life:
Todo se mezclaba tan facilmente; quiza tambien fuera
posible extraer un dibujo significative de esoB encuentros
y esos recuerdos donde ahora entraba Bettina que lo miraba
entre sorprendida y agraviada, como si el acto de encender
la luz del cuarto de bano fuese una ofensa imperdonable.
'Oh, dejame en paz', penso Medrano, abriendo la ducha (p. 95)*
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Jorge's fantasy about the stern and the beings who inhabit it is taken
up by Medrano and eventually by the whole group who call the mariners
glflcldos and Ifpidos, terras that Jorge found on a medicine bottle.

Thus,

Jorge has created a counter-mystcry to that of the Authorities thereby
reducing the mystery to a ridiculous ploy of shadows.

When Jorge becomes

ill, however, the "shadows" as. imagined in Medrano1s inner space become
ominous once more.
For most of the Brazilians, inner imaginary space hardly exists.
Alcino, the frightened first mate, is afflicted by it, for in his inner
space he clings to memories of life on land (he is a true "landlubber")
because he is afraid that he will never return home.
leads an active inner life.
to him.

Lucio, however,

He remembers life ashore, but it is unreal

His letters to his daughter, whom he has not seen nor heard

from for years, tell of an ideal voyage and talk of an idealized future
when his grandson (whom he imagines to exist) will follow the sea. Sev
eral times he slips into fantastic reveries in which he envisions old
legends or historical happenings as if they were actually occurring in
the present moment along the coast near where they are navigating.
As these examples show, the microcosm as imagined inner space is
not as restricted for some characters as it is for others.

For most it

actually expands to the point of becoming an entirely other vorld, and
for the heroes the microcosm touches the macrocosm, blend3 with it, giv
ing the heroes a sense of identity or of a "place" in the cosmos.
The second aspect of the microcosm, the shared microcosm or the
immediate living space and intimate group—family, friends, lovers—is
well represented in the novels.

The ordinary person generally prefers
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to think of shared intimate apace as the smallest unit of space because
he is afraid to think of himself as an isolated individual (as he would
if interior space were more important).

The Vera's Germans think of

their group as the microcosm within the mesocosm of the ship.

Their cab

ins (intimate living space) are too restricting, as constricting as their
social concepts as it turns out:

"... the cramped airless quarters

with their old-fashioned double tiers of bunks and a narrow hard couch
along the opposite wall for the unlucky third comer" (p. 32).

Even Dr.

Schumann* who is potentially much more of an individual than the other
Germans, finds that the possible expansion of his world by the advent of
the Condesa (who represents a wider, unknown context) is too much of a
threat.

After his first encounters with her, his inner world becomes a

place of torment because he is forced to compare his "shameful" behavior
againBt hiB ego ideals (which reflect the puritanical standards of his
group).

He ruthlessly cuts himself off from contact with the wider con

text by severing his relations with the Condesa.
Atilio Presutti ("El Pelusa"), co-conspirator with Medrano, a big
man (in mind as in body), needs space and always feels constricted in the
crowded cabins and in the shared microcosm of'his family and fiancee. His
inner space and microcosm expand as he grows to identity himself with the
group of rebels (a shared microcosm).

At the end of the novel, he seems

to have become an individual, or his own microcosm, but he is bewildered
at his alienation from his family and at the fact that, Medrano gone, the
rest of the rebels do not accept him as an equal.
—Los tenemos que ver—dijo el Pelusa, entusiasta—,
Presteme la lapicera y le dejo la direccion. Un domingo
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vionon y comemon un anado, oh, El viejo va a oatar oncantado
do conocorloo.
—Pero claro—dijo Ratil, ooguro do que no volvorlan a
voroe.
HI Polusa loo mlraba, rosplandeciento y omocionado.
Volvl6 a palmoar a L6pox y anot6 quo diroccionoo y toldfonos,
La Nelly lo llamaba a gritoa, y 61 oo alej6 aponado, quizd
comprondiondo o ointiondo algo quo no comprendla (p. ^25).
But Peroio adds "haota que la conJuracl6n Inevitable do la lola Maclcl
Ctho social pressure of the chip-worker'a barrio where ho lives3 lo devuelva a la ignorancla oatisfactoria," (p. k 0 2 ) in this way indicating
CortfLzar's belief that aocial preooure will again force El Peluoa into
a more restricted social contcxt whero he will oncc more be Ignorant of
the larger contcxt and thus no threat to the social structure of Buanoo
Aires*
Claudia's shared microcosm includes Jorge and Perslo until Medrano enters her life.

Then it expands briefly but returns to its for

mer extent upon his death.

At first, Medrano's own inner space and mi

crocosm seem to consist entirely of himself—he is the alienated individ
ual,

When Claudia enters his intimate sphere, he leaves his isolation

and begins to live for others and to experience himself as a possibly
worthwhile human being.

"Entre ese caos que era sin embargo como una

mtisica, y el gusto cotidiano de su cigarrillo, habla ya una ruptura in
calculable.

Medrano midi6 esa ruptura como si fuera la dlstancia pavo-

rooa que le quedaba todavfa por franquear" (p. 307).

His private, inti

mate life (el gusto cotidiano de su cigarrillo) must expand to include
the disturbance and excitement (caos) caused by Claudia's entry into his
life.

One of the first steps he takes out of himself toward that chaos

is to declare openly his dislike for their confinement in the prow of

lilt
the ship.

In one step, ho expands his microcosm Into a menocoom and be

gins to confront the macrocosm—-ho finds meaning for life through expan
sion of his inner and outer worlds.
In Cambio de Plel. the shared microcosm consists of the four
individuals in the Volkswagen who are insulated from the surrounding en
vironment (the mesocosm).

The interrelationships which take place in

the automobile or in hotel rooms (narrow, constricted living spaces) are
Just as constricted as the space in which they take place.

Only Isabel,

the Narrator, and the Monks inhabit a wider world and it is they who
blow apart the tight little mesocosm of Elizabeth, Javier and Franz-thus achieving the integration of Franz/Javier and making possible a new
shared microcosm between Javier and Elizabeth.
On board the Belong II. the microcosmic living space for Captain
Lucio is the bridge.
II.

This is the heart and center of life on the Belong

The power that is generated in the bowels of the ship receives its

direction from the captain's bridge.

It is Lucio's willpower that keepB

the ship going after the engines stop and the rudder breaks.

Lucio does

not experience the bridge as a closed shelter but as a point of refer
ence and a vantage point from which to watch what is going on on his
ship with which he identifies so closely.

When he becomes ill, this is

where he asks to stay, lashed to the binnacle, in command of the ship
(helping it to withstand the storm) and therefore in command of life.
The individual experiences the shared microcosm and mesocosm as
familiar territory where he can feel relatively at ease.

As Bachelard

says, "all really inhabited space bears the essence of the notion of
home . . ." (196^, p. 5).

However, the mesocosm of the ship alters the

ubuoI situation and brings Btrangers together within an intimate opaco.
The microcosm (individual) is challenged by tho monocosm (the group),
and thus tho Heroic Quest in tho phase of challenge and response enters
the lives of thoso so exposed.

Those vho are able to respond to that

challenge find their "worlds11 expanding beyond the mosooosm and they aro
exposed, because Junt as each individual contains a universe within him*

self, so he can expose others to tho universo by entering into close re
lationship with them.

This is particularly true of the love relationship

—for often the beloved is experienced as a mysterious world, as in the
case of Medrano (p. 379).
The macrocosm, however it may be conceived—as city, state,
earth or universe—is experienced by all except the big-hearted and cou
rageous as the threat of the oppression by sheer size or as the imminence
of chaos.

Because modern man often lacks a firm teleological framework

from which to view greater space, he feels threatened by immensity and
mystery.

He has no sense of the meaning of "cosmos" as order and har

mony; to him it is primeval chaos.

The sea is the prime symbol for chaos,

and "the ship, then is only used as a metaphor for society in danger from
within and without" (Auden 1950, p. 8),
the threshold to the macrocosm.

And the ship, "all at sea," is

The people of Grapuassu, when they see

the Belong II stop there, think: "0 navioj £ preciso embarcar nele, atravessar a porteira do mar que £ outro mundo, onde a morte talvez n8o tenha chegado" (p. 102).
The passengers of the Vera ignore the sea around them except when
the Spanish children throw a dog overboard and a poor woodcarver is

I
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drowned trying to save it.

Crooning the sea by ship ia merely a neces

sary evil to be endured in order to roach their destination.

The author

does not allow the sea to interfere in her story—there io no great storm
to test the courage of her characters, no calms to try their patience.
Rather, she focuses on the small, intimate details of their interrela
tionships during the voyage, and her concentration on the negative as
pects is Buch that the total effect is one of unrelieved viciousness and
ignorance.

The violence of the macrocosm is revealed as existing within

the microcosm itself.

As Lodwlck Hartley conuncnts:

Why should we not, then, reject them [the passengersD and
the ugly implications about the human condition that they re
veal, and thus reject the book itself? The*answer may be that,
if the majesty of human failure is missing from Miss Porter's
picture, the terror is there, a terror powerfully and hypnoti
cally revealed in such imperfections and indecisions in charac
ters and in design as reflect not (as some of the greatest
tragedies do) the possibility of a universal order above the
chaos of life, but rather the dark chaos of life itself (1963,
p. 9*0.
Thus, in Ship of Fools, the structure of the mesocosm itself reveals and
reflects the macrocosm as chaos.
In the voyage of the Malcolm, the focus is almost entirely upon
the mesocosm and the dark struggle of the small group of passengers who
wish to challenge the authority of the officials, to pierce the mystery
of the stern.

But Cortazar felt the need to introduce "a kind of total

and unifying vision of events" (Harss and Dohmann 1967I P»

22T),

through

the figure of Persio who, in his monologues which are scattered through
out the novel, rises to a kind of metaphysical space where he can view
what is happening from the cosmic plane.
cations of their situation on board:

Persio sees the cosmic impli
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. • . todo es rebeli6n expectante y que el mundo americano
cs un escamoteo, pero que debajo trabaJan las hormigas, los
armadillos, el clima con ventosas hdmedas, los cSndores con
piltrafas podridas, los caciques que el pueblo araa y favorece,
las mujercs que tejen en los zaguanes a lo largo de su vida,
los cmpleadoB de banco y los Jugadores de ftitbol y los ingenieros orgullosos y los poetas empecinadoB en creerse importantes y tr&gicos, y los tristes escritores de cosas tristes,
y las ciudades manchadas de indiferencia. Tapandose los ojos
donde la popa entra ya corao una espina, Persio siente como el
pasado infitilmente desmentido y aderezado se abraza al ahora
que lo parodia como los monos a los hombres de madera, como
los hombres de carne a los hombres de madera.* Todo lo que
va a ocurrir serll igualmente ilusorio, la sumersi6n en el
desencadenomiento de los destinos se resolvera en un lujo
de sentimientos favorecidos o contrariados, de derrotas y
victorias igualmente dudosas (p. 359).
And it is Persio who Bpeaks Medrano's epitaph from the cosmic point of
view:
Pero una vez mas sabe Persio que el rito obsceno se ha
cumplido, que los antepasados siniestros se han interpuesto
entre las Madres y sus distantes hijos, y que su terror acaba
por matar la imagen del dios creador, sustituirlo por un comercio favorable de fantasmas, un cerco amenazante de la ciudad, una exigencia insaciable de ofrendas y apaciguamientos . . .
Muertos o vivos han regresado de all£L abajo con los ojos turbios, y una vez mas ve Persio dibujarse la imagen del guitarrista en un cuadro que fue de Apollinaire, una vez mas ve
que el mGsico no tiene cara, no hay mas que un vago rect&ngulo
negro, una mfisica sin duerfo, tin ciego acaecer sin ralces, un
barco flotando a la deriva, una novela que se acaba . » .
(p. Il02).
Like Persio, Lucio lives occasionally in other dimensions of time and
space which gives him a more cosmic viewpoint toward the happenings of
the present moment.

He sees visions of a siren (A Bota) attracting un

wary fishermen to their deaths in a reenactment of an ancient mariner's
legend (p. 63), and explorers seeing the new lands of Brazil for the

*Reference to the myth of creation in the Mayan Popol-Vuh, where
there were three attempts at the creation of man before man was actually
made. The next to last attempt was that of the man of wood who had no
understanding and was turned into a monkey (i960, p. 32).
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first tine (p. 171)*

His perception of his own desperate plight, be-

seiged on board by plague and dissent, and from outside by wind and sea
and the loss of a rudder, is always from a cosmic point of view*

His

faith in the order of the universe, in the ritual of rebirth into a new
life is so firm that he achieves a resounding victory over fear, the
first and perhaps greatest enemy of man.

As he suffers the agonies of

the plague he feels fear of death but conquers it:
d& calofrios.

"A Ideia da morte lhe

El preciso lutar." (p. 25).

Lopes' macrocosm is active in his novel; that is, the larger en
vironment interferes in the action and seems utterly chaotic, but it has
its own mysterious order symbolized by Sirius, the Dog-Star, the one
fixed point in the southern heavens.

Even though the passengers, whose

own fixed point of reference is land, react with terror to the chaos of
the sea and night, Lucio knows that Sirius is always there to guide them.
"AraanhS . . . talvez em poucas horas, surja ali a estrela Sirius, ela
nos vera, pequenos, insignificantes, e nos localizara no ponto em que
estivermos, e 6 sinal de que nao estamos perdidos, estamos em algum lugar, navegando num rumo qualquer ..." (p. 22).

Lucio understands man*s

relationship to and within the cosmos; the passengers are unable to un
derstand because they are out of context and afraid.
Neither Cortazar, Porter nor Lopes has used the sea as tradi
tional literary landscape in the descriptive sense.

Rather, their view

is turned entirely inward to the events on board ship, even when the out
side elements interfere in these events.

There are no descriptions of

•terrifying waves, nor of sunrise or sunset across the sea a la Conrad or
Melville.

Lopes situates the Belona XI in space by citing latitude and
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longitude and naming the lighthouses that they pass.
cribes only Veracruz and Havana in any detail.

Miss Porter des

Cort&zar describes only

the bar, the "London," from which the passengers set out, and Buenos
Aires as seen from the Malcolm at anchor in the river.
Carlos Fuentes, however, presents the immediate physical surround
ings of the vehicle and passengers as landscape—which the passengers ex
perience as a dangerous macrocosm because of their inability to accept
it as a part of their intimate lives.

In contrast to Lucio's sense of

participation in an active macrocosm, the characters in Cambio de Piel
are alienated from the rural environment through which they are passing.
They fear it as a threatening larger context or macrocosm.
scape is dry—as dry as Eliot1 s wasteland—and as symbolic.
and stone are its principal ingredients.
dusty agaves and cacti.

Fuentes1 land
Dirt, dust,

The only living things are

The few humans with whom they come in contact

are insular, isolated from them, and seem to contain a threat to the trav
elers.

"Una llanura de polvo seco o de polvo azotado por la lluvia.

Un

tiempo enroscado, de dientes clavados a su propia cola, como la serpiente
de Xochicalco" (p. 20U).

(With the reference to the ouruboric serpent,

Fuentes carries the idea of environment to the idea of macrocosm.)

The

aridity of the Mexican landscape is made more poignant by the contrast
with Elizabeth's memories of their honeymoon by the sea in Greece.

There

the aridity of the landscape is relieved by the presence of the sea and
by their young love which made them experience landscape quite differently.
At that time they had faith in themselves:

Javier in his writing and his

manhood, and Elizabeth in herself as a woman and as a person.

Now, in

Mexico, they are older and have lost that faith, so that their spiritual
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and emotional dryness reflects the aridity of their desert surroundings.
Te cubres los ojos con una mano porque ya no quieres ver
estos pueblos mexicanos, iguales desde que llegaste, lnm6viles,
miserables, dormidos. Y cuando piensas—para engaSarte—que
esto es lo que viniste buscando ... Ah, si, Mexico romantico,
el pals de tu esposo. Si el, tan bello, tan portico, era asl,
como serla su tierra. La miseria, los andrajos, la enfermedad
no son porticos (p. 35).
The vehicle in' vhich they are traveling insulates them to a cer
tain extent from their environment (the vilderness).

They see the poor

campesinos with indifference, isolated from them by wealth, education
and culture.
Pasaron por un pueblo. Franz-disminuyS la velocidad. TfS
diste la espalda a la ventanllla, Isabel peg6 la nariz al
cristal, vio pasar las casas de adobe, de un piso, descascaradas y grises, y los puestos de rompope y estropajos, de moras
y ciruela y las figuras ateridas, envueltas en mantas grises.
Peg6 la nariz al cristal y vio como su vaho la empanaba y se
retir6 para dibu^ar un gato y Jugarlo con ella mismo . . . (p. 32).
When they must interrupt their insularity (at the crossing of the fordencounter with animal nature--, and to ask directions), the feeling of
alienation is exacerbated by their inability to understand caused by
their fear and suspicion:
El indio le dio la espalda a Franz y resumi6 su trote
quedo. Franz regreso al auto, BubiS y arranco.
—El camino al vado es aqu£ adelante a la izquierda—
dijo.
—'Vi que indicaba a la derecha—dijiste.
—Queria enganarnos—dijo Franz (p. 137).
Just as the vehicle protected them from the outside environment,
so does the shabby hotel vhere they spend the night in Cholula.

Its

depressing interior both adds to and reflects the accedia that Javier,
Elizabeth

and Franz are suffering.

As if to deny their dismal surround

ings, they persist in their reminiscences of happier or more meaningful
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days in the past, and they make love with a cold desperation that betrays'
their spiritual and emotional bankruptcy, changing partners during the
night.
It is Isabel, youngest of all, who precipitates movement away
from the shelter of vehicle and hotel, and these movements are toward
pyramids.
scape.

Pyramids are man-made monuments typical of the Mexican land

They commemorate the spiritual energy of the ancient Aztecs and

as such attract tourist-pilgrims, Mexican and otherwise, to their sites.
Isabel has not seen the pyramid at Xochicalco, so they stop on the way
to Cholula.

When they come to the pyramid, Elizabeth goes off by herself

to re-visit the relief of a serpent which entwines the entire pyramid.
In a peculiar gesture of identification, she spreads her arms out along
the undulations of the sculpture.

Franz sees her and steps in front of

Javier and Isabel to protect her from their mocking gaze.
comments:

The Narrator

"Estuviste a punto de decir que asl, asl, as! lo querias^ as!

deseabas ser tragada, perder la identidad o perder la voluntad, ser la
esclava abfilica de un poder semejante" (p. 38).
The pyramid at Xochicalco with its entwining serpent represents
the ouruboric order of the universe.

The identification that Fuentes

makes is with "un mundo al servicio de fuerzas que no necesitan ser nombradas" (p. 39).

Elizabeth and Franz feel the hidden power within the

space and mass of the pyramid—the force they feel they lack in themselves.
The pyramid of Cholula is somewhat more complex in meaning, .
largely because of the additions made to it in historic and pre-historic
times.

The pyramid is actually the last of three built on top of one

another.

The temple on top was destroyed and a Roman Catholic church
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built in its place at the time of the Conquest*

When archeologists

wished to discover the size of the original pyramid, they dug six kilo
meters of tunnels around the base.

It is in these tunnels, now used by

tourists, where Franz meets his death.

Using the vengeance of the Monks

as instrument, as deus ex machina, fate, destiny, the gods, powers
claimed him for their own just as Fersio said Medrano was claimed by the
gods (p. 1(02).

The revenge and living power of the ancient gods is a

favorite theme of Fuentes.

His short story, Chac Mool (195*0, a fre

quently anthologized piece, recounts the revenge of an image of the rain
god who literally takes over the home and life of its owner.

The death

of Franz in the tunnels could be interpreted in the same way.

He is

swallowed up by the pyramid Just as Elizabeth wished to be swallowed up
by the serpent at Xochicalco.

They felt they had lost their own power

and wished to participate in the hidden power of the ancient gods.
Fuentes' pyramid serves a double literary purpose:

it is the

support for not one but two temples (Aztec and Christian), and its shape
(a triangle pointing to heaven) stands for man's visible concern for
spiritual values; it also contains a subterranean labyrinth, indicating
that its meaning must also include man's fascination and dread of the si
lent but

unforgotten powers of the underworld, a secret knowledge of a

hidden source of power and conciliation.

As Campbell says:

"Fundamen

tally Cthe passage of the hero3 is inward—into depths where obscure re
sistances are overcome, and long lost, forgotten powers are revivified,
to be made available for the transfiguration of the world" (l96l, p. 29).
The characters of Cambio de Piel do not ascend the pyramid at Cholula;
they descend into the labyrinth beneath it.

They do not know exactly

what they are looking for, but they know they must go down to find itjust as Medrano must descend into the bowels of the Malcolm in order to
find a way up to the center of authority on the bridge.
Puentes and Cortazar have described the physical dimensions of
their labyrinths, and their heroes make a deliberate descent into them
as part of their quest.

The labyrinth as a spatial entity has less sig

nificance in the dramatic structure in Porter and Lopes.

In Porter, the

labyrinth is the steerage hold where the Spanish cane-workers from Cuba
are lodged like animals.

Their vitality, passion (the bull-like politi

co), and creativity (the woodcarver) amidst filth and poverty is a shock
ing contrast to the arid stuffiness and the relative luxury associated
with the first class passengers.

The latter feel a morbid fascination

toward the steerage passengers and often watch them, feeling uneasily
superior.

uCFreytag3

stood and contemplated the inviolable mystery of

poverty that was like a slow-working incurable disease, and there was
nothing in his own mind, his history, or his temperament that could even
imagine a remedy for it" (p. 71).

Only Dr. Schumann can abide the mis

ery and dread of the lower world, partly because he has a physical means
of alleviating some of it as a doctor; that is, he has a context from
which to deal with it.
In Belona« Latitude Noite, the lower decks become the realm of
sex and death and darkness.

(On the chart that Moaclr C. Lopes used

while writing the novel—a cutaway diagram of the Belona II—the belowdecks region is labelled as the realm of Seth, the Egyptian god of the
underworld.)

Only Leone is able to traverse the labyrinth, to enter the

porao-dos-mortos and return, for he is seemingly immune to both human
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needs and the plague.

Lopes compares him vith Charon, the boatman who

carries the dead across the Styx (p. 183)*

He is the means of communi

cation between the belov-decks regions and the deck or seat of command.
Lucio says of Leone:

"0 Comissdrio pode habitar este mundo, n3o eu, ele

conhece a escuridSo e o silencio, possuem para Sle voz e cor" (p. 108).
Lucio depends on Leone as support and guide

and therefore does not de

scend below decks (except briefly to his cabin) for he wishes to remain
in command of his veesel until the new cycle begins.
Julio Ortega terms the labyrinth "no el coos, sino su forma; y
en un instante, su orden" (l968, p. 72), while Lezama Lima, speaking of
the labyrinthine works of Cortazar says:
En el laberinto todo signo se convierte en palabra, en
verbo ordenancista. Es un espacio ideal, que no depende de
adlcion o de crecimiento, tampoco de reconocimiento espacial
o detenci6n temporal. Sera siempre punto coincidente entre
Oriente y Occidente, Ofir o la remota Samos, la Orplid o la
IncunnSbula. Tiene que ser tambien un espacio hialino, todas
nueBtras vertebras se apoyan en el punto volante que recorre
todo el laberinto, que lo abre y lo cierra. Es un reto a lo
obscuro, pero lo penetramos por las instantaneas progresiones
de la luz. Los maestros orientales encuentran esa unidad esencial expresada en la grafica frase, en un instante recorria
todas las mansiones (1968, p. 31).
Thus the novel (the Word) is itself a labyrinth, a kind of order which
is at the same time a search for order in chaos.
As the novel is both labyrinth and product of a man's imagination,
so also the inner spaces of a man's mind can be portrayed as a labyrinth.
In both Dr. Schumann and Medrano we witness a man's descent into his own
being, into his deeper and greater self.

Medrano is conscious of the

parallel between his physical act of descent into the hold of the ship
and his confrontation with his self and says:

"Todo lo anterior contaba

tan poco, lo tinlco por fin verdadero hab£a sldo esa hora de ausencia,

ese balance en la sombra mi entras esperaba con Ralll y Atilio, un soldo
de cuentas del que salla por prlmera vez tranquilo, sin razones muy Cla
ras, sin meritos, ni demeritos, simplemente recondli&ndose consigo raiemo
..." (p.* 382).
himself.

He found his Center and was reconciled (atoned) with

Dr. Schumann does not find his Center, but only chaos and dark-

nesB, and he cannot be reconciled with himself:

At the moment his own suffering in his mm guilt drew him
slowly into a vast teeming shapeless wallow of compassion for
every suffering thing, a confusion so dark he could no longer
tell the difference between the invader and the invaded, the
violator and the violated, the betrayer and the betrayed, the
one who loved and the one who hated or who Jeered and was in
different (p. 358).
In the end he becomes very bitter toward mankind in general and himself
in particular, and the vision of the Condesa haunts his dreams (p. M9).
The Center, the point of reconciliation, is the mysterious place
where Meaning has its abode, and the Labyrinth as the axis mundl is the
traditional graphic expression of the Quest for the Center, with all the
false starts, wrong turns, disappointments and delusions that waylay the
Hero (cf. Eliade 1959* p. l8» or Campbell 1961, p. 29).

The fact that

the Hero rauBt descend into the Labyrinth indicates that he is also in
search of "revivified forgotten powers" (Campbell 1961, p. 29) within
himself.

This aspect of the search is seen clearly in Javier and Eliza

beth who seem to have regained a certain energy and assurance as they
clear up the remains of Franz.

The mysterious animals in the bundle that

Elizabeth removes from the trunk of the Monks' car and leaves on the
doorstep of the asylum ("al palacio de Lazaro nuestro senor" Cp. MlD),
seem to be a symbol of those terrifying powers in which Elizabeth now

participates and can therefore handle.

Fuentes makes It quite clear

that hiB labyrinth is a place of primal energy:
Tuviste los coJones, dragona, de tomarlo y abrazarlo, sin
saber que cosa era. £l te dijo que lo dojaras allf, que no
era tuyo, que deblan cerrar la cajuela y huir. Y td lo mlraste
aceptfindolo todo, sabiendo que ese bulto era tuyo y no era tuyo,
que cl mundo estiil lleno de enigmas que no deben interrogarsc a
menos que se desee la cat&otrofe. £A quicn ibas a interrogar
en esa noche de polvo y abandono? En la basilica estarfa el
oacerdoto, reposando bajo una campana de cristal. En la pirJLmide, el emperador indlgena amurallado en las catacumbas de su
poder. Pero en el manlcomio ... (p. Mo).
Fuentea seems to be suggesting by his unfinished thought that the powers
of the present are locked up in the insane asylum—still inaccessible
and mistakenly feared.
It is natural that the Center of power of a ship (the hold where
the engines are) would also be in the "subterranean" depths.
Malcolm,

On the

the captain's bridge in the stern is the seat of the mysteri

ous authority that has declared that its regions are "off limits" to the
passengers, Just as Mt. Olympus was forbidden to mortals.

The control

ling power is on the upper level of the stern, but the generating power
is below-decks and is forbidden Just as the Stygian depths were forbid
den to mortals who had to bribe Charon to take them across the Styx, The
dread and power of the lower depths is symbolized in Los Premios by the
sinister figure of Bob, the massive seaman who bars the way when RaCil
and Felipe attempt to find a way through to the stern, and who later se
duces Felipe on his return alone to the forbidden precinct.

The same

primitive force is exemplified by the elemental vitality of the steerage
passengers on the Vera, and the prostitutes and seamen and the everenduring Leone on the Belong II.

/
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The Labyrinth as an enclosure shelters only the mystery and
power at its Center,

The traveler of the Labyrinth who is seeking that

Center is exposed to many terrors and obstacles before he reaches his
goal*

However* another spatial pattern which has importance in these

novels is the City—-and the City does shelter, even when it sometimes
smothers.

Both Labyrinth and City are spatial symbols, "repeatable

stable patterns" (Wheelwright 1962, p. 93)*

The Labyrinth is a necessary

part of the myth-pattern of the Heroic Quest, while the City forms a part
of the Journey pattern.
In the dramatic plot structure, the City serves as a point of
departure (and sometimes return) for the travelers on their Journey. In
Los Premios (Buenos Aires) and Combio de Piel (Mexico City), the City is
Home, the place one leaves in search of adventure and fortune.

In Ship

of Fools, the city from which the passengers embark (Veracruz) stands
for the hated land of exile that they are finally leaving.

In Belong.

Latitude Noite, the port of departure, Bel6m, is only mentioned once be
cause the focus is on the sea Journey as the important action.

"Land,"

in this novel, stands for all aspects of civilized life—city, town,
form, family, etc.

Grapuassu is only a port of call and because of the

horrors of the plague even those who lived there do not wish to return
to that exact place.
The City as point of return is less important for the dramatic
structure in Belong, Latitude Moite and Cambio de Piel.

There is no re

turn for the passengers of the Belong II, for Salvador (their official
destination) has been closed by the plague and their ship is rudderless.
For the Volkswagen passengers, Cholula was not the intended end of their
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Journeyi but it turns out to bo tho end and they vlll roturn to Mexico
City (except for tho Narrator who ooema to bo immured in tho priaonaoylum).

In offoot, thoir Journoy to tho City of tho True Cross (Vera

cruz) haB boon cut short by tho powers under tho pyramid in Cholula,
ThiB return to the otarting point is not a defeat as it is in Loo Premioo,
but rathor, because of the change in both Javier and Elizabeth, it be
tokens a elearer view of reality and an accoptanco of all its aspocts.
In contrast to the relative unimportance of tho port of debar
kation in theoo two novels, tho anxiety of the Germans aboard the Ship
of Fools to arrive in Bremerhaven seemo exaggerated.
for the long voyage and their exile to be over.

They are impatient

Bremerhaven is the

beautiful city of memory, and it standa for all of what Germany meant to
them in their youth.

On the other hand, the Malcolm's passengers are

escaping from Buenos Aires—going south and east to the Orient.

There

fore the abortion of the cruise and their sudden return to the City
hardly leaves them time to readjust their City-masks for the re-entry.
"La ciudad los esperaba para combiarlos, devolverles todo lo que se hablan quitado Junto con la corbata o la libreta de telSfonos al subir a
bordo" (p. 1»22).
The City as port of call has various levels of importance in the
novels.

The fact that Grapuassu is the only port of call during the

period of the novel (Belong. Latitude Moite) gives it far more signifi
cance in the eyes of the passengers who embarked there and also in the
view of the reader who begins his experience of the voyage only after
the departure from Belem.

Grapuassu, even though poor and plague-ridden,
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becomes a place, a picco of land to remember and regrot becauoo It wan
tho last point of land soen.
In Ship of Fools the several ports of coll are loss important
as cities than as places where certain passengers (tho Condooa and tho
steerage passengers) embarked or disembarked.

Tho emphasis for Miss

Porter is always on the human element and less on tho geographic.

For

her tho human clement is the some everywhere, thus belying tho German
ideal of Bremerhaven.
Cholula, however, has a special significance as a port of call
because of the pyramids and temples there.

In opite of the fact that

Isabel "arranged" the length of their stopover there by damaging the
motor, the existence of the famous pyramid (toocftlli) would be enough to
Justify a visit.

It is a kind of inevitability,

Fuentes seems to be

saying that as a sacred place to the Aztecs it still has a numinous sig
nificance for the modern Mexican which draws him to visit there in the
guise of a tourist (rather than as a pilgrim).
The City as symbol is a long familiar concept, even to rural
dwellers, for the nearest city, even though hundreds of miles away, is
usually referred to as "The City" and a special mystique grows up around
it.

It is a place of sophistication and adventure for the stranger. For

him who dwells in the city, it is Home, that special environment that
has sheltered and nurtured him and made him what he is, and he remains
•loyal to it even when he suspects it has falsely nurtured him and crip,.

pled him.

We have seen that Javier is helpless in his attachment to

——Mexico City even though it is a place of betrayal to him.
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Eliado equates the sacred city and the temple as being the axiS *v
"

t

*

nundi, the contral point around which one's concept of the universe re
volves (1959t P» IS)•

The city of one's birth and youth takoo on the

dura of a dacred place by virtue of its sheltering role*

The City often

"•Jfido the significance of a mother aB the matrix which forms the Individual*
Richard Underwood refers to the City as "a second womb" (19^7* P» l'O
from which the individual must be born again if he is to be free and
•Whole.

This is amply illustrated in the saga of Gabriel Medrano who is

reborn through an act of individual will and commitment.

.freed from the vicious apathy of the City.

He is thus

Cort&zar'o Buenos Aires of

the early 1950's is a portrait of a city caught in the trap of convention
and apathy which produces an atmosphere of fanatical provincialism on the
part of some and ennui and vice for others.

As Paula says:

"La fauna

bon&erensis se parcce bastante entre si, querido Jamaica John.

Ser& por

COO que ya lo hemos contagiado de inmovlliomo y de no te metas" (p. 127).
•

'' •

••-"•.While Medrano is able to free himself, Rafil, Paula, and Claudia sink back

' i'\ • /»'..! *rji\ • .
• *•

;

-iinto the morass with hardly a struggle, and the City claims them again.
v^Por them it is true that
There's no land, my friend, no
New sea; for the city will follow you . . .
(Cavafy 1957, p. 251).

1

'>$•?
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The City as Mother, then, displays both the positive and negative

"ythi.,.,.

^.aspects
of the Mother: the Devouring Mother as well as the Great Mother
::
Vv^&S£.
-jtTssjrasv.
» \ ny i < •U'
r
shelters and nurtures. Katherine Anne Porter makes use of this- di- '

.
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chotomy of the mother-role by contrasting Veracruz, her. port
tion, with Bremerhaven, the port of destination

«•

L
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-purgatory between land and aea for the traveler . . . Cwhere^the^inhabitantsD , . • carry on their lives of alternate violence and lethargy with
a pleasurable contempt for outside opinion" (pp. 15, 16).

In Veracruz,

the passengers-to-be suffer all kinds of humiliation and discomfort with
much grumbling,

but "this common predicament did not by any means make

of them fellow sufferers.

On the contrary, each chose to maintain his

pride and separation within himself" (p. 23).

Once on board, they try

to forget what they have suffered and they concentrate on getting to
Bremerhaven and home, the mystic Fatherland (p. 50).

As they enter the

harbor, they feel
. . . the blessed moment of escape to life once more. For a
moment all the faces were raised, eyes searching out the roofs
of the town, filled and BOftened with generous feelings—their
hearts beat freely and their stomachs trembled with the illusion
of Joy; all mysteriously entranced as if they approached a light
ed altar, they prepared to set their feet once more upon the
. - holy earth of their Fatherland (p. 1*72).
But again it is a trap, for Miss Porter does not admit the Nurturing
Mother into her World, only the Uestroyer.
For the passengers of the Belona II, "land" is substituted for
"city" and carries all the emotional force of Bremerhaven for the Ger
mans.

Because of the imminence of death and disaster on board the ship,

land, any piece of land, means safety and life.

Lucio understands their

longing for land, but, for himBelf, the ship itself takes the place of
the City and he has no ties with any city on land as strong as his Belfidentification with the Belona II.
Franz, a native of Prague, walks in memory the streets of that
beloved city.

His memories are of pre-war Prague and he realizes that

" •

. .... *

his concept of Prague is on illusion:
ciudades no existen • • •

, ..

.
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"A veces se me ocurre que las

Si tunas una ciudad llegas a creer que td la

inventaste y que al dejarla, la ciudad terroinara por esfumarse" (p. 89).
To Javier, on the other hand, the City is all too real.
in his emotional relationship to Mexico City.

He is trapped

"Y Javier camina hacia la

calle de Bolivar a comprar el boleto de tren que lo llevara a Nueva York,
fuera del tnundo piano y oscuro e incomprensible de su casa, de esta ciu
dad que, intuye, s6lo permite que se le quiera de lejos o se le sacrifique de cerca" (p. 272).

To Javier, the City is a terrible numinous

reality with which he feels he must struggle in order to assert hiB self
hood and yet which has already overwhelmed him.
In Corriente Alterna, Octavio Paz remarks:

,fUn

paisaje no es la

descripciSn, mas o menos acertada, de lo que ven nuestros ojos sino la
revelacifin de lo que esta atr&s de las apariencias visuales.

Un paisaje

nunca esta referido a si mismo sino a otra cosa, a un mas alia.

Es una

metaflsica, una religi6n, una idea del hombre y el cosmos" (1963, p. 17).
And Prank Kermode defines two different world-views:

"To the Greeks the

world was a cosmos, but to the Hebrews a history" (1968, p. 68).

Fuentes

and Lopes have illustrated the Greek view of the world and through manip
ulation of the time and space aspects of the novel, have tried to present
their concepts of a cosmic order.

Porter and Cortazar have been more

concerned with an outwardly historical presentation while at the same
time subtly representing the cosmic, mythic patterns.
In each of the four novels, the author has presented a "land
scape," which, as we have seen, not only provides an appropriate back
ground for human behavior, but which also suggests a reason for that

. . . •
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behavior. "
In most
treated as a fourth dimension
»?, ^ fc-vcases,-.time,has"Veen
(•
*.
. .
T
of space, thus creating the depth referred to by Erich Kahler {1967, p.
„
^

_

167).
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The combination of space and time creates a more complex struc

tural framework for the novel—a complsxity which accurately portrays
the polyvalent facets of human existence as the four novelists see it.

CONCLUSION

In theBe four novels, as in many other novels, the underlying
motive for the work is a concern about chaos, the formless disorder that
the authors experience in the world around them.

There are two histori

cal developments responsible for creating the modern experience of the
world as chaos.

According to Robert Jay Lifton, a psychologist studying

the emergence of what he calls "protean man1' in today's younger genera
tion, these factors are:

•

The world-wide sense of what I have called historical (or
psycho-historical) dislocation. We are experiencing a break in
the sense of connection which men have long felt with the vital
and nourishing symbols of their cultural tradition—symbols re
volving around family, idea systems, religions, and the life
cycle in general. Today we perceive these traditional symbols
as irrelevant, burdensome, or inactivating, and yet we cannot
avoid carrying them within us or having our self-process pro
foundly affected by them.
The second large historical tendency is the flooding of
imagery produced by the extraordinary flow of post-modern cul
tural influences over the mass communication networks, which
readily cross local and national boundaries. Each individual
is touched by everything, but at the same time he is overwhelmed
by superficial messages and undigested cultural elements, by
headlines and endless partial alternatives in every sphere of
life. These alternatives, moreover, are universally and simul
taneously shared—if not as courses of action, at least in the
form of significant inner im^ery (1969V P* 15)•
An author's sense of historical dislocation and the flooding-of
imagery produces in his work the fracturing of time into a^historicoT
and non-linear frag^nts and the splintering of space into shiftiifgsiiiiageB that impose themselves on man's perception of space around him. In
an attempt to find (-on,-toi-create*)~soinevorder.
'M:and^meaning in this -clraxrs
13U
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these authors chose the Journey metaphor because it implies a search for"
something on the part of the traveler.

•

By itself, the Journey is a very

loosely structured metaphor and so can contain as many of the elements
of modern chaos as the author needs to include.

Miss Porter was extreme

ly economical in her use of Images and elements of modern life, perhaps
to make her ship of fools as universal as possible.

Fuentes has done

the opposite and included much seemingly irrelevant data—discussions
of old movies and movie stars, old and new songs, books, clothes, etc.,
giving the effect of a pop art collage.

And the Journey itself implies

a certain amount of chaos because it pulls the traveler out of his fa
miliar space/time context and subjects him to new experiences.
Since the Journey implies the theme of a search or quest, it con
trols the thematic structure of a novel, giving it thrust and direction.
The quest theme, carried to its logical consequence, becomes the Heroic
Quest, thus narrowing the search to a quest for meaning, order, and iden
tity within the surrounding chaos.

(Note that vhereas the traditional

concept of a quest has been a search for adventure and excitement, in
the contemporary period, the opposite is sought.)

The pattern of events

vithin the Heroic Quest metaphor becomes the sequence of events in the
dramatic structure of the novel.

Without the Heroic Quest pattern, the

Journey remains merely a series of happenings or adventures which, while
interesting, may not contain any transcendent meaning.
Even though the Journey in these novels takes place in recogniz
able exterior space, its meaning resides in the interior Journey—the
search for meaning and identity which leads to self-confrontation and a
revision of standards and ideals.
. ...

The space- around the traveler in the „
V- V

,
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novel serves as a symbolic representation of the real nature of his
Journey and as a reflection of his inner environment.

Since the trav

eler's inner space is only as limited as his imagination, it has fewer
boundaries than outer space; when combined with his experience of space
outside himself, the multiple images add to his feeling of living in
chaos.
The multiple imagery of space is synchronistic with multiple
experiences of time, and cannot be separated from them.

Franz's Prague

exists only in the past even as he walks its streets in his mind in the
present in Mexico.

Octavio Paz has said, regarding this multiplication

of times and spaces:
Todos hablamos simultaneamente, si no el mismo idioma, el
mismo lenguaje. No hay centro y el tiempo ha perdido su antigua coherencia: este y oeste, maHana y ayer se confunden en
cada uno de nosotros. Los distintos tiempos y los distintos
espacios se combinan en un ahora y un aqul que esta en todas
partes y sucede a cualauier hora. A la vision diacronica del
arte se superpone una vision sincrSnica (1969, p. 23).
This "vision sincronica" of art affects the structure of the novel by
blending time and space, or times and spaces, within a single event.
When a modern author re-creates a myth such as the Heroic Quest, he is
communicating on two levels at least:

the apparent narrative of a series

of events, and the implicit metaphorical meaning of the pattern in which
those events occur—a present, fictional-historical time and space blend
ed with a mythic time and space, or time and space in the eternal pres
ent.
The four novelists, by using the Journey as their basic struc
tural metaphor, have re-created a vision of the chaos of modern society

and of modern man's predicament.

.
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In adding the Heroic Quest pattern, .

they have indicated the possibility of a solution to the conflict in
man's mind between chaos and order.

The success or failure of their

heroes illustrates the hope or despair that each feels about the poten
tial for modern man to find meaning and order in life.
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